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.A.BSTRACT-

0

This-volume.is the third and final'report describing' the
operation andresearch of the-Educational Informatyn Sys,tem,
for. Ontario project funded by the Ontario Mini-Stry
of
Educa.
'tion in March 1975' to provide onlint .bliograi5 c search
.
services' to the educators of this proirince..
This report begins by :briefly summarizing t,he fi's,tand
-second Interim Reports. that 'described the scope of the 1*:;,
search, the donceptualtframework; data ,c011eCtion tecItilgues,
the implementation of the service, and preliminary evaluation
results.
It then devotes a chapter to the users and the uses
of EISO information providing mini -case studiWS totflesh out
the quantitative_ data and identifying factors contribvting to:
the use or non -use. of search results: Chapter 3.prese:-..
monthly and yearly satisfaction' averages.of EISO users and
dompares satis-faction levels of users ,rho did and" did not go
throdgh intermediaries or Educatiohal Information Consultants.
The negotiation process between the user and",the search arialys,t in analyzed in Chapter 4 and,:a. preliminary model of the
priitss.develdped, Chapter rs5 presents a systems evaluation
of liger satisfaction employing sociological and pyocess variableS: The concluding chapter reviews recent ?rends .and ;
developments in online searching and shows how these' nd the
'firidings of our own research and experience have res lted in
the operation.of EISO as it is carried on in 1978.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION,

.

This 1.1.olume is the third and final report of the Educational

Information System for Ontario, .a research contraxt funded in
March 1975'13y the Ministry of Education 'of the Province of
Ontario. Though much of the research coMpohent of the project
is now completed the service aspect of EISO continues to provide Ontario
with, online bibliogratlhic retrieval of
refere
in eL...atien and the social sciences" and. with
Access to original documents.
Background

.

EISO was :funded to develop, evaluate, and analyze an
information dissemination systeth baz,ed upon computerized
etrieval o bibliographies.
It diffe-ed from the usual
research co tract in that,it was not only to provide a
rigorous re earch study firmly grounded in theoretical
cepts, but
was also to have, a largely developmental comr1
ponent in the implementation of a search service available to
educators on a,fee-payiag
Thus, .not only were normal
aspects of contract, research -uch as research design, data
collection and analysLs required, but also some more unusual
activities.'-Among-these were the/,zrea:tion, of a business
system, publicity materials, prootional workshops, and a
program to train Educational :nformation Consultants who were
to act as information intermediaries or linkage agents in
geographically remote Areas.
Professional development activities, seminars,-and demonstrations added still other aspects

15

The aspe,ct_of'the contract that was-most readily
to the study.
apparent to educators and.the one that still continues was,

however, the actUal creation of a fully operatimaa information
service offeripg an interactiveonline bibliographic search
service to the',educators of Ontario by providing them access
to existing data bases such as the Ontario Educational R earch
PsychoZ.ogical Abstra

Inforination System (ONTERFS),

Exceptional Child,Education Abstracts, SociaZ Sciences Citatiok "Index, Dissertation Abstnacts Internationa"Z and other
data bases -relevant to educators.
.

The EISO iervice

To use the EISO search service, the educator submits his
information request to the search analyst, a speci lly trained
reference librarian, who develops a search strategy that is
wed offline-by a
machinereadable. Bibliographies are
major commercial supplier like Lockh ed or System Deelopment
Corporation and mailed to the user who may ,then_ order original
documenis.in either microfiche orpaper copy'formats. A fee
based on the amount of professional and computer-connect time
A
used-i; "harged for the
search and .a flat rate for duplicates
4
of original items.
Interim Reports
e :First Inter-Lm Report (Auser' and- Lawton, 1976)
-

'

covered the Reriod March 1975 to February 1976. Divided into
eleyen dhapters, it recounted the, creation of EISO, both its
It reviewed the literature
service 4na research components.
on information centres; intermediaries, and change in education, described the problems encountered in introducing a new
s'erVice-into'an established organizational environment,outlined the initial training program for the Educational Infor-::
mation'Consultants, and outlined the design and operation of
the business 'system that EISOwas to follow. That First
Interim Report also presented 'the research design that was
used to monitor and evaluate EISO's
operation and the satisr
..
faction of its users.- A system; model using sociological,
,

a.
.

:

.:

7

.

'pgychologicdi_, and ectonomic vari4bles within .411. ,adoption of

eliminary d4ta col;

innovations framelioric was developed an
La
lection instruments were! designed.
.

..,..

some early,

entatdire"-

.

C
research findings were pretentdd,
EISO's Second- Interim Report (Lawt n_ and , Auster,
.

,

,

_- "consisted of

-A9.773- ...

.

eVen. chapters .c49VerIng the period- March:1976 ..e.0

,

(,+

With the resea-tch design completed and the

'tebruary. 1_9,77.

...._
._1c-,,''

-6peration of t h e service lipll

-'clients

-:-:
.

,

7-1.der way, ,t11

setdnd .year / s

of.,..EISO:
theie-ographicat
their
g
,
116catipn,,empLoying oriani nation. ,'",- personal 7.charac,teristics
A

.mcport focused Om the

-_

and most important, their 1pvefls- o--1:;satfifaction--w-i-t-h- EISO.

Relia.bility of scales and-itemi usek,
.use-r satisfaction was -detailed as were
.

,
.

;

.

s

.,:-.

.

,,.

if

eolfect!data coiicening'`
s, social
correlates, and intervening variables- of user satisfaction.
Mini-case studies showed the- impact that EISO had on ,E.he-

tie

.

coordincator,-'perincipal, and teacher .of a school

in -addition, the economis_ of operating EISO were
considered, other database search serVicet gin Canada were
: identified and 41Zern-a.tive-drkanizationa l structures for
EISO in the future were 15osed.' Both the first and second
reports included-extensive appendices of all data collection
instruments :I-and forms used in -the research as well as th6
service aspects of the contract.
boar:d.

Final Report.

This third and final report presents cumulative satisfaction data collected over a three-year-period. It also
delves into the uses of infOrmation obtained through EISO
and' .examines the negotiation process between the'search
-analyst and the user when a request is placed. A picture of
BI?. S°, as it exists in mid -l978 c9ncludes the volume. Appen-

i ices

illustrate new .business and monitoring, forms. develope,d

that reflect 'the transition and changed emphasis from research
p.roject to 'service provision.
O

nJ

a

ei,

.....,

CHAPTER 2

.

l.

'

4.,.

THE .USER' AND TFIE USES OF 'EISO INFORMATION

en.

z

`The growing importgnde. of the Provision of information by
automated means_, has been reflected in the increasing number
of articles and studies devoted to online refei-ence services.
The focus Of 'much of ,this work centres around-developing-*
`accurate costing techniques.(Cooper and De Wath, 1977) and
describirig and-evaluating specific.services.(Firsohein.and
,Summit, 1977, and Lancaster, 1969). The .users "of these
services have received little attention with thernotable
exception of-Wanger's recent survey.(106). Generally,- howeVer, concern for the user and the way in which he uses the
Information hereceives has been Of greater concern to educa-.
'tional researchers and sociologists than information specialists (Hood, 1978, and Rittenhouse; 3971).
This concentration
is undersfandable.. Information managers, libiarians, and
search analysts can rarely influence the use of the information they provide to the user: local exigencies, administrator
commitment, financial constraints, the political climate may
alI impinge on' the ultimate use of retrieval information_
rronically, however, it is the effective use and impact of -t
- search results that may determine whether or not a'u-ser perceives the service to be useful and becomes a satisfied client
who returns to the search service to place further reques-ts.
And it is upon the-- ping up of such a repeat -user. clientele
that.the survival .of a search service may depend.
The.purposes':of this chapter, therefore, are.to identify
EISO users. over the past three years, present their reasons'for
seeking information, provide Mini-case studies of how the
4

information they received impacted upon their-local situations,
and identify factors-that contributed to the use or,non-use of
information received.
Li

User Charactekistics
The'conceptual.framewoTk-and method foricollecting -data
on EISO users-u(0e-described
in the First Interim Report:
.
r
MaIrch ;1975 February 1976 (Aus.ter and Lawto14 1976) and th.d
Second Interim Report: March 1976.-February 1977 (Lawton and
Auster, 1977). Briefly, the-user was viewed within an adop
=don of innovation Model using sociological,-psychological,
and economic perspectives. _Each. user/Was sent a User Evaluation QUestionnaire (Appendix A) six weeks after placing a
search. Additional data weie collected:by the search analyst
on a Search Request Form (Appendix B), and on an EISO Service
Evaluation.Data Sheet (Appendix,C). Finally, a saMPle of
users was interviewed using an Interview-Sc4edule (Appendix D).
It will be noted that data. for setond-year. searches- presented
n
below now include 371 returned evaluation questionnaires
covering'the peri6d April 1, 1976 to March-34, 1977. Third
year data cover the period April 1, 1977 to Dcember. 31, 19-77.
-

.

Location
AS in the past two year's, the majority of EISO's most
recent users come from the Metropolitan-Toronto area, providing
the mainstay of the service (Table 1). The fact that this high
figure has remained fairly stable is all.the more interesting
because some professional libraries-in Local school, boards
have recently purchased-their own terminals and are now
.

-

offering their.own search services. This-leads one to suspect
that the actual number of users from the greater Toronto area
may be going-up but that this increase is being partially

obscured-and absorbed .by other available services.
The increased number of-users frorii theOttawa area, (1.9%.
to 7.8%) may- reflect the fact that several workshops ands.eminars
.

were given to governmental officials and at summer courseeldtlere thus raising awareness of the service and acting as a
stimulant for usage.

TABLE 1

I
LOCATION OF USER'S_ ORGANIZATION

Percent
ti

1

Year 1

.

(n = 386)

.

Year 2
(n = 371r

Yea=. 3

Cn = 129)

--;

District

14.8

6.7

4.7

%

S

County or Regional

23:3

Goverment

Metropolitan Toronto

<

-

25.3

.

49.5

-

27.9

.1

-55.8

53.5

k.

Ottawa

1.-0

London

4.`9

Hamilton

0.5

1.9

1k 8

-'

0.0

t

1.3

0.0

a

Windsor

2.6

2.2

1.6

Sudbury

1.3

3.2

0.0

C

.

Canada (not. Ontario)

1.G

0.8-

Not Canada

1.0

1.3

1.

r.

3.9

0.8

,

_,

The rise of the number 0 -users'from prbyinces. Other
tAn Ontario (.894to 3_9%) 'ft: reflect EISO's new'policyb-f
processing all requests_ received regardless of their ge'ogra;.
phiCal origin.
4
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Personal Characteristics

-

The ate, sex, education, and,profesional.a4iV7tties o'f^
-_,
'EIO users, have remaineaostable over the three years the
service has been in operation" Two-thirds of the users continue to be male (Table 2), and over three-quarters of all
users_ are between 26 and-45 years of age (Table 3). Most
users have occupied their Present position for less than two
-years (Table 4).
Over one-half (Table 5) are officers of-a
professional organi±ation, have participated in an educational
research project in the past five years (Table -6), and have
presented a .professional` paper during that time (Table 7).
0
Sixty-nine percent have earned graduate degrees (Table 8) while'
57% wren
enrolled in, or ate planning to apply for;
,academic programs readkng -to =a higher'degree (Table 9)._
Clearly, EISO use s are a highly-professional, dynamic,
well-educated, and albitio -group.
t

-

.

.

Organization_

While OISE is .still the institution with which most
users are af.filiated, it. provides only a little over one-third
of the total number of users (36.6%), a dec)_ine frail). 39.596-the
previous year. Faculties of,education, Ministry.of:Education,
and other government agencies tonlinue to provide-increasingly
more users while the number of-school board clientele remain
-steady ('lab -4e

Role

ft.

The roles performed by EISO usefs :remained for the most
part unchanged. Table 11 conlii--ms that admihistration and
teaching arelstill the most important roles occupied: 6y EISO
users.
These are followed by graduate -work and research.
These profiles of user roleS' have shown little variation over
a three-year period and will probably continue to remain stable:
7

'TABLE

SEX OE EISO USERS

PerCnt

,

Sex

..
,

-

.1

4

Year 42
Ca = :370)

rear
(11 =',376)

Ydar 3
= 129)

63.5
7Femalej

68.2-

36.5

30.3

t

TABLE 3

ALES:OF IdS0 USERS
Percent
Age Range -

in Years

Year 1
= 183)

.

Year 2

Year 3

(n = 202)

(11.- = 103)

2.2

3.5

1.9

26 to 35.

'49.7

36.7

36 to 45

36.1.

41.6

38.8

46 'to 55

9.3

15.8

14.6

56 to 65

2.7

25 or under

over 65

.

40.8

0.5'

3.9

1.0 '

.0

.

0

TABLE 4..

NUMBER

-OF. YEARS IN: CURRENT POSITION-

-

Int,r-val in .Years

year 1

--11-841

Percent
_.

Year 2
(n = 203)

<-

Year 3
=

-1i13)°

r

Less

1

-

21.2

13.3-

g

10-.9

11.3

15.5

.4

14

9.8

2

14:6,

la. 3

6.8c

4 to 6

24.5

21.7

15.5

7 to 9

14..1

14.8

8.7

8.2

12.3

20.4

10 or more

TABLE '5
OFFICER OF A PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION
cr/

Percent

ResponSe

Year

if

= 183)

.

Year 2
(n = 202)

Year 3
= 103)

-

Yes

61.7

58.4

59.2

38.3

41.6

40.8

:

NO

N.

-,-,

TABLE 6

....,

:

.

4._

PARTICIPATED .111g- EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECT
IN- THE. PAST FIVE YEA.

_

t.

-.

Percent
.

Response -

Year 1

Year 2(n = 200)

(n = "-185)

' Year 3=
-1

Yes5

No"

74.5

63.6

5

36.4

,

24.3

'2 5

.

-TABLE ,,r

PRESE1TED A PROFESSICNALPAPER IN THE
'FIN/9E YEARS
ga

3

Percent

Response

Year 1

Year 2
(n = 200)'_

(11=.. 185)

Yess

No

53.1

56.0

47.0

44.0

Year
(n = 103)

51.5

-413-4-4

10
7.

,

HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED

Prcent

,

DegreN

175)

(n"-= 194)

a

Other

1

100).

31.0

56.7

50.0

14.9

14.9

19,0

0.6

0.0

o

.

54.3

-)

Doctorate

Year 3
(n

28.4_

30.E

'Bachelor t s
Mast,er's

Year 2

Year 1
(n

TABLE-9

PRESENT OR PLANNED STUDIES FORFTIGHER DEGREE
Percent
Response

Year 2

Yeair 1

(n = 200)

= 382)

Yes.

37.2

Not Sure

20.7

45.5

Year.
= 102)

51.0

10.8

42.1

38.0

2

;1.

38.2

TABLE 10
ORGAN I ZAT ION OF PRIMARY ASSOCIATION

Percent
Organization

Yeat 1
(n = 380)

Public Board

(n

7 369)

.>

-

.30.-Z

31.8

29..5

,.

10.5

5:1

Private School '-

D.§

0.8

CART

4.7

4.1

e.r

r

24_4

34-.2

44.7

Separate Board

Year

Year 2

1.6

3

7

_

.

0

2.1

7.3

30.8

39.5

36.6

University

6.1

6.5

4.7

Ministry of Education.

3.7

5.4

7.0

Professional Associations

Os.

3.8

2.3

Government

1.8

1.1

3.1

Bus irtess

1.8

0.5

1.6

1.6

2.3

Faculty of Education:

OISE

8

-

-

'other
12-

TABLE lr

.

4--PkiiMARY PROFESSIONAL ROLE

Percent
_

Role

Year 1

Year 2

=

-Administration or
Supervision

-Teaching

Year 3(n = 103)

(1,= -207)

27.8

29.1

-

17.1

16.9

19.4

0.8

1.0

1.0

10.6

13.0

14.6

Field Development

5.7

5.3

2,9

Nanistry. Regional 'Office

3.3.

1.9

4.9

Library

6.9

8.2

Private Consultant

2.4

1.4

1.9

Undergraduate

0.0

0.5

0.0

NI.Ed.Student

3.3

0.5

3.9q

Ed. D. Student

4.9

2.4

A.-

.Pupil Pers6nnel
'Research

21.7

4.9
16.0

<-/8.5

M.A. Student

3.7

3.4

1.0

Ph.D. Student

9.8

9.7

8.7.'

Other

3.7

4.3

5.8

WO
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The distrib,ution of users by their roles in various
.organiiations is presented in Table 12.
In public boaa'ds,
users were most likely to be admylistratiirs
supkrvisors'
(57%) though other. staff' also -use ErSO-services to a signifi'cant d'egree with teachers, researchers,-and librarians
prising another 35% of boird users. Alj users from the
separate boards fell within the administrative ranks while
users in post .secondary institutions were distr.ibuted among
administrators (33%), teachers (53%) ,' and students -(7%). Most
OISE users were rstudents (43%) though other- staff categories
were also represented.
Regional Office personnel were the
largest (60%) user group at the Ministry.of Education.
It would appear that the patterns that were established
in the first two years of the service continue to hold. EISO
is used as a resource primarily,by administrative personnel
in school boards, by faculty in post- secondary institutions,
by doctordl students at OISE; and by administrative and
Regional Office staff at the Ministry of Education._

Purpose of'Searches

Among all users, the most frequently cited purpose for
'doing a search was for term papers (Table 13).' Research and
development reports, pplicy development, speeches or articles,
personnel or recruitment and program development were also
listed as the purposes for placing EISO searches. Users
tended to. approach EISO as a resource to supi3ort their primary
professional role. For example, within school boards administration was the most frequently mentioned role for doing 'a
_search (Table 14). These administrative personnel performed
searches to aid them with their responsibilities for program
improvement (23%), personnel recruitment (17%), policy development (13%), and curriculum development (13-%) (Table 15).
Though it would appear that a few administrators did place
searches, to help with their graduate studies, most. sought
information for purposes,consistent with their ,professional
positions.
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TABLE 12
PROFESSIONAL ROLE BY ORGANIZATION FOR YEAR 1, 2, AND 3' USERS (N ='245, 207, 103)

OrganizatiOn

Ministiy of

.

Public Board

Role

Separate Board'

-Postsecondary'

OiSE

Year

Year

Year

7

Other

Education

,

,

Year

1

2

3

1

57;

64;

3

2

,

1

2

3

25;

2IJ

33%

49

53

14.

8

,7

13

2

1

,Year

Year
2

3

1

2

5 °

40t

17;

23;

3

;

Administration or
54

59;

821 100;

1C

9

14

18

0

X17

15.

9

14

0

Z2

73

29

60

61

7

0

0

0

91

0%

,

Supervision '''

Teaching or ,Pulo,i1

26

6

17

6

11

13

9,

18

0

25

0

0

0

-4,, 15

9,

Personnel

Research

18

: 23

i

i;"

Field, Development or

0

0

0

0

10

1

3

,Regional Office

3

0

7

21

5

7

11

0

13-

3

0

36

0

5'7

2.

0

2

10.

17

5

0

0

8

Master's Student

0

0

5

0

0

Doctoral Student

1

0

0

0

0

Other

3

4

3

0

0

Library

,

.

,

8

0

8

10.

,O.

0

,

30 .33.

0

0 0,

,i

9

0

8

0

0

,

0

6

0'

0

0

8

9

44

31

37

18

.13

11

;
.
1

,

Total n =

78

53

30

22

11.

2.

24

29

15

90'

77

.,40

4

p(

14

-,`"
TABLE 13
PURPOSE OF SEARCH'

R

Percent

Year 1
(n =`386)

Tenn ?apei:

Year 2

Year

(n = t371)

'31.3

(n =129)

33.3-

Bibliography

3,6

1.9

1,6

Curriculum Development

7.5

8.4

5.4

12.7

12.4

8.5

2,8

3.8

28,8

23.5

Browsing

2.1

0.8

Personnel or Recruitment

2.1

4 9

9.3

6.7

10.5

11.6

2.4

3.5

3.9

Program Improvement

Speech

or

Article

.

9.3

,

Y.

Re'search.and DevelOpient Report

.

.Policy
rl

Other

Development

07

15.5

,

0.8

2°

TABLE 14

ROLE FOR EICHAIBdOGRANY_WAS-REQUESTED-BY

,

ORGANIZATION FOR YEAR,2-AND 3-US

=/31-i26

Organization

Minittry of
Role for Which

Public Board

Separate Board

Postsecondary

OISE

Education

'' Other

RequestsMade

! Year
2

Year
3

2

Year
3.

Year

'Year

Year
3

.,3

2

2

3

2

1

,

,

Administration or
,42%

511

Supervisi6n

.1;%0

100%

r -

10t

Po

`-' 1,4°,

22%.,

11

Tekhing,or Pupil,
11

Personnel

,

0

4

5

/

S.

0

8

,

,

Research

21

Field Development or

23

,

r

4

4

Regionaljpffice

17

0

29

25

,

28

25

43

22

25

67

.

33
,

29

44

,

.11,

Library

7

.Master's Student

8

5

Doctoral Student

3

1 7

3

0

0

0

0

17

0

0

29

11

6,

2

7

0

b

0

40

12,

18

0

0

0

0

S

M.

43

0

'0

17

0

.

/

:,

Other

13

8

g

,

15

7

9

7

11

33

44

14.

9

12

,

25

.

,

Total n

=

62

S9

12

2

45

20

86

12
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PROFESSIONAL ROLE BY PROSE OF SEARCH FOR_YEAR6_2 AND 3_1ISERS

207.,_103

Role
.
Admin. or

Teaching or

Super.

Pupil Pers.

Research

or Reg. Off.

Year

Year

Year

Year
2

.1

Keeping Abreast

0%

1

.

'3%

2

ei

14%

.Master's

Field Dev.

1

4%

Library

Student'

,Student

Year

Year

.

Doctoral

Other

liar

Year

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

7%

0%

13%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

6.

0

.

Term Paper

.

.14

..

17
,

Bibliography:

Curriculum Devi

Program Improvement

0

12

20,

38

32'

0

.

4

23

5

'0

4

10

0,

7

11

,

Speech, Article

Retsearch & Dev.

7

19

3

.Personnel Recruitmt.

Policy Development'

Other

Total

n =

8',.

17

100

.80.

84

86

.

S

7

'38

.

0

0

0

24

0

0

27

0

0

0

27

13

0

.0

7

0

0

0'

0

.0

31

0

0

0

4

0

23

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

12

,, 0

0

20

12

7

8

25

0

0

0

0

0,"

,0

0

0

0

7

25

6

0

0

0

0

0

15

10

13

0

0

18

-50

0

0

0

0

15

13

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15

8

17

14'

8

8

0

0

50

0

24

0

13

6

33

.25

0

0

7

.

e

3

5

10

32

14

10'

0

59

33

27
t

Brpwsing

.J3

-

.

3

13

p

13

0.

0

0

5,

17

13

.0

0

65

30

.

5

5

37

0

'0

10

0,

21

0

0

15

4

27

N

15.
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Thi's quantitative data gives a general overview of the
user population and their reasons for requesting searches..
To provide a more rounded picture of the 'human motivation that
prompts specific searches and the factors that contribute
toward_the_successful-use of the information we must turn to}
descriptive or qualitatiVe data.
Such data is of course difficult to document and asses. Often influences beyond.-the
control of the individual are. overriding factors in :whether
or not inZormation is used for the'purposes for which it was
originally sought. Another limiting factor is that evidence-of usage has been compiled through interviews that relied on
self-reporting. TI-fiRagh.odsite.observation may have provided
more reliable evidence,sthese data are nevertheless presented
for the,insight they provide into some of the elements that
determine use or non-use of search results.
,9

The" .PsychoIogiSt

Dr. Barton is the dynamic administrator of upil per'sonnel services for a separate school board in the Metropolitan
-Toronto area.
In her late thirties, she holds a .doctorate in
her specialty, child psychology, and has had five years
experience in her current position.
She is an active member
of her professional organization, and has written several
papers that were either'published or presented at conferences.
By her own admission, she is an,avid information seeker,
.

placing- a high value on keeping).1P to.-date-in her;,field.;,'She

heard about the existence ofEISO--from colleagues anddecided
to ,place a sea-r.chr when she found herself-Chairing'a group of
parents 'and teachers, who felt-.there was an increasing need for
a play therapy program for their children.. "But one of the
problems we had,"'s.he explained,_ "was that we did not have
anyone here who had had extensive training or experience in
playtherapy.- So one, of the purpose's of the group was to
educate trelf as,well as to edacate other staff members who
would be_dsing.tha.service,

19

-A telephone request was submitted to- the search analyst'
who was able to-retrieve sixty-three citations on play therapy
from the Psychol;gical APstracts data base. The bibliography
was mailed to Dr. Barton who subsequently ordered twenty -four
journal_ar_ticlas of which EISO supplied_ her with_copies of
twelve.
These were divided up among the members of the committee who used them as a basis for seminar presentations to
their group. The information thus presented b'roadened the
group's view of play therapy, according to Dr. Barton. While
they had previously-been using a traditional ,kind of-definition,
the), now encou ered an unstructured, non-directive therapy
program.
ywere also introduCed to other .ideas for use of
the play room, such as having mother and child-go in together
for observation.
foj's were placed in waiting rooms and social
workers' offices; the play room began to be used for assessment
purposes; programs were expanded to educate the mothers as Vell
as the children. Play activity became a means of teaching
social skills.
Aithough the psychologist has becone,a repeat user of
the:service; she expressed only moderate satisfaction' with the
bibliography and aterials she received'as a, result f: her.`
automated search.
Her enthusiasm Was dampened when she discovered that the ata base-searched-fOr her did not contain
early cla-ssid wor s written on play therapy.- There,was also
some,question about whetj-ler she had obtained all relevant
items in the database' since the term "play therapy" seemed
to be a recent one. 'Last, she hadhad someo difficUlty,
obtaining all the releVant articles that had been _c-i-ted in
the bibliography.
3

The Junior High .Principa.1

Mr.. Albe'rt had been the janior high princ-ipal for three
years.
He was not an-especially avid information seeker but
did make efforts to keep abreast of. his field.
In the evenings

he was pursuing an M.Ed. degree at OISE.
At the time of his.search, he was spear-heading a drive
in his school to revise the music
gram from a strictly
instrumental to
more diversified -_one. _Having learned

abut

.

.

411
4.!

41.

-

EISO through his graduate studiel and from,, brochures mailed
to his school, he decided to telephone the search analyst for
As he put it:
help..
-We wanted to see -.what else'llAd.been done in
other jurisdiei.igns,- wh-at' else had been

available in the

written ancUtr
field rathertl,s

from- scratch.

We

&Avg& probably done

figured_

w'auted7:t,p avoid making
things.before
the same
1
Searching'.the ERIC datax-base,--ehe,search analyst
retrieved eighty-three citatiOnthat were, printed offline
and. mailed to the',principar. He .then turned over the
graphy to his .two music teaChers who,reviewed it and went to
their own board's professional library to examine the relevant
rated-their satisfaction with
articles and microfiche...
the bibliography and 'mateiials,between "MediUm" and "high."
they-felt. that the search= had been Valuable but
that too muchMaterial had been found. They :were frustrated
A
at not having the time to read twentr-five microfiche and
thought that-in future they would confine themselves to
They also 7felt,that in
defining their problem more narrowly.
fu..ture they would visit the search analyst in person rather
than communicate via telephone.- This more personal method
would, they felt, better enable them to clarify -their."muddle "
.as:they.put it, and to understand the search pror'ess better.
TheSe di'fficulties'aside, the music teachers, with the
principal's support-, initiated a diversified .music program
for the first half of their grade seven unit.-The principal
=

_

alSo saw. other _positive resul ts from the search..
was the indirect benefit of-exposing
The
the music staff to this kind, of information.
Frorri now -

when ir they, encounter,a

'they are more likely fto 'ask whether anything
has been,written on it-in the literature_
since-they have at least on one occasion
asked the kind of question that would not
have been asked before.
The principal testifed to the success of the new music program
and credited many of the successful- components to ideas °gleaned
from materials obtained through the EISO ieai-ch.
__

23.

a

The Program Coordinator
At the separate school board in Hamilton the program
coordinator was sitting on a committee lorking into the,role
of the elementary school principal. The group was especially
concerned with what their own system could to to'prepare staff
The
f_O- the prinCipalship and hOw principals were evaluated.
c'cimittee was composed of an area superintendent who acted as
chairman, three principals, a teacher, a vice-principal, and
the coordinator. They had been working together for a year
and had focused in on a-Management by Objectives (%00) evaluaHaving settled on a direction for theisuselves,
tion model.
they decided to consult the professional literature to find
Out.what was going on elsewhere.
The.c6drdinator filled out t e search request form on
abrochure..and mailed it in to the EISO office in Toronto.
The search analyst -clarified the request over the telephone
and eventually retrieved 1_12 citations on training for and
This extensive biblioevaluating the role of the principal.
graphy was divided up among the members of the committee
each of whom-gave',a talk about the relevant items they had
examined at their local learning. resources center. They were
highly satisfied with the bibliography:and the materials: The
"Personally,
coordinator expressed their feelings this way:
It gave us what we
we were delighted with the whole thing.
wanted very'quiCkly." .What resulted from their search? She
continued:
Well, cut of it came the document 'The Role
of the Elementary` School Principal" which
We have a-whole evaluation
is paw in 'use:
process for' principals in place based on a
Management-by Objectives model. We had in
as speaker one of the-authors of the
articles.
In terms of"the preparation of principals, the search brought
to light the notion of internship programs and a sub-committee
'was 'set up to examine the feasibility of that specific idea.
Summing up the.c.ontribution the EISO search had made to the
committee's work, the coordinator said:

It gave us the kind of information that
in spite of the fact that we already had
the direction, lent support for our position:
It couldn't be regarded as just some
silly thing we thought up all by ourselves.
It was comforting to be able to wave the
literature around when presentati6ns were

made.

The use of the materials did not come to an end with the
original committee, however. As ipicated, a-subcoMmittee
was formed to.investigate further the internship notion.
They
too used the articles retrieved.
Onepf the committee members
also passed on the materials to a colleague responsible for
staff development, at a .local hospital.
The. Superintendent

George Baxter is a well-known opinion leader in local
and piovinCial educational circles.
He has held increasingly
respon ible positions in school. boards- and at the time of his
search was 'serving as superintendent of instruction with an
expan ing, innovative school board adjacent to Metro Toronto.
His search was prompted by a series of leadership workshops
that he was running for his staff. He wanted specifically
to find out more abotit the phenomenon of "group think."
His search was performed on the. ERIC, Psychologiaal
Abstract'ss, and Sociological Abstracta data bases and he
claimed to be very satisfied with the results.
He-abstracted
the articles he _examined, cfeated overhead transparencieS
showing the salient points of each iteM, and with his packages'
on group think gave five workshops to,a group of department
heads.
Another group of teachers'learned about these sessions,
and requested that similar presentations be made to them.
They in turn borrowed the superintendent's materials and used
them with some students in their:secondary schools. The same
material was further used by a gr6up of principals and adminis-.
trative staff within the board studying the decision-making
process.
Using the service has become:the accepted first step of
most working committees in this board.
The superint ndent
commented on this widespread usage:. "It's the best money
we've ever spent." As to his. own use of B.ISO, he stated:
23

IT I,want to give a talk or I'm developing
a paper, very, very often, I won't do it
It's good to
until I.do an EISO -search:,
know that I can get resources if I want
It's nice to :know the service exis)ts
them.
whether I want to use it or' not, and I dd
It has that kind of comfgrting
use it.
psychological effect.

The Ph.D. Student
As a doctoral student
in curriculum, Mr. Abott was
r
interestedindoingaresearch\ paper on reading Comprehension-.
Though he.spent forty-five minutes -with the search analyst.
and they went through. the ERIC Thesurus together, the sfudent
was .unable to define'his topic in much detail.. There:Nes some
doubt about whether .he was.concerned with reading comprehension,
listening ability, or the- e'ffeCt of the teacher on student".
achievement in either, neither, or both areas.
An examination of the Search Request Form completed by
the search analyst shows that two searches were performed,
one on the effect that a teacheg-'s attitudes and teaching
methods have on student listening comprehension and another
on the effect that a teacher's attitades.and teaching methods
have on reading comprehension. A. total-of thirty-four citations were retf-ieved and sent. to Mr.- Abott.
He expressed disappoinrment in the bibliographjr that

resulted from his search: Too much of the material, he felt,
dealt with the comprehension of ,othe'r languages and with the
teaching of reading as a subject whereas his.interest now lay
"in' the more theoretical stuff, how'fhe brain operates, how
language is developed, how people understand and comprehendlanguage."
The search results were filed in his office where they
remained unused. At the time of thefollow-up evaluation
interview, a year later, the student was still struggling, to
define his research topic:
The M. Ed. Student

As a teacher of industrial arts at en intermediate.
:school in a Toronto borough,:Mr: Taylor had students from both.:

middle-'and lower.-ihcpme areas in_ his classes. HeAlad.begun
to-feel .that students ftaM tlf'ese two different types of,baCkgrounds.regaided industrial arts as a subject quite differently.
So as an-M.Ed: -studerttat OISE, h-e decided to focus the topic
of the requiTjed paper in one -'of his courses on this concern.
As he put it:
r.was attempting "to find out whether in fact
children with lower socio-economic backgrounds would have different.attitudes to
.industrial .arts than those from high SES
-

,

.

-

backgrounds. _I was using the search to find
out what the-literature said
The searCh-analysi devised a search thaf.retrieved

-thirty -seven ci.tation's.. These proved -to be of little use to
He glanced through the bibliography
Mr. Taylor,- however.

rapidly, and pressed-to hand in his.as$ignment, decided to
He di'd
rely on 'articles that' had been handed out in class.
.not order any original materiars, or otherwise use the results'
.of the search in any way.. He reiembered having difficulty
with the-format of the'biblio'graphy and feeling, that the
:

'

.

effort -required Izof him to order materials read; and- digest
them. was too .great a burden when added to his full--time
teaching load. For his"cogrse assignment; he submitted 'a
term .paper..that:dealt with experiences in his-pw-d-classroom.

The Primary Teacher
At a public c-school board at theopposite end of Metro
Toronto, another industrial arts-teacher was .4so--placing an
EISO search: He was -hoping to -apply..foi a leave of absence
and placed his search to bolster, the presentation: he needed
to present to his board to be gtantd leave.
-1kn'examination of his Search Rquest ord showed 'that
the-search analyst combined'-the cbn8epts, of :snow learners,
perqeptual-motor coordination,c-afid'clas'Sroom materials to
yeild a bibliography of fifty citations. "These proved -to
be'irrel6vant to 'the industrialfrgrts-;teacher, who placed his
and fOrgot -about it. When askdd if
earch_output ix?
e could explain what had gone wkong, he gave. the following
answer:
&.

.

J

7

-

-

The project ,for which I was applying for funds

dealt with the workbench approach to teaching
.industrial arts in the primary. grades.
I knew .didn'.t really-know what to ask for.
what the-general topic was; what the-general
idea was, but I didn't really know any of the
specific things that the search analyst was
asking me-because I hadn't studied it before.
The girl-on the phone wanted to know' more
I
about it and .I couldn't tell her
couldn't,explain to her what I needed 'because
I didn't know. -All. I" knew was the work-bench
approach.
Factors Contributing to. Use br.
Non-Use of _Search Results
-

The seven mini -cases described abov...e, though they

-,_repreSent an admittedly limited sample of users, nevertheless
point to some 'factors that - either- encourage or pose barriers
f Information received as.a result- of placing an
to the., use
EISO search. These factors may be evident-during both "the
:pre-Search and post-search Sand are described in Table 16.Circumstances pertaining ,to the intervening search negotiation.
are examined elsewhere in this. repottl
Of the seven users shown in Table 16, the_psychologisti
i'uniof high principal, program coordinator, and superintendent
d.
all illustrate degrees of information use while the two
students and the primary teacher are'examples of non-users.
T6 what -factors-can we attribUte these differences?
The psychologist, it will be-recalled, was an active
researcher with- the typical prOfile of an innovator. _She
was also the chairman of a committee that was- motivated' to
.find answers to a pressing problem and she had the authority
both totvee Vhat a search was,placed and that its--results
Uponreceipt of the articles, she distriwere implementedi.
bGted"them'to her committee members who then assumed joint'
responsibility for Putting-new pr6grams into effect. The
negative aspects of the seatch, according to the psychologist,
:related tc'the_fact that few "cfassics': in the field were'
retrieved,-that the concept. of-"play therapy" was a-relatively
new te'rIn' and _therefore might 'restrict the num6er of relevant
citations retrieved, and the, difficulty-of obtaining some'

original-articles.
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TABLE 16

FACTORS AFFECTING TIMKEN USAGE

Search Phase

Pre-Search Phase,

Post-Search Phase

Pros

Psychologist

1. Active resed.ther

1. No "classics"

2: Chairman o

2. Newness of "play

commit-

tee with

1. Articles .to comittee

1. Difficulty in obtaining

members

.articles

'2. Committee responsible,.

° ther#Y"

tion need,r..

for implementation

3. Authdrity icfltle-

rent
JUDiOT High SChool

1. Postgraduate student

Principal

2. Dissatisfaction with

1: TelephonN request.

1. Support of principal

1. Too roach material

2. Literature reviewed

2. Too little time

existing programs

by teachers

3. Inadequacy of telephone

3. Authority ofposi-'

interview

tion

I..
Program Coordinator

1. 4mMittee-initiated

1. Articles to committee

search

T

members

2. Well- defined problen

2. Each member gave talk

3. Authority%

l'Arthor invited

as'

guest speaker
.4.

Informdon supported
position

5. New information pro-

E

vided
6. Speed

Superintendent

1. Ojnion leader:

1. Information made into

2. InfOrmation needed
for workshops

packages

',

2: Workshops given to

department heads.
Ph.D. Student

1. Postgraduate
student

1. Undefined information

1. Irrelevant material

problem

2. Different topic

2. Inability tp =Erni-

E

cate
G

A

Student

1. Postgraduate

student

T

1.No inforration need,

1.

2. United course

2. Quantity

requirements

of information
3. Lack of urgency

....

4. Effort required to

3. Job pressures

I

Fornat of bibliography

.

obtain documents

V

E

Pr-kitty Teacher

lAnable to explain
topic
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1. Irrelevant material

The junior high school principal, though not as involved
in research as the psy-chologist, nevertheless also made efforts
to keep abreats of his field and was pursuing an Itl.Ed. de'gree
in his spare time. While he did not head a committee, he
for its
the leader of his school with prime responsibility
,
progfams. In this role , he recognized the inadequaciesSof his
music program and determined to correct them. To achieve his

aim, he gained the support of his two music specialists,
encouraged them to -review the literature he had obtained.- and
to 'initiate appropriate program changes. Though the information obtained was used, the results of the search presented
some problems: too much material was obtained; there was not
enough time to read it all; there was some dissatisfaction..
with placing the reque.st by telephone "rather than in person.

The program coordinator, though not chairman of his cora
mittee,, was'.-also a member of a h_ighLpowered group that had been
working together for a considerable pe-riod of time looking at
the role of the elementary school principal. They had determined what their ;information need was and charged the program
coordinator with the responsibility of placing search. Sub
%
sequently,
each member of the committee made a presentation
using the documents obtained as a result of their search. The
informat-ion they, received was relevant to their concern, supporting their ideas ana.--piesenting them, with new ones ._
The siiperintend9Int was- not a member of a committee but_
he was a charismatic leader within his own school board as
well as in broader educat.ional circles. He exercised one
aspect of his pro fessional. role by presenting workshops for
his staff. It was to develop these presentations-,: that he
splacecl. a -search. The information he received was transformed.:
into packages that were used at .his workshop'S and disfrib-uted
to other teachers requesting them.- The.. superintendent was
known to his staff as an --avid information seeker and user.
To 'this point, each of the four requestors represents ;
an active information user. The factors that enablel them to
become users, or facilitators of information use ,are remarkably
o

similar in each case. All had perSonal characte-ris that
are normally associated with innovators. They were active,
o
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involved, 'highly educated,, outgoing profe'ssion.als.

But most
important for this ,study, there were also articulate, able to
define and verbalize their informatiOn 'problem, aware of the
sources they could call Upon, and;possessed with a healthy
belief in the efficacy of research and a curiosity to learn
about what was going on elsewhere. Furhermore, they were
also highly .motivated.
This motivation may
resulted
reulted from
,
personal or Professional needs but in every case there was areal concrete-, identified problem to be solved or situation
to be changed. Third; each user was in a position- of 'authority
to initiate a sear.ch him:self or to cause others to do/so.
This
.authority may have resulted from legal position (thtyprinciPaD) ,
,

,

,expertise .(the psychologist):, _delegation (the program-,toord.in.ator) , or charisma (the superin.tendentY but in each case it
_

ensured that a search would be made and _its resillts considefed
and used, if at all
While all of --thee -variables were crucial in the pre-search
phase and continued to be important later,, still: other element
became important during the post-search period.' Here too, we
note that all four cases have certain. common' features. 'Tbr
example, in each case the original documents obtained were
passed on to, those responsible
for effecting change. Tie in..
formation ta.ras shared and in ,some cases -adopted by -.committee or
staff. members.
JOint ownership and,Coramitment wai"Ndevelop'ed.
/Those. who.
diges-ted-, and. adapted the information to
o

their own needs were 'also those with _responsibility for
.carrying throughthe"- results of `their- plana,
e. , th.e seekers.,,
the receivers, and the users 'were all the same peopl
In the
case _ of the superintendent , there was also heavy seco
ary, use
of the information. packages. ,Most of this. type of usage can be
,attriblited to the charismatic authority of the superintendent;
to the raised awareness of his staff, and the v., alue attributed
to information use by him..
The last three cases on Table 16 illustrate those factors
that pase barriers to information use
The doctoral student'
was still in an early stage 'of his program and had not yet
defined his research topic With "sufficient clarity:., He had
a .vague -notion that he might be interested in the effect' of

teacher attitudes on student achievekent but was really unable
to be more specific. In any event, shortly after placing his
search his interests shifte to another area and he found the
bibliography he received of limited value.
The masters' student, while he had a reasonably welldefined topic, really had no need to place .a search.
His
inst-ructor had handed out copies of relevant articles to'his
class and/The course assignment.did not seem to require more,
extensive resources. There is therefore, some question as to
why he placed th-search at all. When 'he received his )31blio.

.

grapthy, he was 'discouraged from obtaining or using original

documents by the time constraints placed on him by his regular
job, the discouragingly large amount of material available,
the-'format of the bibliography, and the fact that he- already'
possessed
sufficient resources to complete his -course assign
,
ment.

The-primary teacher, though hvin'g a reason for placing
a search, was nevertheless. Unable to explain to the search'
analyst what his topic was about.
He was limited to a single
approach. in &eaching industrial _arts and was unable to.expand
upon it or _place. it in a Context for the urther edificati_on
of the search. ,analyst. --By hiS own admiSsion, he knew very"
little about' his topic,and,did not know what to ask for.
Not
,
'surprisingly, he found the bitliography he received irielevntf
.

.

.

,

.

,,-

_

.

-From these brief sketches, we can S-6e tha:t the non-users_

of information -alsoshare some common characteristics. Among
these are 'the lack of a clearly defined,p.roblem and/or the.
inability to articulate that/problem to the search analyst.
These were especially true in the cases of-the doctoral
student" and the pfimary teacher.
Lack of motivlion or_ real
need was a deterrent to usage in the eas'e,of the masters'
student although he was also discouraged by the format and
quantity of material, the effort needed to acquire documnts,
and the time pressures of his job and course requiremelits.
These :.:latter- factors

_

_

operative most - 'clearly in the post

,search phase.
Lack of commitment in this later stage also
prevented the doctoral student and the primary teacher from
following through with their original .conCerns.

7

Conclusion
It is interesting to note that WhereaS sin the -caSes of
er was sPurred-an by the
Su-ccessful information use each
need to report to or work with ta:ff .or committees the _non-,might be expetted; therefore, that
users' were allioners.
they would have to:display greater independence, self - reliance,
and personal .motivation than _tlie successful- users andwould
In the
not have the rewards of immediate positive feedback.
cases aealt- with here, th'is increased burden -o, responsibility
without 'positive- external support created a barrier to use
that was not oVercome.
.
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CHAPTER '3

,USER SATISFACTION WITH-EISO

One of the most important and most

difficult, aspects.

of an

online search service to 'evallfate is the satisfaction of the'
user.
User satisfaction isignifIcant'because it will affect

the ultimate success of the service: a satisfied user is more
likely to become a epeat user and an advocate of the system
that has met his nee
And it is the bufid-up, of, a steady
clientele and the spread of its succes' by word of mouth' that
will helpto ensure its long-term opera on. 'Measuryig user
satisfaction, however, is,fraught with difficulties f r we
are trying to assess-whatis,- after all, a state of min
Not
only is it highly subjective, but it is in all likelihood
.subject to frequent shifts and changes. What may be:judged,

,satisfaCtoryone point in time may .be iconsidered less
atanother-_Sothe problem of.when-to-assess satisfaction7
a real one

is

Equally .troub.IesoMe.:is-vhatto. me-asure;

service consists of

ntimer.OUsleMentsthatmayeach:contrAbut
to,theTperceived,satisaction of the .user'.-Such elements may
Include 'eyerYthinvfromtAe user's interview. with the search':
.

analyst to the ,speed with which original documents are received.
Perform.ance- at each-of.numerous stages will influence the satisfaction. of' the u;er.
Recognizing this complexity the Educational
Information,,,
,
System for Ontario developed' an evaluation scheme based on a
systems model- using psychological, sociological, and economic
variables within 'an adoption of innovations framework. This
schema and-its reliability were described in detail in earlier
reports (Auster and Lawton,-l976,. pp .56-84; and Lawton and

60,

Auster, 1977, pp. 30-68). It is the purpose of this chapter,
therefore, to present satisfaction: data for a three-year
-period and to-examine an aspect of the service not reported
on-before, namely comparison of the satisfaction levels of
users who did and did not go through Educational.Information
.Consultants (EICs) in order to use the service.
The five scales used'to measure user satisfaction are
listed in Table _17.
These are: Publicity Materials and
Directions Quality
Service,' Timeliness of Service,
Quality of Technology, and Value af Bibliography and Materials.
A sixth composite scale measures Overall Satisfaction.
,

Yearly Satisfaction Averages
'A comparison of the average satisfaction of EISO users
,
over the three years of the service's operation shows a
remarkable consistency.
Changes in average level of satisfaction ranged from an increase of .20 for Timeliness of
Service to a decrease o.f .04 for Quality of Technology.
There
was virtually no significant variation in perceived satisfac-.
tionamong EISO usersNover the three-year-pei'lod with the
average user being highly satisfied with the service he
received. This high average satisfaction was-expressed by
means of 2.61 and 2.78 for Overall SatisfactiOn and Quality of
/
Service, respectively, on a three-pocmt scale.) Table 18 shows
that fewer than 5% of users were nOt'satisfied with.the outputs of the service, 'the Value of the Bibftdgraphy and
Materials, durfng. the Most recent year of operation.
This
represents a-significant improvement fnom the more than 12%
who expressed reservations the previous year or the almost
10% in the first year
Clearly, EISO continues to improve,
C
with over 95% of users being satisfied 'with the service provided.
A more detailed breakdown of the five rating scalesin
Table 19 reveals similar responses to the scale items. On
the same three-point scale mentioned-earlier the least satisfactory item was `judged to be the time taken to deliVer
materials from EDRS with a mean-of 2.09 ana no aspect of the
service was judged, to be unsatisfactor3y.
It sho ld be noted
-

.

.

,

-.
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TABLE 17

SATISFACTION SCALE MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND FREQUENCIES1

Satisfac:tion

'Year 1.

Scale

Publicity Materials
and Directions

2.57

Quality of Service

2.81

Timeliness of Service

Quality of Technology

1.00

Year 2

Year .3

88

,2,58

0.45

498

2.56

0.40

114

0.60'

200.

2.76

0.39

211

2.78

0.37

110

2.31

'1.09

25

2.40

0.44

36

2.60

0.42

2A2

0.76.

.56

2.53

0.38..

,87

2.49

0.40

47

2.,24

0.87

133

2.30

0.67

179

2436

0.57

102.

2.61

0.77

180

'2.60

0.35'

188

2.61

0:30.

100

.

Value of Bibliography
and Materials

Overall Satisfaction

1Scale means relate to ,a three-point sca.l
,

faction.

:

3 = high satisfaction,

,

2 = medium satisfaction, and 1

=

satis-

'TABLE 18

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION FOR SATISFACTION WITH QUALITY O' BIBLIOGRAPHY

An MATERIALS BY YEAR

Percent

Level of
Satisfaction)

Year 1

High

45,1

edit

45.1

Year ,2

Year 3

52.5.

51.9

35.2

43.1

-.AL.

4.9

Total

n =

1Classifications are as follows:

133.

2,50 or 3.0 medithl

179

.S or, 2,0; and low, 1 00

102

*TABLE 19

(
SATISFACTION I1134 MEANS, STANDARD DEV

IONS, AND FREQUENCIES

Satisfaction

Scale Item

Year 1

Year2

Yeax 3

Publicity* Materials and Directions

Accuxacy and cimirehensiveness

of publicity materials.

2.45

0,66,, 112

2.47

0:61

208

2.42

0,55 N116

4

Adequacy of directions fox

'

2,68

submitting search requestsl

Convenience of an'
a

0,55

143

gemfits zad
2.70

cy of dire ionsl

225.

2,69.. 0.51

124

212

2.57

0.55

122

2.84

'0,37

44,

Adequacy of'directions for ordering
2.51

copies of materials

Quality

0.69

.1.8

2.55

0,62

:of Senfice

Convenience .of arrangements to
,

Obt4in EISO

Searches1

Convenience 'of arrangements an

adequacy of dirictionsi

rfielpfulness of

Searcli,Analyst or

Time devoted to 'search

EIC

intervieW.2

t,

.2.88

' 2.71'

0.37

0.58

225.

208

2 81

0.47' 218

.

.

y.

TABLE 19 (Contld.)

Satisfaction

Scale Itei

Year 1

Year '2

Year3

n

Timelines& ofService

Time iaket to deliver bibliography

2.64

0.63

224

0.83

33

0.72

53'

Time taken to deliver materials
from EDRS

2.50

0.65

227

2.66

0.51

125'

2.06

0.66

54

12,09

0.71

34

2.54

0.61

65

2.86

0.44

,29

t

2.24

Time taken to deliveraiterials
froi EISO

2.42

iity of Technology
lo

Length of bibliography

Readability of microfiche copies

Availability of microfichejeaders

2.41

0.66

227

2.51

0.60

.216

2.50

0.61

118

2.3$

0.70

'93

2.38

0.59

123

2.35

0.63

60

2.58

0,67

121

2.56

0.63

118,

2.55

0.62

62

0.69

221

2.33

0.70

216

2.40

'0,63

116

134

2.28

0.72

182

2.31

0.61

,Value of Bibiiograpli and Materials

Bibliography itse1

Materials locatevia bibliography

2.19

2.25

0,68

'Separate questions concerning convenience of arrangements and: adequacy of
directions for submitting Search.:
requests were asked, in, Year 1, but the two items, were combined in Year
2 and Year
2ltem on time devoted to search interview did not
appear on Year 2 or Year 3 questionnaires.

.

that-corrective action was taken to providd more effective'
document delivery by contracting with MicroMedia, a local
firm, to provide paper copies from fiche.
Thus the long wait
formerly necessary for users dealing with ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) in the. U.S. has been eliminated.
Those aspects of the service that were felt to be most
satisfactory, with 2.86-on a possible scale of 3, were the
time taken to deliver 'materials from EISO, and the helpful-ness of search analyst or EIC. Since the speed of the service
and the interaction with the search analyst are two of the
main .distinguishing characteristics-(and-therfore selling
points) of online retrieval, it is gratifying to know thatthese important aspects are being carried out well. On'the
whole, then, these statistics. show a service tha't has estblished high standards and is succeeding ;in maintaining them.
.

.

Monthly _Satisfaction Averages
While "it is-true that,'on the whole, the EISO service
is maintaining high st-andards-, fluctuations do occur from
month to month depending on the time of year, major changes
in. system. operations, and-the size of the sample for whom
responses -we-re received.
It is as well to recbgnize that
these Nariations do'ocpqr-and in fact.appear,to be a normal
part of the service ..environment so 'that undue anxiety or
4

.

uncared for shifts in _policy are- avoided:
Among the most important measdres assessing -the satis-

r

ct on f users -with EISO
those, evaluating their PPercep
..tion ahout,the Quality of Service and, the Value of
graphy and Materials.' BeCause of the importance of these
aspects, mean satisfaction revels of users regarding them
were plotted on a monthly basis, from July 1975-through October
1977.
An average Overall SatiSfactidn level _was also obtainedA graphic description of the results is seen in Figure I.
Trends during the tenure of the first .search analyst

wereanalTzed-in EISO'S Second Interim Report:, March 1976 Februdry 1977 (Lawton and Auster, 1977 pp. 44-.30). Briefly,
it was found that Overall Satisfaction was remarkabl' steady,
ranging between'.2.4-and 2.7 -on the three-point scale employed.

6.

'FIGURE 1
AVERAGE USER SATISFACTION BY MONTH
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The monthly average remained within ±0.1 units of 2.6.
A noticeable drop did occur, however, during the Spring of.
1976 but this was attributed to the- hiring and "breaking in
It was'also noted that overperiod of a new search
analyst.
_
all satisfaction tended to decline during those periods when
demands for searches reached peak levels of 55 or'more per
month.

4

An analysis of trendssince the employment- of the second
First, the
search, analyst reveals two interesting features.
reviously observed decline in satisfaction levels with the
lue of Bibliography and Materials during hectic periods.
It should
seems to be continuing, though with less frequency.
be noted, however, that this "decline".in satisfaction is a.
evel for,this item
relativething. That is, the satisfaction level
never fell below 2.0 between. October 1976 and October 1977.
This means that even at its worst, the service was never seen
.to be below a mediiim-high level of performance.
Second; the Quality of Service has on four separate
occasions (September 1976, November 1976, April 1977; August
1977) been assessed at 3.0; the.higheSt level attainable on
a scale of three points. During that same - October 1976 to
October 1977 period Quality of Servicenever
and hovered at-the 2.8 level. These statistics confirm -that
the.perceived:perormance of the:searCh analyst is critical
in maintaining high user satisfaction with the search service.
.

It also points t(i) the fact- that the :user is_ able to make .dis-

'tinctions between the service he received from the_analyst and
the final output of the system, i.e., the bibliography and
It .alio-seems,reasonable to.assuMe
materials he receives.
that he may alSo.:.be_able.and willing to ascribe his lesser.
.

satisfaction with his bibliography. to: factors. beyond :the
immediate infliierce--Or control of the search analyst,sUch as
.

appropriatenesS oftopic,.extent of materials available, -or
This ability to separate and-.distinguish,
system features.
between the performance of.-the analySt and that of the search
.
.system.is.important because-it suggests :that a user
more willing to place another search on a.different'topic if
he feels that everyihinghumanly Possiblei.Wiii-bedoileto meet
his needs.
49.

Satifaction.of.EIC Versus N'On -EIC Users

Because the human element of relaying and using information was, from the very beginning of this research project,
regarded as critical, it was felt that some special provision
hid to be made far users who were located at a -distanCe frot
Metropolitan Toronto and thus did not have immediate access
to the service. The basic assumption was that the provision
of an-Intermediary, called an Educational Information Consultant, ar EIC, familiar'with local.conditions_and needs, would
lead to .a more satisfied user and moreeffective dissemination
and utilization of knowledge._ 'In turn, a satisfied user,
according,to adoption of innovation models, could be expected
to become a repea. t user whO would have the obvious effect of
ensuring the main
nce and growth of the inf
tion service.
To test whether or not such assumptions could e proved
empirically, special treatment was given to the Northwestern
Region of Ontario. There, four EICs in different types of
institutions were-rained, demonstrations of the service were
held, and reduced rates were instituted fbr,the first year Of
the service's operation._ It was expected that this greiter
effort would result in a disproportionately aarge number of
search requests from this -area- Table 20 beloW_5,:kbws-that
this effort alas succes'sful, at least initially.
In the

TABLE 20
.'USERS LOCATED IN NORTHEASTERN REGION (REGION

Percent
,RespOnse

Year 2

Total n

380.

'37.1

Year: 3

129

two years, the r_egion, with only 4% of the:province s enrol
-meat in elementary and secondary schools, was overrepresented.
The decline in the second year from 14% to
is due in part
to the exhaustion of free searches . The 4% usage level in
.

.

the third year is in keeping with the proportion of the area's

,population.
Of these users, however, not all went through EICs.
Table 21 shows whether the user went directly to the. search.
'analyst oci- through a local' intermediary to have his, search
formulated. The reasons for the decline from almost 10% to
'2% between the first .and second years _are uncertain but may
40

TABLE .21

WHO ASSISTED IN FORMULATING SEARCH REQUEST.

Percent

le of Assistant
Year 1

Search-Analyst

Year 3

85.9

Field Centre EIC

9 7.8

.

97.7.

1:1

7.

Facultk of Ecluca-tion/CAAt

0 .8

EIC./

2.4

2.4

Ministry of .Education.,EIC

Not Sure
Other

Total n

=

373.

.

refflect, among other thinks, the exhaustion of -free sejarches
the area, or s imply a poor return of questionnaires It

is also worth noting that these statistics do not take into

account the activities of the EIC associated_ with a local
school board. Nevertheless, it was = later found that 61 users
in the Northeastern Region had .use4 EISO. Of these 61, 18
had returned questionnaires showingthey had _gone through
EICs, while a. further 4'3 had. not gone through_ EICs.

Table 22 showslthe means, standard. deviations, and frequencies for that sub-sample oeusers who returned their
evaluation questionnaires.
Though statistical significance
is important, it is not, however, the sole criterioncfor
determining the importance of a relationship:." -.Particularly:
when one is concerned with poliCy decisionS, the .Strd.hgth of
arelationship can indicate its practical Importance.
In the
preien-t.case, a difference betWeenMeans of 0.2_ on the.three'poi'nt.satiSfaction.scale is considered to be of no. practical
significance. Differences of.0.4, 0.6, and-0-8 or greater
are considered to;be'df low, medium, or high practical sig.:
nificanceespectively. 'Due to the small sample size;
analyses of both statistical and practical"significanee are
given, recognizing that where only the aatter obtains, further:
research is needed to confirm`, -the existence of the relationship.
For the convenience of the reader the 15 satisfaction
items are grouped into the same five-categories. used earlier.
In the present context, the five main grouPings in Tdbie
22 might be_regarded. as corresponding to the stages that a
typical user would go through td placea search; ,First;.he
would, obviously have to become aware of the existence-of the
service.
Pj.iblicity Materials' and Directions covers those
aspects thateexplain the technical-points about using the
service to the user-., These instructions were available in a
variety of written formats and appea-red as articles in professional journals, advertisements, and brochures. It was
expected; though,,- according to,the literatilare, that personal
contact, either, informally or through staff meetings and
planned presentations, Would he the most effective method of
informing users about the service. And indeed, the first
goal the EICs were asked to achieve in their initial training
was to make users aware of their availability_ and_.
set-vices
they could provide. Therefore, one would expect the EIC users
to be somewhat more satisfied with.-thoii- informationabout'ihe
service than non-EIC-users who were `not exposed to such
/personal efforts-.-.There is evidence to support that this was
in fact the case.
,

,

.

_
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.TABLE 221

MEANS STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND FREQUENCIES FOR
SATISFACTION OF EIC VERSUS NON-EIC USERS

EIC User,'
Aspects of EIS()

Non-EIC User

'
C.

F-Ratio

X

Publicity Materials and Directions

Accuracy of publkity materials, EISO
2.8

presentations,' etc.

0.45

2.4

0.79

12

1:01

0.52

2.2

0.67

9

1.89

0.76

2,3

0.76

12'

0.53

2.1

0.90

18

165

2.6

0.61

20 L 2.46

0.62

1.

0.28

0.79

13

0.20

Comprehensiveness of publicity materials,
EISO presentations, etc.

2..7

Adequacy of directions for submitting search'
2.51

requests to EISO

i`\

Adequaty of directions for ordering copies of-

0:73

materials:

9

Quality Of Service

Convenience.. of arrangements to obtain..EISO:

2.9

searches

0.33

0
Helpf:Ulness of search analyst or Educational

s.

2.8,

InforRation ConSultant,

0.62

12

2.6

...

Time devoted to search

interviewSWiti:search'.

,analyst; or Educational

2.2

Information:Consultant

a,84

2.

r

4.,

TABLE 22 (Cont' d.

EIC User

Non-EIC User

ects of EISO

,

, ,

F-Ratio,,
.2

Timeliness' of Service

Time taken to deliver the EISO bibliography

0

2:1

0,83

11

'2.7

0.48

16

5..611.'

/
Time taken to deliver microfiche or
paper copies
,

ordered from EDRS in the U.S., if applicable

Ti ile taken to deliver mi

2.0

0

2.3

fiche or paper copies

3

0.60

/,
2.3

ordered from iEISO

0458

0.58

3

' 1.4

'0.55

0.03

Quatity of Technoogy
V

Length of bibliography
2.8'. .... 1)A4

Readability of microfiche copies, if applicable

2.2

0.66

17

4.82.

0.69

7

1;04:

2.4

0.92

8

1.39

2.3

0.60

16

0,17

2.2

0,83

9

0.51

2.50''6,2.1

.

'

Availability of microfiche readers

71211.12 of Search

2.8

0.44

9

Output

Value of bibliography
2.2

0,79

10

Value of materials
2.5

/
Significant at the .511evel.

0.55

,

6

Lookingat-the 'four items in Table 22 that apply to
providing the user with Publicity Materials and Directions,
-we .find that, measured on a three-point scale with three 'being
the highest level ichievable, the mean satisfaction level for
EIC users was consistently higher than for non-E-IC userrs.
For
accuracy of publicity, materials it was 2.13 as against 24.4;
for-comprehensiveneSs af publicity -materials it was 2:7 as.
against 2.2; for adequacy of-directions:for submitting
search requests to EIS°, it was 2.5-to 2.3; for adequacy of
_directions for ordering copies of materials. it was 2.6.as
compared with -2.1.

it is true- that these figures, are

not statistically.sigriificante all of these differences are
either of low or medium p.racilcal significance-. ,Such,a con:
sistent relationship between the use of an EIC and higher
satisfaction is of interest to the policy -maker pemding confirmation.
,

Since one _cpf the main reasons for ,having EICs in .the

Northeastern RegiOn'was to improve. the:acceSSibiI§y to the
information- service fo-rgeograpliicallji.YeMote'use±sone;jyould
expect EIC-users,<to beroie,satiSfied with the
.
.

.

Servicetharithosewho-did no,t -us-service(hxough a-local:
.

intermediary:
This did not
to- be: the case,., however;
since there was ma .difference of practical or statistical:
significance betWeen-the satisfaction levels of ETC--and:non7
.
EIC users with the convenience of arrangethents to-obtain EISO.
,searches
to',6,.) or the helpflulnesso-E the search analyst
or Educational Information Consultant f2'.8 to 2.6).
It will,
be noted that both groups of users were very satisfied with
-these -aspects of ti-4e se-rice- and less satisfied (2-.2 anA,2,4)

withYthe time dezzoted-.to the search interview with
search
analyst or Education Information Consultant.
This'lower
satisfaction
again shov:ing no practical or statistical
differences.
may be explained by the fact that, whether a
user goes through-an EIC or directly to the search an"al"yst,
there are :constraints.
Same E'IC-psers negotiated their searches.
"on the run"-because of theit'aWn job situations, And-thus the
result 'may. be as mu.ch a reflection' of the user' s- own ability

to take time -out for an adequate interview-as the availability
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c

of the
C.
-Non;EIUsers may- never-, in fact' have spoken - to
the ana-lyst beCaUS6-'they SUAk.ted.
if .thy-disi- speak to. her, :itmay have been .ra" -erri -1
.

long -rldfSsVance telephcine,::-a..741TOde-not.conduciye tOl:le:iSfUrely

.,141;1;lem: -deflinittion7betauseTOfthe
4

costs .involved:

`

arees where. one i...rd04._expe

the nOnAliC user .to
hay... the advantage over the EIC user are` those that -felate to
ytime. -For the non-EIC user would typically receive his biblio'

graphy airectly from the search analyst, hewOuid
/..espOn7
Sible fdr ordering his _own materials, and, he would receive
these original documents in ,microfiche or paper copy withou
the intervention of an intermedtary-who_would represent 2'
'other sstep In the delive&process. The results. Shown fc.:the- items included under Timeliness of Service seem to- bear,
thiS out for one aspect: time -taken to deliver the EISO' bibliogrsaphy, where the non-EIC user has -a satisfaction level of
. 2.7 and the EIC user one of 2.1.

Thi'S-difference is great
knough to be of statistical significance as well as medium
practical signifiCance.
Since the other two items in this
area; ;time take.n to4;deliver microfiche or paper copies, from
EDRS in the U.S:
and time taken to _deliver microfiche or
paper copies from EISO, showed Wot statistical signifi4ance
'paid. low (215 to 2.q) and no C2.4 to 2.3).practical signifil
,

cance respectivel, the results mar suggest that going through
an EIC is influential at the first stage of the delivery pro-,
cess. but does not affecrt. the- 1 ter stages involving delivery
of -mate.rials from EDRS or
L

-

the items related .,1-1-.o'the Quality of Technology, there

_is one that shows a statistical. and medium level- of practical
-sign]qicance in favolig: of ,-Ev.14-userst, satisfaction ,with the
length .of bibliography.
This _difference (2. 8 to 2 .2) might
1;e:attributed;to the greater familiarity of the EIC with theprecise need's o-f- hds clent.
Differences befween the -satis--'faction levels on 'the, two other items listed in thiS
readability of micro'fiChe -coptes, and- availability of micro7
fiche readers, are not statistically significant and are of_
low ljra-ctical significance, 2.5 to 2.1 and 2.8 to 24, respeco.

.

.

.40".

The fi at ;Stage._ ctr

-probes§e-a.S. assessed by,

the User- Eva,luatiOn-..1Q.Lie-ttion.fiadre
SeisTch OutiSute. The- output -referr,e.d

to the 'Value. of. -t

to consists, of two'4separate
products, the ti3iliography and. the original mat-erials- prdei-ed,
if _any, which_ Wight be either
journal ar-Lcles
microfiche duplicates of YRIC -documents or a- combinatIcin of
the two . The mean satisfa&tion levels fol.- EIC and non--EIC,

_users with the value of the bibliography (2.2 and 2.3) and
\the value of materials (2,5 and 2:2) are so close that the
-differences are of no statisticar or practical significance.
Conclusion

It would-appear that there is a slight tendency for- EC
users to be more satisfied with some aspects of the automated
bibliographic retrieval service than non-EIC ,users.- These
areas of greater mean satisfaction focus on the publicity .about
and directions for
the service- and the quality /of the

technology. ° EIC users are less setisfied than theiron:EIC
counterparts with thos'e a.spsotts of the service -that...add another
step to the ordering process and therefore slows down _their
receipt of ,the inform'Istion.. -This suggests that the--ICs role'

might be most useful', in the preliminary Stages of- raising..
awareness and providing directions for using the- service. It
t.rou/d. appear --thit the interMediate stage of search negotiation

might best be left. to the search analyst and the _orderin.g. of
materials to the user. In that way,,:ma.inum kfse- might be bade,-.
of the I-oca.l availability of the.;
the _technical: expertise,
of the.'analyst,
the enthusiastic need of the User -for-a
more speedy aeii-v-ery time.
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THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS IN QNLINE
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RETRIEVAL.

One of the most important aspects of online search services
is the negotiation process that takes2plAe between_the.
librarian or sears analyst and the user seeking' information.
For it 'is during,t4at encounter that the .user must make his
needs:known, the search analyst must comprehend. the fequest,
and translate it into the terminology and configuration that
will result in the successful retrieval'of aPpropriate cita-.tions.
Yet little has been written that attempts to analyze
what happens during the negotiation process. The purposes
of this chapter, derO'fore, are to review. the.liteiatufe relevant to the negotiation process, to identify the ma'joi
elements of that process asoutlined in. the.literatureo,
apply these theoretical. components to actual_negotiatian
interviews and ascertain. their applicability thereto, and to
develop a model .that deScribes -the ..components 'plement-s of the
_

ftegotiation prOteSS.- The.-deVelopment-Of suchmodel is seen

a*:,havingimpiiCations for.:thertrainingand.performanCe.of
searchanalystS and 4therefdre contributing, to the_improvement
Of automated search services.

\--j

Review ofthe Literaiure"

Though online services have ,howbeeh-in existence for
more than a decade and their growth and-evaluation have become
the subject of scholarly attention (Fry, 1972; Wanger et'al.,
1976), a recent survey of library science publications has
shown that little has been:written on the negoLation process
-
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between the user _seeking ir4Ormation and the search= aialyst
working at the- computer terminal: While this newer field has
remained unexplored, however,\ there, exists an abundant literature dealing with -the more-r. traditonS.1 form of the user/analyst
interfa.ce', the- classic reference 'A-interview: That literature
treats as its major concerns empathy and non - verbal behaviour;

the interview process 1,tself,'includin'g.its structure, and
the%---though.t processes involved in the nekbtiation and formu--

lati-on of 'Eluestions;;--the ,examination of .the" establishment and
_enactment .-of roles by °the participants:,; and other- fators
hich affect the interaction bteen. th .reference
and -ti(e useT. It- is to these/areas t t- we 110W turn for
-

ins'ight they can.' lend

mpathy and Non-Verbal
.

.

=

-the online negotiation TroceSs.
`1

Behaviour.

.Both Peck (197:5) and Pierce (1971) -have-taken the view.'

that there is a strong affinity between -the' interviews that
.are part of reference 'serv'ices- a those that are .integi-al
to therapy and counselling. They feel, therefore,. that an
awareness 'of the techniques.

by 'couniellors would be

benefi_cial to' librarians in enabling:them to improve their
_ services. One such technique is empathy. Peck quotes Delaney
and Tisenb_erg,-'-who describe empathy as:
.

the courtselbr's

how the client teels at any given-understanec'.
moment in';
the counseling, proces and -how -he feels4about,
the situations he is -describing the 6PUTI.:
,selor. EMpathy. alsO- refers to thetoa.b1-1.ity
of the counselor to respond to the client
so:as- to communicates that the natur.e-a.ird"
intensity of tne
theemotion xperienced.,-.is
.

.

.

understood by the coult-seI6r (Peck; 1975,p.
.Applying this to -the reference librarian, Peck suggests that
empathy_ can be shown to have effects :in, numerous ways: the
demeanour of the librarian at the initial interview cant,,
reduce, the ''anxiety of the ti`ser-; maintaining eye contact,
smiling, expressing concern can.diminish nervousness-; practisin'k a relaxed,' slightly. -forward-leaning: body -position .can
reflect interest. ,Other non-verbal behaviour such as nodding
the head or, gesturing with the:hands can indicate awareness

and attention.

Pier ce adds another dimension to- Peck s article' by $ g.

g esting that
_.

the import ce 'of empathy does not
depend exclusive
n the empathic ability:
of, the therapist, but also on the percep7
.

.

.

ticin of empathy by the 'client: (Pierce, 1971,

7

p. 120) .
-t-

Wing

-

3.;..tty male -volunteers' ,enrolled. in an undergraduate.-

course injpsychology at.the Ohio Stdte University, he .Carried .
oulk an exPPLment
tests the relationship between-lnxiety
/r
and perceived empathy, He subjected the students to what he
517;1P termed ant "Approprdate Timing Interview" fwhe:-..e the-Anterviewer.
2 .e
ttmpted toL,zlespenid .aPpropr,iately to the stuaents
s ateMent, did _not interrupt
the student or allow more than
t
fi-ve -seconds to .elapse)
and an "Inaptpropriate :iming InterTheclatter was diVidied into three- periods: the -firstperiod of two minutes was similar to the "Appyopri ate Timing
InterView; the second was marked by interviewer interruptions
with a statement every five- seconds fOr five minutes; in the
third period (fiVe to eight minutes), the .interviewer did not
respond to the student for a fixed. period of twelve seconds
aftter the 'last utterance of the student.
Pierce' found that
alVthough the timing of statements was not a variable, there
was an inverse relationship between anxiety :generated; by the
The
"dnapprO,priate Tinting Interview" afi'd perceived empathy.
implication for reference librarians is that perceived empathy
.-ead to greate-r user sat,isfaction with and an improve.

.

,

-

:

the 1 brary ' s services
In,. a so ewhat Similar experimen reported in -detail,
Matarazz6 and Wiens (1967) ,.hypothesized (and 'validated with merit

-af'

.

N.

reported p values of 001) that .if the interviewer waited
"longer (or shbr-ce) than usual before responding to the user's
last cqmment the effect would be an increase (or decrease) in
the user' s own reaction time to the- interviewer . Citing other
similar studies, they -extrapolated that when. the interviewer's
"speech latency" (the reaction time before responding .to' the
user''s last utterance) was short, this, together with head
nodding and saying "mm-hmm," acted as "s-ocial reinforcing
stimuli"\and led to the perception of a more positive attitude
.

,

.
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part.

by the interviewer; and hence greater satisfactibn on. the
of the user with the interview.

C

In another experiment..to test the effect' of the., quality
of',,a reference librarian's, immeddate and non-immediate verbal-

nonverbl communication on user 'satisfaction, Gothberg (1976)
advanced thrOe hypotheses: immediate rather than non-imme,diate
verbal-nonverbal comnitnication by the librarian would result
in (1) greater user satisfaction with the reference intery:i0q;
.(2) greater satis'faction with his own performance in the negol
tiatio.fi of the reference question, and (3) greater user satis.-faction -with- The tansfer. of information. Using the immediacy
.principle emerkin fivom the ihvestigations of Mehrabian and
his_ cn- workers,
.measurement._ of the construct ":SatiSfaction",used -:--by Van -4Cadm, and an ANOVA- computer program- to analyze- the

two hypotheses were
supported,
-by the re§ults, but -nor the third. She ,,suggests that mare
frequent immediate verbar-nonverbal communication will \ncrease
the leel of the Aitirariaff's interpers onal functioning, ease
the frustration users -,often encounter in their:" search for information and -hence increase. their- satisfaction wi -th= the library' s
.

.

:4.p. a, she f(31.±d that the

.

.

,

,

.

.

services-.
.

_

indlcates concern-for the frustration
experienced by -library users' and emphasizes the importance of
nonverbal
communication in.alleviating this. She puts users
rinto four basic categories : the 'post. skaep, the irate p&tron,.
the habitual user, and confidence personified, and suggests
that. librarians, instead of being in the "Preoccupation Mode"
should- find themselves in the "Availability Mode" more often
if successful communication is to take. place.
She defines
Bouch:er .(1976),

the ty,to:mOdes as :follows

Preoccupation Mode
Arms acroSs,...chest

_-Downward gaze so: no' eye

Availability,Mode
Arms relaxed, not covering up body;:3,_

H4nCIS..bUsy with:13)6(AS,

Eyes ready to, contact those who
ente
Smile of greeting, relaxed mouth,
eyebrows lifted in attention
Hands relaxed(

paper, pencil,- _telephone
Turned or leaning- away

Leaning ,forward, head up

head,bent down
Behind desk

willingness

contact::possibte-.
Frown of c'Encentration,-

firm mouth

_

"leave deslc

0 contact and inform the user .succes-sfully, the reference librarian needs to bt skilled in the art Of communication,
the nonverbal aspect of which, though extreinely, important,,-,- is
.
often.bVerlOoked.-

Structure of Negotittion
Although very early in her article IioucheYjdoeS 'make
mention of the tripartite nature of the negotiation process'
itbegins with an acknoqledgement, moves into i;ster-itself
action, and concludes with an informal cZosure --.she does not
Gothberg (1975)
develop. this perspective in her article.
however,- convinced that .the negotiation of theieference
que-stiOn is one of theajor'-problems in .1Ibrary
commUnica,

ti -lin,,, 'believes that --the. solutic!m,lies in an examination of-

7theriature Of the intorpersonal pixzcess, particularly from
th: perspective of-Martin BUber. Trning to his view of the
importance of,interpers_Onal-relationships, after an eXamina-%
tion,of the-literature in linguistics, kinesic research, and
on and -transactional 'theories.,,she notes that "a few
inform
thing stand out": the attitudes and-feefIliis of the helping
person-are 'more-important than'his brocedure's or techniques,
and the wax in-which his attitude and-feelings are., perceived
makes the crucial difference. -Taylor. (,1967)- s then cited
as find-Ing, in his review-of studies cfoe, hat, ease of access

to-informationismoreimportanttotheiseaecher than th0-.
quality of that information.
Taylor '(1967) in considering the ,negotiation4rocess,
states his concern with two phb_ses of this interface between
library system and library user and has advocated d-a more
dynamic (inquiry-prentedloxather than a static (objectHe
oriented)'approach to the structuring of the
suggests that with regard to the first phaSe, it is crucial
to attempt to un4erstaild what a question is, and identifies
four,Jevels or stages_of question formulation-. He however
cautions that these levels are not separate, but .overlap and
should be thought of only as- .conyenient:pOifi'tS:along a continuum. The leyels are (1) .the actual but unexpre-ssed need
for ni6-fmatIon (the-visceral need); (2), the conscious,
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within-brained descripfion of the need' (the conecious need) ;
(3) the forma)._ statement- of the need (the -formaZized
need);

(4) the question as presented to the information system (the
compromised need).
4Unless
the inquirer" knows the infprmation,
specidlist well, 'he is inclined to pose -his
first question in positive and well-defined
terms , even to the point of specifying a
particular package [level 4].
The
skill of the reference libririan- is to york
with-the inquirer back to the .formalised
need [level 3], possibly evento the cons-cickus- need Llevel 2 ]
and then to translate
these,fteeds into a useful search strategy
(Taylor, 1967, p. 9).
The second phase of the -process-cif negotiating- the ques-,
tion is the identification: 6f -the "filters" .through which .a_
question passes
From interviews with librarians and information specialapinpoints'
-sts, Taylor pinpoitsn.
c,(I) subject definition; (2) objective and motivation of the user; .(3). personal
characteristics:=.O-f ethe user; (4) relationship of inquirY des-cii.ption to file .organization; (5) antic.ipated'or acceptable
.

.

.

..

-answers'.-

The first "filler" is concerned with provided the
librarian with a general delineatioh of the tubject area-O.
inquiry through feedback; the second, which most libraridn-s
felt was crucial.
. to the success of any negotiation-and Consequent search, stems from the observe& fact that while users /
often cannot define what they want, they can ,discus why 'they
need it: This stage further qualifies the subject -and helps
the user'and librarian formulate a ,better understanding and
clarifidation of the user's need. The third, the personal
background of the inquirer,_ according to Taylor;
. may we_11 - .determine the urgency, the
strategy of the negotiation, the level of
any di'albg.ue. and the critical acceptance
.

.

In

of search res'ul'ts'- (Ibid. p. 14) .

short, it- is the context and environment of the- entire
process.
Theh, the reference librarian translates; interprets
and restructures-the-question so that it fits the files as
.

_

_

.

.

-

_

the,
e,

.

.

Finally, the user
s6-an be made aware of the capabilities of both the Tibrariah'

- -they are- 'organized in

'syst,p.

.,-

and the system, adjust his,sear.ch strategy in .,,the- process,
-place- liMits of time and size on his 'inquiry and posiii3ly
alter his expectations of. acceptable answers.
'Taylor sets out to shbw tliat the negotiation process,

in its best form, is structured and can be analyzed.

-thee structural elements are understood, they can be Dsolated
(and even further broken down)
for fruitful analysis- and the'
.
eventual improvement of reference librarians and information
specialists. This would lead to- a better understanding of,
_

.

'Onc-e

.

,-,

their role and therefore greater efficiency and.. effesctaivenss
in serving their various publics.
-Open :arid
.,Closed Questi.on.s_

to ll ----(1-975) claims that "although -there

is- a fairly

accurate notion, of what happens during the referen.ce- process
there is- little idea of how j:t happen's. He suggests that a
knowledge- of the thought processes involved in recognizing
types of questions being *asked,- in formulating search strate-gies, and in selecting' the kain.d of answers required in
reference work is -needed to -improv.e the teaching and practice
oil' 'reference- -Service-. One- model that he feel' parallels this'.
.

process is Guilford' s Intellect
An integral part of -thi model is convergent and diver;
40.

gent thbught production, !Ith-e OperationS most relevant to
the reference process" (p. 310). In convergent. production
operations, logical necessities are generated froM given
information, and in divergent production operations, .logical
"..T-1-4e -crucial differentiation of., the-, two kind
of operation is that, the kind of response is. -completely spec_i_fled in -convergent production .and not in diivergen-t productidri"
_

(p. 313).

Fluency, fleXibility, originality..,..and,Aithe ability

to elaborate- detail are abilities associated' with the former,
while the drawing of deductions that are- logically tight from
given -in.-fcirmtiOn-,-k-the deductions are -.essentially uniquely

determined by th:e. given. information) chard.cN'Ilizeconvergent.
production
The reference librarian-must be able to
:
engagi.1 in both forms and inidst
therefore be.,.aWare of e
r ;thought .Processes invalved
'eMeig-0,1:With a better; definition:
.

of the -prob1 qm--41,
55

-

In concrete, operational- terms these two types of
thinking are -what King (1570 has categorized as ":open"' and
"cloe-d" ctuestions,
She adirocates that the understanding of
the 'user's request and the supplying of the information
required' would be immensely fdcilitated "by a more pronbunced
use.-of one technique
the use of the "open" question.
Questions are open when- the response is left
up to the 'respondent; when they cannot be
answered'yes" or "no". Example: "Wh.at is
it that you want to know abqut soft contact
lenses?"
Questions are. closed when ,the respondent
-does not have ate hoie in his response-'6 her
than. those proviaed by the ques.tioner.
TwO
general types, of cased questiOns *are'-those
-,

which May .be-b.nswered. -"yes". or "nct" .an:d.
_those- .whicla are, fOrced- choice .
Examples:

you Want .a biography.?': (yes or no).
"Do you- wantbook's., or information ?"
." Do

choice:-

forced

books. or .inf6.intation).

p. 158)..

(King,. 1972,

1

-H
lfo-rds that prefage "open".que.stiorkg are "what!when _how,who, Where," but the most important is ."Why." For "closed"
questions, "the tools .ois cross-examination,54- Iris, do, can,
will": are usually the words at the beginning (oaf the :question.
On the Meajbr _assumption that goOcl -reference librarians have.
to -_,be- good interviewers, the "Open" question, which encourages
the user to talk and a-llows. him rather than the librariato
shape the reques7t, is of priMe- importance to the successful
conductof the negotiation interview..
°J5"K"

_

.

Role -and Sfatus Relationships.

The importance of-- understanding the part roles play in
ihe communication' prpce4ss is another area that has:Tec.eived I
some .attentio.n.
Gothberg (1975) states° than in "an
.-.-tion such as a library, there exists a- structure of roles..
tied together by lines of communication" Ep 13). and laments
the fact, that the present situation is one in which neither
,
the role of the.',11brd,Thy nor that of the librarian 4 defined. This resin --ts in role .con-flict whet' the' intumbept
not able. to;fulfi-11
xp4-c. taions) realistically, is
unhappy with his image of the role, or with 1Y
rcedved
image of himself in that. role.
.

1

,

.

-
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This view also finds suppot in Shosid (1974)and Horn
position that neither the
These authbrs
_,-(1974).
librarian nor the client know what to expect frpm each other.
sult of the corifuSion, of their :,precise roles, lib rarians
As aesorted to conde tions of users as "patrons/' and
have o
th'em what they- want regardless
therefore patronise them, gi
of other issues involved.
AcCording..toShosid (1974) this con.fusion is fiEis:p6ted
by the .Open7endedness and Unscheduled_naturpLof the :reference.
-encounter,- ,theIaA pf:icontrolson the: part of the librarian,

and the concomitant need to establish relative-statuS. The
author claims that the reference librarianis thus placed in
describes as lea-Ving
the performer in- a,position of not
-knowing what 'character he- will. have to
project from one moment to-- the mext,
making it diffi.cult..for him, to effect a
.success in any one of..them
(Shosid, 1974,
'Shbsid-alSo suggests that the .sex of the- user is'an6ther vari
both status.and -deferen-ce patterns in the-iMteraction':-

-a situation;

.

-

-

In Short, misidentification and7or disagreement as to what
the role is influences the judgement.locthe user regarding the
ribrarianis adequdcy, his own satisfaction, and his decision
to use-the service in the future.
The ambiguity Of the situation in which the reference
librarian and user -find themselves is also intensified by
the disparate and often competing combination of functions
that comprise a reference service. These include the demand
tend to
for repo,rts and statisties_by the administrationthink of the organization of--a library as if it were only
open during normal .working hours (Horn, 1974); the amount:of
time available to "negotiate" the request; and, most impor=t
tant, the lack of objective measures to juageffective
user who tends to jUdge, it by the relaserviqe, both
tive status established -during the -interView, and the reference aibr'arian, who often receives no feedback whatel:Ter on
the effectiveness of -the -service provided,

Summary

Although there is as yet a general lack of material
treating the- online negotiation nrocess, there exists some
literature that examines the traditional reference interview,.
The ma-in areas that literature .discusss have been considered
here. These were nonverbal communication, the structure. and
thought processes which underlie the interviewing process,
and the. establishment and enactment-'of the roles of the participants. It ez-emainefo-r -the- following sections of this chap-

ter to examine how adequately these areas describe the online
negotiation process.
-

:of -the:Study
There are _basically two .ways. sof -generating understanain-gs
De-sigh.

of what happens during a given .process. One.method.is to use
previoUs literature and -concepts that others have developed,
to determine whether they explain what is going on -The other

approach is to study the data to see if there are regularities..
in it that allow one to ,identify new ideas that perhaps o-ihe'rs

On .the one hand, the researchei is._ trying to
see --if pre=existing interpretations can illuminate or explain
.what is 'ibing. on...,dttrint _a process. On the other, the -research
have not not,e-d.

,attevting. to generate new ideas or theories (Kerlinger;

This stud)i.uSes. both methods.
on the assUmption that different perspect7i'Ves using different
;

-6laser. and StraUst.; .1967) .

conceptualizations can lead to a better ;Ptinde"-rtan,ding of the
process in question. Such an improved understanding, it is
will,ciontribute to more effective training 'pr''ograrris
search analysts- and 'better negotiation interviews with "users-.
This ,study _is-mainly an exploratory ,one. It uses corn-.
paratiV:e. analysis- Oil-negotiation\ inte-rvieWs
variation between
types of clients in order to -maximize

contrasting, data

-Negotib.tion
/-nter}views were di_cpagaRolz-ed.,
into academic and non- ac.a_demic .(see Table. -23) rep %esentingthe .main roles of the ..cl-ients of the Education ThilfOrMatian

_Sy item 'fOt- Ont_ario. The-se ..interviews': were further categorized
-,,-the _literafollow-ing.-5ugge-stions
by the sex cz.fture that different; relationships_ might 'occur- with a gi-Ven

TABLE 23ISO USER SAMPLE SF.T,F.CCION

Characteristics

User Chr_racteristics
Newt

Non-Academicll

Female
Category Name

a

File Charadteristics

Total' number

of
in each
category

11

17..

Number .o f files

in each category
containing all

nation

No complete data sets t;rere-avalibre -for' repeat users.
g.

OISE
Government_ adiriinistra:tion; school 'board-

/

r

membfr.

.

reference librarian because of the. social identities of men
and women: Although _the total number of liters> in each of the
on-academdcs,
fOur categories, male and female academics an
was -1,7, 11, §, and 7; respectively, substantially fewer, user
files tontained' al/ the information heeded (transcribed
negotiation interviews, Search Request Forms, -returned User.
Evaluation Questionnaires) for analysis. The final selection
consisted of one raridomly-selected -interview from each of the
1

,

'four. .categories, of users for 'whom complete data was available.
Method -of 'Analysis

in the review of the- literature,.._ major concepts relating
to refereace iliterviews were i-dentified.' .It was felt that
because negotiation interviews for,online information, retrievalcould be' considered similar in many ways to' the more traditional type. of .interaction between librarian' and user, and

because little existed. describing the online piocess, the
literature treating the older, topic could be applied with some
justification to the more recent one.
Therefore, the first task undertaken was a review of
the -relevant literiture to identify the majOr -'concepts that
-, might be applicable:-' The areas that emerged were:, empathy
and nOnvertial behaviour, the structure of the negotiation
(including the 'Use, of open and closed questicins),. and role
For these concepts, the method.*
Wand st'atUs- relation.ships.
of' analysis was .a 'counting scheme to cibtermine how frequently
each was- used in the EISO negotiation interviews-: After the
extent' to mhdch that variable occurred in the interviews was
Measured, son attempt was made to.-account for the different
-levels of accurrence-

,

Description

f Findings

The Negotiation. Interviews
User A
'A .MaS"ter of Arts' student. in the Applied Psychology,
User A appro'ache'dHfhe search analyst i the early states of

formulatint-a topit for his master's

hesis

answer- to

the search analyst's nvitatiOn to describe in general, etifts
- responded: - ----)
My study will< involve childien of
low social and _economic status.
Therewill be two grdups-, one 6Oh=
trol and the other- experimental.
The experimenta'l -group will have

what his subject wasyab:

low self-concept of ability. _ Thecontrol group, will have high selfconcept of -ability.
At this point the search-- analyst makes her ffrst. interjection
and the interview' proceeds as- follows:
5SA/Q2:
U.-A/R2:

SA/Q3:

4his is of their own ability
.

generally?
Self-concept i-s how they s'ee
se -lees
-lees in relation to- .the kids in
cla.ss, smarter or dumber. My

hypothesis _is that the children
with low self- concept 'of ability,
are more_ likely to perceive a distance on-certain dimensions between
themselves and: the professiorialsi,
they come in contact ith than
children with high el'f-conc-e.ps of
ability.
They're ,more liker to be in awe of

--leacliers and 'docto -s and such?
U-A/R3: They see a distanc/ betyieen them,.
selves and professionals. on certain
dimepsions. That's basically it.

Even from this brief excerpt, a number of things staw* out.
the. analyst' s primiary task is to define what the user's
search topic is about. She -does this by asking-.; general,_4
elicits- an :Overview of th
open,-- exploratory 'tue.tion
topic from .the-USer (Res-ponSe '1.) .

The ;:topi.

is a .fairly 7

specialized one and the search analyst -must ask probing,

ciefi-nitio,yaZ questions (Q2, Q3) to 'make -sure that she knows
what the main2_ conceptui9.1 components ro'f'-the topic are.

Though

the user may feel ;that_ he has done an adquate job of explana-

Lion -and m-ay even.\be prepared to .terminate the intervi-ew soon'

after. it, has-begin (see R3), the search analyst, feels the need
to probe furtYdr before planning .her search:' ".Are you-concerned
tUter.
-1See-arc

-ReSp-Onse 1.-

Analyst,
_Question 2
e
6

0

-.

"Are
with professionals other than teacher's?" .:(Q4) she asks.
you making up your own scale or ,using one \,t ar. a rea y exists.
She deterMines from - his answers .`that he
(QS) she continues.
is interested in doctors' and lawyers as well as teachers and

.

.

that he will be using a self:anchoring scale first used by
The analyst.. queries the meaning of
Kilpatrick (R4 and RS)
a "self-anchoring" scale (Q6) ; The' user, explains':
What I' m going to' do is ask the
U-A/R6:
child to think about' -'1-,o for her
scale on
is on the: top end o=
s on the
'the- di:mensidn and. ;wry
Then sh
given
bottom 'end.
people, indluding her&If, whom she
to place on the scale so tha.
eventually I'll find-out where the
child sees herself in relation td
the prOfessional.
At this point, the search analyst reiterates the -topic in her
own _wort and begins to thumb thL ro1.1-gh the thesaurus of .terms
t__

-

.

used

),

in PsychoZogical Abqtracts looking -fo. r -appropriate deso

criptors_ As she does so, she seeks:-confirmation or rejection
of her choices through a series a-f. closed questions:- 'She

also

begins to -explain.,her --choice of P'sychOlogicaZ .Abstracts as the
data b'ase she will searcli,- describing .itsfeatures and thOse
.

of'automate4 searching in general. --As she proceeds to identify
"Cqmp.i-;ise the'synonymous terms for the major concepts
and suggests these to the user, the -user continues to delve
with grbwing specificity into his topic _describing the research p
design he proposes, td& use and ;het7eclinigties he will employ for
detail and ,xactitude
analyzing his data.. TThis ind
e whether the-. user would be inprompts the analyst t .4t
---.1--. 1-.

.

4

.

-

r

r

.--

terested i..lon.g,it-udi
terested
.

..&

folgloW-tip studies.

Fui-;:ther

narrowing of .terns take.. i- plade. through- another _series of
(closed qUestionS. , The s rf.th- analyst; feeling Viat she is-

increasing

amount
of ,time. exp.lainiA4-yhe logic Of search strategies and. the

coming to grips wit

th-

"topic,--, spends an

-

.

format--Atin 1,47hichscrlpt,crs- may ":be entered at :the terminal:

She pr Ices _s'oinof:hez remarks by emphasizing the 1iMit6.7

tions-oiSiiiestem;

!=icontieciions,-between the
-

&

concepts y.
Ou

odd_ references.'" 7

.

lot of
The. interkey. toncludes,with the search

ask for-' are Very .T-rard 1-o- specify, SO you may get a

.

analyst telling the user 1+1hen the search will be :run
he_ may expect to_receive his bibliography.
From her interview with th user, the analyst constructed a search strategy the next day that -combined synonymous
terms for the topic's main ideas. The major concepts' included
were "self-concept," "ranked selves," "des-cribed selves,!',
abihity, ."career," "professionals," 'IstereotyPes," and
"role."
In all, _ninety:one search statements were needed to
adequately refine the topic. At the end of a week- the user
received a bibliograplly containing 136 citations:
He found
nuic4. of the 'material interes-ting bUt:not relevant.. .NeverthelesS. the user expressed high .satisfaCtion withl-the-Search
'analyst and the forty7minute _negotiation interviewhe had had
with her.
T

.

,O

User B
The second- interview to be _discussed lastea approximately
1
nine minutes.
It began in a similar fashion to the- first with
ppen-'questions eliciting the7g0,neral natue:.Of the information
request:
SA/Q1:
What is your topic -about?
U-13/R1:It has -to do with library services
in elementary. schools. ,What I'm
looking for is What does' research
say- about the influences of library
practices related' to the number of
book-s -read' by kids?

What sort of pi actices. did you' have

SA/Q2:.

i n mind?.

UTB/R2:

Well; at one, time -I -heard a 'sfieaker
_

from the University- refer to a study,

or three studies it might have bee.
In olie -case the kids- went- to the
cen:tro.tklibrary t_ o

-up books; in

_another .case- the . teachers brought the

:books back to the rooms and left them
for kids to take -out; in the third
case,--the- one that intrigues me, the
tedcher -brought 'the books- to the
_room, created, displays, and gave book
-.44.1ks',.
As
-recall, this last case
resulted, --in -more .kids actually red,

z

This is 'really .related-:to the nego-;tiati4ons with our school..board.
The

elementar

teachers want to -negotiate

,too have libra.4an.s designated -above
ratio -for the chool' s_. allocation
of. staff and ?rn really trying to
find out_ whet er we need school
-

.

.

.;.,

librarians and what alternative
practices we might consider.
away that
So you're looking for a..way
money- could be savedd Work dis,tributed allet'still produce positive-.
results?
:U4B/R3: 'That's. right..<i?
The co- ntent and reason for the search-having been arriYed

at fairly quickly,. the weight;of the dialogue now shifts to the
earch analyst who launches into -a description of the s.ystem...
ain _she cautrions the user about its capabilities.
SA:
'It' s going to_ be hard to get -at the
,notion of taking books to -the cliss:Z
room. I don' t think there are descriptors for that,- [She searches
through the Thesaza.its- of ERIC Descriptors .] I'll stiow you what I'm
looking- through

There follows'-'a detailed- explanatidn of the use of descriptors
in formulating search strategies.
A less-on. in Boolean logic: followed -by a rapid exchange
of --closed questions and answers in wh' the search analyst has

the user thumb the Thesaurus, to suggest :de Criptors that desthe main concepts of his topic/. She confirms lEis' choice
_

,

or suggests new

.

Here we go with "'elementary school."
That would be :a good' term probably.
K 37' Library. programs?'_, "Library role?"
;Yes-. "Library .circulation is a -good
on too, I _tlkink.. -_We':re not going to
fin one,e'
perfe,ct', but
can
.

U--B:
SA:-

1*-

put &Own ones that-

look

useful -.

U-B:

There's-Z:school libraries ."

SA

1
Ut '!elementary
school 11 aar
' might be better..
Ho or about "library instruction?"

U-B:
SA-.:

Sounds

That would go more with the idea of
a central library I *ink If it
as done
classroom and the

teacher -w-agitlie main 15erson in charge,
-there ,probt-ably Wouldn't really,' be

anythin.g major. enough to be called
64
7

Wving _exhausted the library- related concept, the interview
turns to, the de finitionv of siaff "-designated above ratio."

With that defined., the search analyst draws the Interview' to
a close by referring briefly _to the cost of the, :search ..an1.assuring the user she will dO liTr utmost to see .h.e. gets \his
*
money's worth.
From the information gained in the ntervieW. th e search`
retrieved "44 citations.
analyst. created a search strategy th
The user rated his satisfaction with the. interview, the, bib,-

.

.

liography, and the -original documents,' he 'orderea 'as high and

plimentarY note to his- returned

appended an additional
eiralud:tidn'quetioni-laire .

\-

7

Use C
Could you tell me something about the
topic you're interested in?
Basically, I want to know about computer assisted instruction.

SA:

6-c:
SA:

Okay.

U-C:

The success or failure of it.
When we made this appointment ybu
said that the foundation, you are with

SA:

is for" the physically. handicapped.
Is

at right? .

SA:

It 's mainly for cerebrdl
ied children.
Uh-huh.

U7 C:

Non-ver-b.al kids.

SA.

Right... Would you also be interested
.10in information dealing with normal

eah.

U-C:

_

Sure
-7.b

-

ing on
But if there:
danaged: kids, that would be

better'.

Basic-ally, what we're .thinking of
doing is teaching kids to ,learn their
symbols- by- computer program. ;What

.

I' d like to know is i, in fact, I
can' say that computerized teaching
an impt.ovement over to-ther kind-s Of
s

teaching.
Uh-huh.

-
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.

U-C:

I need evidence to support their
going into* using compers_to teach
these kid-s..
I .see

The cost is the -malor problem.:

They
can always ask why a workbook or a
teacher with a blatkboard2wOuldatt'
.be just "as useful (I
F.

SA

Maybe'..you couldtell me7a little
Trio_reabdut,this::.:SYmbolr-system

a-

So- began an interview dealing with the-relative' strengths and
Weaknesses-o-f using computer,--assi.sted-instructionrfor* teaching

symbolic language to childred'affeCted by cerebralPalsy.
,After-ddtermining.t..e arr&ral nature of the topic, the
search analyst = examined each of the major concepts in. turn
symbolic ;language, computer)-assisted instruction, neurolo_gically handicapped finding synonymous terms for each,
expanding and contracting the scope of the concepts.
The following excerpt is illustrative:

As an addition to the tdrms that have
"computer" in them, we could ask for
stuff qn programmed instruction.

SA:

Yeah.
SA:

It doesn' t have td-,

just computer.

assisted, does it?
No, that's the same thIng too:
fact that would-be a good choice,
-Actually.
SA:
U-C:,

SA!,

.

As a second choice or an acceptable
alternative, perhaps.
Maybe we could get tha_t with reference
to brain damanged kids.Yeah:
We could ask for this type of.
system or thiS-:typeof kid an.d.then
if we get a. small number [of cita
tions] back, we can broaden computerasLiSted instruction by adding'pro,
grammed'iastruction.
.

U -C':

h-huh.

ow let's take a look and Lee if
there is anything [in the Thesaitrus)
on types of symbol sys,tems.
After' checking through the Thesaurus and) a dictionary, the.
search analyst hits upon the term "ideography." Other syno:nymous terms are sought but very few found.
She next tarns
to 'exploring the-concept "computer-assisted-instruction<_
SA:

'

There' s goi-ng to ,be a whold lot of
It' s even pasterms here, -1

SA:

weld wind -up =,
sible
instead of looking :through descriptors
only, just saying that the document
has to. have the word "computer" or th

stem, "ComputerT somewhere-.
either in the 4bstract:lbr the, title.

Or the descriptors

get, us

ashUge set.

Yeahr''
.With "programmed". I can' t Use the
It
too broad.
stem, "program."
Would 'have to -Say "liTogrammed" or

I

Yeah-.

U-C:

also use_ mteaching ma Ines"
that usually indicates sdmething
close enough._ MAJbe I might even go'
so far as to put i things like
"educational techn ogy."
What would that do?
It would get any kind of gadget or
gimmick', like teaching machines.
.
Oh, really?

SA:

I. think so:

U-C:
SA:'

,

Well, put it in 'because that might
be part of the computer.
The analyst draws this part of the interview to a close by
assuring the' user that she will examine the Thesaurus for
She now shifts attenmore related terms when she is alone.
tion to examining the concept of -"brain damaged."
know "cerebral palsy" is your first
SA:
But there are a lot Hof other
choice.
terms that refer to other kinds of
'brain damage. Maybe we' d better look
up some ckf those.
Yeah:
U-C:
They use "perceptually handicapped."
SA:
With normal kids it's okay too.
-c
That would mean, in-effect, that we
SA.
an if necessary 'just leave out this
U-C:

.

:

- cluster.

There follows an -'explanation of how a search strategy will
probably be constructed before, the analyst returns to probing
the meaning af the thind--,c ncept.

I' think I _was asking you about some

SA:

of the terms related to "brain
damaged." They _have "neurologically
handicapped," .and ".petceptually handlCapped.'i -Those are too mild, aren't
they?

U-C:
SA:
..

;04-. are they!,

vt

.

nO'tf

.

I-I

Okay.%

11 :',44kyt. them' .dow.n.
..

They may

get you-as daily as 1-5Ccitqations.
Would you like to see what form' you
get them in?

-

-

Sure.
.
The :analyst ..uses ,sample bibliographies:to ,demonstrate the_
U-C :

various formats

for journa

dIffe-rent indexes.

wt.& the user's

She

(encourage

and document citations as

e),:t. explains the -charging

d

ent decides-- to searc-h the ERIC;

Exceptional Child Education Ab tracts
Abstracts -data bases:

Ps-yghologi,da i-)

_.-.

SA:

well .a'S"

If I searc- more than onef.data' base,

it'll probably cost you more than
Do you think that' s okay? -X!:
$30.
.

U-C:
SA:
U-C:

Yeah. _,That' s _okay.

It could be as much as $50 or $60.
I think it ' s wg.rth
That's okay.

Though the interview, which had already lasted twenty-eight
minutes, could very well have concluded here, it goes on for
another five minutes.' as the analyst recapitulates her search
strategy and; having exhausted the EPIC Thesaurus; :turns to
Psychological Abs-tracts. -Having differentiated between the
terms used in- the various indexes, the search analySt terminateshe interview by informin-g ihe user when she may expect her
Two
search to be run and her offline printouts mailed to her
weeks following. the interview, the user -received-- a bibliography
of 155 citations, most of which she felt-were relevant..
User D
The fOurth request was a relatively straightfor-Wa4;d one
submitted by an M-.A_ student working on her thesis.
I want to do a study to see :the'
effectS of various televiSon shows
on pro-social behaviour and I'm
going to use altruism as iwy.measure.

What .I ' 11 'be doing is showing
. several differ-ent.,typeS of showst.
-----,--to--k-i.ds.,:---agai'e-gAi-ve

',s-lidws-; -posi

tive 'shows; arid then have them
-carty%jout an altruistic task and
see _ if the show has affetted them...k..
I think that kind of thini .s,hollldn'-t -be too'-hard to.:find becaus-e 'eshre,
s..-)

-

are some verY specific words.

You'r

interested- mainly ..in te..],evisio'n shotis
,-

-

are/"..y"ou?.. -- -',' ;;

.

..'-'74-4V
.

.
fit
As opposed".to movies or radio?
-.

Yes..

:

SA:

- ---

-,- ,

NO.w- "agireSsion" or ,-"Viaolence''
--.- those are quite
,-..too .

:okay.-

specific`
har
-.

They won' t be too
to get at.
On--,,:i___\-\
some topitS, ou know you do so much 'I..
typing and it takes so
that if.
you search two ata Iza
it cbgis
mor-e than $30 Sut-1-' d
th j-L11-- this \,;_.-.--.
one will.' l'iti nal. even
twin.
it would be 'ne-cet-saizy: to search ERIC.
It sound's' more like Psych Abstracts to.'
---

;,-

me.
U-D:

It should all be in psych journals,
yes.

just get out my Psych Abstracts
thesaurus,
t, I think this is a -topic
where we won
need a thesaurus too
mutt'.
Now, jus while, you're here,

SA:

1?11 u-se you

to_ eget. all the possible
you're" 'the one 'who's

Synonyms betus
-

familiar ucith the literature. "Aggression" and_"violence"- are two possibilities.
What about things like
"anti- social "?
Yes, because -on e of the shows
s
be that. -

SA:

-U-D:

"hostility"?-.

:Uh-huh,
,If you happen

as we're going along,
to think of a few pore synonyms, just

interrupt .and I-111 write them -down.
-Now ye! Il.put down "television" or
,itradio."
also Wit: down :'TV" in;
case. somebody's called it that_

You're not really interested in
movies or books?

There follows some"d4ussion about the inclusion or exclusion
t

of .b -flier medlan6th' as' film,. whether, qr \not "children" -should

be included as a. seim.-14e deSCripteret, and methods of-getting
.Defining the latter presents the
at the concept pf
.search analyst 'with some difficulty- and she asks the :user,; to
be
of ,-situaJt.don 'to:which the children
--\,describe the
slied to tespond.
What thve -kids .have 'to do is bowl -On.Th4142--win
i*e -set game .
an e c-:br

a certain. number of tokens and they
are given te opport'unity to -share

their token

;

with the poste; of a

hungry litt-1 -boar-- up on the wall.

They

if they share with
are to"1
tital
Bobby, 'he's going "to-get sonte toys..
This elabdrtion. prompts the analyst 'to Suggest "sharing,"
"i

"aftruism,"' "cooperative," and ,"donating" as. :likely synOnyShe explains that the use of too many'''
.mous descriptors.

such-terms, however; might pose unnecessary restrictions."
The user at this point reminds the analyst that she is just
as interested in he-- effect of positive shows on Niildren "as
They discuss. various. approaches that might
negative ones.
be taken to-get at this information and' the analyst cautions
her about be3,,ng too spedific.
O

SA:

Whenever I'm doing something for
someone- that',s doing a dissertation

or thesis, I feel obliged to warn
them that the very same behaviour
that you have to _engage in to refine
and narrow your thesis topic makes
it increasingly difficult for t13d
search to come up with anythIng.
Almost all.the stuff we find will
be -tangential -orperipheral. Some
people are very disappointed. They
want thedr topic to be unique but
on the -ot1 .r hand,:,they 'want to get

a :lot of hings that aresiMilar.
It T s- kind'ff hare to have; it both
ways.

r

She concludes by saying that she will probably us-e just the
TV and altruismconcepts to start and alter the strategy after
wards; if need be. The user is showm 414, sample bibliography to
become .familiar with the format of the printout; and the inter- ;r
Two days later, fifty- seven.- citations
'from theview ends.
.
PsycholiogicaL Abstracts dataibase were sent-to_the user.

Analysis and Discussion of Findings
Empathy'and Non--Verbal Behaviour

-7

Earlier, severaIconceptualizations of the-negotiation
intt rview
were identified.
ry

In this, section, .these,conceptS

wi41 be 4Rplied-to the preceding_ihterviews to determine their
"closeness of fit." Subsequently, in the discussion sector,
another view of the process .will be-offered.
It
recognized that tbe absence of .vi:deotapet'imp9ses
some limitatibns on. the ability to-fylly captur-e the nuances
of.facial expressio ,i..tbe_position.of the hands and body of

is,

to

search-all."AlySt;--and toidentify,all exhibited aspects of
nonverbi:/ behavIobr'zwhicl; the search analyst makes useof to

IDT70moteHempathy.with'the:-userTheuse of tap&-recordingS,..
however:maIe 4.t:possible.to.identifyone.category-of empa
thetic behavibur,..the use _of verbal
express.
-"said- in` a warm, accepting and understanding manner and
.

selected -I-4o fit the context :.of.

c

.

interview" (Pierce, 1971:

.A sample of the's-interviewer statements were: i!Uh-hmm," repe-1'`:%titOn'of the buser's lagt statement, "You feel that
state'ment said]," and confirming statements. such
"Yes,. that seems/.
to make sense_" Matarazzo and Wiens (1967), also in the dis-4P

(last

cussion of the results-of-their experiment, note that in
wiewer behaviour such as "Mm-hmm"
_
is interpreted- by The interviewee as
indicatingthat the ,interviewer is more
interested in, or more empathic toward, the
interviewee _
..Iand] these interviewer.
tactics may'be_functioning as, social rein-.
-

.

.

.

-forcing stimuli_
forms of empathic behaviour include. humour,. and
statementsuchLasrr Okay,Uh-huh,'Really,
"
and Oh, I
Other

.

"..

-

see." .A furtherimplicatioh is that -thi

form of behaviour

entourage's the xiser.,t6.relax,and talk fre ly, rather thanlwithdraW into uncomfortable monotonic responSes. Encouraging
the user to t. ilk Solfcits_ informationAbout his t6pic of

instrewhich is:crucial-to the unde'rstanding of his problem.
Only- iiTihis _first step' is completed Successful
can the
search analyst-111---Cih to the mext-stage of attempting to
interpret the problem -in-termS, oi'deScriptors on the system.

.

A pprticularly good example of this is Aemonstrate&fpy
the firs four minutes (six' transcript p-ages) -of- the intervie wit 'User C -who requires information on the use of
. com uter:-assisted' instruction in teaching symbolic languag6
to /children L.-ffected by cerebral palsy. / Here the user does
.

,

1.

IV

almos-t all- . the talking for the first -four minutes, punctuated ...
..only-:W,th4search analyst' s "Okay," "Uh-Ruh," '"Fine"," "I see,!
the .stal-ement "Maybe iou .could tell me a little' more about this-P1
,symbol. system tliat' s being -tlught,"
and two brief questions
.

.

3t0

.

about the type- of foundati.on where the user works and whether
.she- wants information an,fiormal as well as cerebril palsied
children.
.
4In fact, approximately one-third -of the' empatc com
meats (twenty-three out of a -total Aef sementylkhee)- occur -redf
1:
during the first four minute's. of Ifis: thirt);,7-three minute e...
interview.. In the interview With gser. B, -lasirmg only nine
-minutes,. out of _a total op'fwenty-eight such comments by the
Search- analyst.; fourteen oircurred during the first two minutes
-- of the intirview,. and. with 'User A almost onequarter
cf. such
.,
u
comments (t1Venty-one out, of a total of ninety) odcrted
during
the firSt five minutes: of the forty-minute inteivifew- -In the
,
interview with tiger D,. although there' were fdrty 6a.ich comments
ist
only Live occurred in the first
in only -twenty- one minutes,
.1
,

-

.

.

.

..

.

.

I.

.

,

,,

.

-

.

few minutes the reason being that the search analystmedfately
Understood the us-/-'s _topic and proceeded qckly to the neRt
stage of identifying the major descrIptors.'
As can be seen; most of -the search analyst's empathic
comments relative to the total of such comments uttered during.:
the entire intervie0occur during the :opening minutes-of the
interv'ew when it iz vital t1-at the..useAe at ease- and talk
is topic of interest as fully as possible. --This lin7about
doubt dly will alSo influence user satisfaCfion with. the serenerally, and his decision 'as ta -wriether he will. use
vic
the ervie.-again and/or favourably recommend it to his col-1
,

.

lead/Lies,

and. friends:
.

,

The Structure of Negotiation
interviews preEven the briefs descriptions of _the_ four
r
sented ,confirm the underlying fire -stage pattern or structure

that is suggested by the literature.
Stage On_e

The first stage "1-evolves around the': analyst' s attempt
-to clearly understand the user's -request. This seems to be

successful complea most critical:stage, for only aitera'its
,

tion can the search analyst move:. to the second stage: The
length of the first stage depends on how clearly the user has
.-

identified and defined his topic in his own mind, the cem
plexity or -1.1niqueness of the topic itself (cf. User- A) and
how articulate the users are (cf. Users B and C) in explaining
ed to -the analyst. The degree of user articulation
t heir need
in -this study tends to be quite high since users are geneialiY
either -master's. or doct ora.1, students, professors, government
administrator's, or members of schocil. boards.- In this stage

also, usar

may be = given a.

gener,at outline or description (or

may even a k for such) o-E\ ho-the system- w "rks. This tends . to provide ,some preliminthy,even if limited. understanding-:o
the relationship' be"tween the` terms .(de-scrip oars) _and hOw
access to. the sys,._15,um is :obtained; and seen is "a valuable preidentify deScriptors.a.nd key.phrase's.
Jude in later' helping
.

-

'.Stogy Two

t

The second stage involves an effort to ideptify -thy
major areas of the user's top-1\0f interest and to match. these
proide'-aC--ces's

with major .descr33p-'tors or phrases,whi-A

to the data bases.)..---_ With the firt "stage over,
. the second
.

proceeds fairly- rapidly. Since all the user's are educators
of one sort.' another- the ,Iterminoiogy Used tends to be
limited, allowing -the search analyst to build u...p familiarity
with the languagp of the disciplines: I1 most instances, rele:varit tools such as the Thesauru's pf ERIC-: Descriptors located
,

pn thg analyst's desk' is> consulted by..'the User and analyst
during their interview..

.73.

.

''',37-tIct9,0 ...Three

Next conies the idefftificationlof
majox -descriptors.
In this stage an atternp.t
,

...

_

usually made-;
t°'broaden.and ,extend as much as poSsible th'e topic. first;.

yPresehted by-the us -ear.
In .this stage alist of very specific
words descriptors) is idencifi:e-d
This-Process rlay_be a
.

f alrly

----czve

lengthy one and with. the poible eXcePtibn.of the.
stage-may take the 111.06.t time during theintervtew.

2!

Lt

During stage f6ur, thc;sear:.'h analyst 'outlines the main
and "alternare scrat,egies -;he
use in .the search, a-ndi-an&s'
andtoi-, combines the-related terms'
the-major,deSCriptors/
hea,dings.
rhis stage usually -acts as a furt-her clarification
°f the topic and tile spects of it4hat are. niost Important,

and the user

therms

'

asked CJ

u

c.

extend, change, or Modify--

-

as necessal-y_

I

c..Ct,j

--"

[lie closing statX-i, usually devOted-to-"houseReeping
inf.0--rwation!! when. the
addrcss and-billing inStructiOns
ark obtained and'The is-tld-how much material to expect-r-:14
and how much it is 41 4ely

to cost.
.

it snould7re noed
that while Stage One usually occurs
T
at ,the beginping,of the iritervietiY situation, the remaining)
,stagedo not
ot..necessaril.
followsequentkaly
the order
-*-presented
For
iadtCatiOn-of'uhat the...user
can expect in terms .of the 1,--olume:of material, may occux
t----inuilV-diate-ly -after -thgfirt stage
user A) orc the sea 7th
,
'
analv4t may .oroceed ro i'dentifY related
rms. during the first
_
-

i

%

.

.

.

-4-tae an an attempt-understand the topic'' more clearly
,

tesIDela-riY

i'f

i S -a- compl.e.. 0)' unique odej before making
_,

411 at-pemP:t' to- Speci-iv ,and l'12-,v-ma1,5r headings:.vdr-4at.:10

to p

.

nowever,

the

In spite of

basic ,under-lying.' patterrciabbve tends

.:

.-as't-..

,,

Ope

and Closed Questions
The ,distribution of "open" and "closed" questions asked
_

by the search analyst in-the four interviews appears below:

.

TABLE 24

.

OPENAND CLOSED QUESTIONS ASKED IN INTERXIEWS.WITH
B, C 3 AND D
USERS A / B
.

Closed
Questions

-Open
Questions

User

.

Length of
Interview

.

A

0-

7

C

_

4

'-43

40 minutes

9

9 minutes

27

33 minutes

18

21 minutes

,

dor

In King's opinion (1972)
the .freqbent use of the open question encourages the user to talk and therefore-allows him to
It would be expected, therefore, that
shape his request
more "open" questio s would occur in the o9ening minutes of
each interview when the user must. explain his request.
There
seems to-be good support for this co
tionin the four
interviews being considered hefe.- I
interview with
User C more-than one-half of the open questions (five elout oi'
-nine) were asked in the first foui- minutes of the interview;
in User D's interview, one-half of the total of such questions
(two but of four) occurred in the first seven minutes; and
almost one-half of those found in the interview with User B
(three out of seven) occurred within the first two minutes.
-The exception was-the interview with User Awhere, in the
first five minutes, only, one out of a total of- thirteen 'open
questions appeared.
The- reason for the lack, of such qvstions at the beginning of the interview with Vser.A.seems to lie fn the search
,

analyst'spatteMpt to pin the user down to specific terms very
early in the interview, as, having. begun the in erview with an
user's
open 'question, she received the indication thathe
-7^q
topic was an unusual 6ne fbr which `there .were7few applicae
descriptors on the system. ;Continuing to describe his topic
in general,terms, therefore, would be of little use.
trast, the lack of'apen'questions on -the whole in-the
rviem-.11 User D (there were only. four). serrtto occur because
,
from t4e user's firSt-ext,lanatory tatement,th...e search-inalyst
was able- to say "I think that_ kind-of thing wouldn't be too
actuaLly':becau.ic there 'are -some very
hard to find
specific -words" and began to ask closed questionsin order to
'

.

1

obtain a specific List of desc.i-iptots_

It may be obserfed that the BISO sech.anal)Pst spends
the greater part of an intervdei.Casking about
specific terms,
J
siiggesting:ticular descriptors, from the Thesaurus of ERIC
'Descriptor's, explainfng to the user what they mean, and indicating how_she will combine-them in-the search strategy,
Because of this need; then, fora 1i' ting of specific headirigs
and specific combinations of major 'and related_descri-ptors,
the search analyst's 'use of the 'closed 'questions dominates the
interview after the opening few minutes: A brief look at the
distribution above of the 'types of questions will indicate the
more than three times as many.
User A wasfollowing:
'closed as open questions; User.C-, exactly three times as many;
and User D, more than four times as irlany closed as open quesIn--'brefboth the
for'the duration of the interview.
open and the closed questions have thei,r-imp'Rrtance during
former when ageneral underthe nertiatio'n process
standing of the topic as a whole is required at the beginning
of the interview and when this form of Understanding of
section of the topic is required later in the interview; the
latter'when,-the- topic having -been understood, a specific list
of -mayor and related descriptors are required to gain access
to the system in order to retrieve requested material.

7
9

Role and Status Relationships `With regard to the`lidestion of role relationships, the
,situation in which. the EI-SO search ana 'Lyst ,finds herself is'

in many ways different-from that of a reference
,While the latter may find the 'interviews unscheduled and open-'
ended, the search analyst often-makes ,an appointment withg,t4e
user,beforehand, and manytimes has at least some.-prior knowFurther,, while-lack of time and
ledge of the user's topic.
the competing attention of bther users may be variablesn
the library situation, prior appointment and-the fact tha,t ,'
the EISO or

,

-in the libr'ary

of The Ontario Institute for Studie4_ir..'EucatiOn, effecvkKely
a'
eiciminate these difficulties.
In fact, the difficulties mentioned in the reyiew of
the literature on the libr.ary/library'-user interface, the /
t
,disparate- functions of reference (which is not a quiet
vity) that annoy the quiet-reader, the distance between th-e-.
desk and the reference collec,tion,;the lack of objective
measures to judge effective service, all of which affect the
successful establishMent of status and role relationships,
are not present in-the search analyst/user situation. .Th6
closed offi.ce ensures the search analyst's undivided attention; the-"reference section" comprisps-the Thesaurus of
ERIC Decrip-tors and other indexes that are always on the
desk at which the interview takes place; and /The search
analyst is provided with'some feedback on the efficiency and
standard of,her performance by means,of evaluation question-

,

'

-44

.

.

,

naires re-Ot.Tned by..users.

-

also, the sex of the user was presumed to
be .a variable in both status and deference patteims iu the
However, bearing iit* mind the limitations of a
interaction,.
tape-recording., this factov was not-found to affect these
This-finding haS received further support from
patterns.
the results of a separate and 'indep'endent inquiry of anothe
researcher -who conductecl.follow-up interviews with users of
the EISO service which included the user group from whic,h
the four considered in this alialysis were selected7,

77

ROwever, there. can be one factorwhich ma, have an effect'
on ".raising the status o.f\he search analyS-t
the user
whi.ch may_ result in a feeling of dependency on the part of the
user,, withadded discomfort to the user,,, especially j:f he consider'S himself to be in 4 "high status" occupation.
That is
,

the perceived glamour associated with'a new and sophisticated
technology. represented by -the computer and the possible perception that "esoteric knowledgelis'reqUired by the search
analyst to retrieve necessary materials ftom such-a sTystem:.
Yet,, there seem ta be several factors which :preclude
this possibility.
First, the fact of a prior appeointmtnt
seems to.set a professional" tone to the. interview.
Second,'
while the reference librarian/user. interactiA is free of
charge, this does not apply to the. EISO-serviee.
The user
would therefore ten4 not to regard the search analyst as
doing him a favour, but as entering into. a busOess transaction with him, and, as such giving him the tight to expect:
_certain acceptable standards of servi-ce. -Third, it ivas con,sistently-found that the search analyst, durng the interview,
not-,only 'attempted to explain how the system- worked <in fact
users,thepselves often ask about this), but:also discussed with
the user major and alternate st'rategies that she would use in
terms of-the system, to attempt to retrieve.what the user re-74

.

A

quested.' ThiscLtended towards' a reduction 'of the felircig,in
existed'at all) of the power of- the search
the, user
0

analyst's "esoteric knowledge." It is worth noting that the
majority of .new EISO users (85% from previous research) report
regrning.soMething about, the EISO system itself after the
interviewThe four users in ti) -is study who had comple=ted
and retUrnedtheir User Evaluation Questionnaires reported
: that they had learned ,"a great deal" about the EISO.system
arid- how it workg.

While' there was no role difference, in clients of different sexes,,thete was a difference 'that appeared-between
The
dcademic,and'nonra=cademic clients.
academic clients,
both of whori v-iere by chance master's. students in psychologY,
stated theit questions in terms of formal. research designsb.
The first wanted to control for socio-economic conditions by
;

.
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having only children of low status, but had identified both
experidental and control
oups.
Members of the first were
to have low self-concept f ability and the second high self.concept; the dependent va iable was perceived social distance
from groups of profession
The second master's tudent also had identifiedan expe imental variable
type of TV shows -- and- a .dependent
variable
gitruism as a
asure of pro-sociad -behaviour.
In conrast,,the qu tions of.the two non-academics
were pore open-ended. One wished to know about the role
school librarians and children's.reading habits; the other
about compaer-assiste,d ins ruction for teaching
damaged children a mode of symbolic communicatipn.
It is our feeling that the.rather rigid' definition of
the problem statementin the interview with User A may.have*
contributed to the large number of questions and failure of
the bibliography to provide 'highly relevant materialXpven
that -the search analyst was 'mot familiar with the line-ofresearchill which the client was engaged. Even at the end
of the interview, it is questionable whether this was clear
to'her.

In contrast, -although the topic in. thesinterview.
,with User D was stated in almost as. rigid experimental terms

asthe fi-rst, Zhe search analyst immediately understood the
and conducted a bridf and successful search.
This coAtfast sugge'sts that aca:demI_usersmay .tend to
.
1
.-a,
stater questions in a relatively formalized manner- that'
_makes inquiry on the part of the searcit.afialyst-difficult.if
-she is not :equally familiar with the e-piradigm and concepts
-.
,Underlying the-question.
At the ame time, the-Ccinventions
.....0

.

.

:

.

,..

....

.--pf the' problem s.s-atementay.tend to obScure what is in fact,,
a poorly.-defined qUestion on the part7fof the user:, :giving the-'
,
.,,
xiyestiIlnth0.15pearancQ of a validity:, -thatit in fact laCks.
Non-"academic up
'ors have no such masque for their confusion;
)0 their question is still at the }Visceral rather than the
_
cognitive stage; it will be evident.
,

.

.

,

.?

,

.T

.

.

_
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Developing a Preliminary Model of
the Negotiation Process
While ;.ecognazing the danger of trying to generalize
outward from a small Sample of interviews, a number of points
First, that some of the issues
*nevertheless are suggestive.
raised in the literature' on the traditional reZerende inter,
view are also helpful in studying-online negotiation processes.
The aspects_that hold most relevance seem to be those associated nth empathy and non verbal behaviour, the structure-of the negotiation, and the use .6f open and closed questions.
The one aspect that does not Seem to bear` much relevance is.,
Second, these
that related to role and status i-elatIonships.
lements-sekem:tO be constant at least in fscme. degree regardless of th-e-nature'of the ,:topic, the user, or the system used
Such an observation leads one-tip the notion that At may be
,-possible to represent .these stable-elements.by cohstructing.
'
a model:
Such a preliminary atteffipt-to visuarize,the
.tiation process is presented in Figure 2.
From the ,analysis of the interviews,' it becameclear
that theilegotiation process AS-hot a rigid progression with
a clearly de-fined b'ginning, middle, and end ,that inex0mbly
follow upon each.otkj.er brat rather it has a more iterative,
repetitive 'nature as\-the aeterinination of the specific requireIt therefore could not be-represen,
ment of the user emerges.
ted by a.simple lnear- design but called for a more dynamic
The nations of reiteration and'
Mode cif repilesentation.
dynamism brought to mind the model of the spiral 'curriculum
The
ins education and the double, helix in molecular biology.
,forrr,r incorporates the idea of; returning ,to concepts already,
'introduced 'to define and learn about them in greatea.. detail
process the analyst users as she moves from a .general
understanding of the user's topic to the more specific choice
:.of` descriptors *and search strategies -- while the latter draws
attention to the multiplicity, of inte,rwoven links that are
,b15fh constant and different in--all of nature. Obviously,
chose_ parallels cannot be drawn, but the notion of using
.spiralling strands seemed to 'combine continuously evolving
speCificity with dynamic interaction. Unlike the elegant
.

.

.

,

.

.

_

_

(

J
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simplicityof the double helik, 'however', the model of the
negotiation process was pictured as hiving at least four component elemerits.
These are associated with'the user, the
karch'analyst, the topic to be searched, -and.the system to
be' used for searching. It is not the representation of these
holistic elements that is the.cwiern here but the depiction
of the elements that surface as being important during the
negotiation process.
At a Micro level these have been
-tified as empathy and-non-verbal behaviour, structure and
.
open and closed'questions. At amore macro 1 vel,:the importance of a specific characteristic such-as empathy can be
broadened to stand for-behavioural characteristcs in general
and the specific method'of using opTn and closed questions
for a broader range of techniq-ue's usd by the search analyst.
The notion of structure is incorporated by the sequential
progression'ofithe interview-in stages through time. _In
/1'
addition, there are at 1 st two other strands that weave
through the typical negotiation process, the substantive content of the request and the technicalities pertainirig to the
.choice of descriptor a, the =formulation of search strategies,''
and the operation of the sysotem and data lase chosen.
The
-firSr of these .is re-presented by the term "topic," the second
by."system:"
White_the'model is. Meant to be suggestive of general
phenomna, it could be adapted to more closely, represen,t
speci.ific negotiat4On interviews.
For example..., s:traii-ds may
be broadened or narrowed, lengthened or shortened to show
when and the extent to which individual elements occur.
liey
may be divided and color-coded to emphasize the-prime parti-.
.

.

-c-j.pant, in the process at any 'given time, whether' it is the

search analyst or the user.
Specific environmental influences
may be, shown to effect the turns the interview takes. 'Such ,
detailed mapping, however, must await in-depth analysis
derived fro...a larger sampleof negotiation interviews..
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Limitations

The conduct of this study was subject to a*nuMber of
limitations that severely restrict its gendralizility.
Since data were being drawn from an existing search service,
interviews could be taped only of those users who volunt ily
submitted requests during a.given period. ThuS tye type of
user was res tricted to the kind of clients using EISO.
his
sample was further reduced by the need to rely on the user to.
return filled out evaluation. questionnaires to;complete re-_
search files.
In addition, because real users of a ,specific service
were being studied, the natur e of the questions being searched
could not be subjected to con trol.
In this regard, it may be
argued, howeVert, that the type of topic being searched was at
least partly controlled by the choice of the academic, nonacademic 'dichotdmy.
Academic search topics Were expected to
be broader and more abstract than.those for non-academies
which were expected*ta\deal more with immediate application,.
It will be recalled also that only four cases of new users
being interviewed by a single search analyst are examined.
It remains for another study to use a larger sample, comparirig
new and repeat users with multiple search analysts searching
a-A;ariety of subject, areas.
Finally;-it is hoped that further
sties in this area will -use videotapes of the negotiation
interview-.since solee1-1-ance on tapes and transcripts do not
reflect the extent of 'Use or importarrce of body language.
.

Conclusion
It. is evident that the warm and friendly personality of
the present EISO'search analyst is amajor influence .,on users'
feelings of high satisfaction with regard to he helpfulness
and the interview process.
Some other factors, however, do,

emerge from the preceding brief and exiloratoranalysis,of
the four user interviews. 4,
The succe6ful completion of the first stage_of the
interview process, during which an u nderstanding of the user's
problem is obtained seemed to be crucial toethetsuccess of
a
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the entire interview. The use Of the open question, questions
pertaining to fIT: organization for which the user warks'and
the reason for -the search, all seem to ply an important 'role
in'roviding the search analyst with the information necessary for the success of the crucial first -stage of the negotiation process.
Ho4ever,--it is even -more important that
these questions, whether open or closed; be asked in a warm,,
accepting, and friendly Inner, since the first few minutes of the
_interview- have--an

-in7artan-±,---hem-ing-- on its-progress and

eventual outcome.

If we agree with Taylor (1967) whO,-i.n his review of studies
done on-the interview process,' found that ease of access to
information, was more important than the quality of that
information, then it is essential that the search analyst
di -splay y-empathr toward the user.
Such comments as "Maybe if
you described this-in a little more detail," "I have the idea
now," "Uh-huh," "Rm-mmm," "Okay," all seem to aid in this process.
of

g-

The devitlist of both a major list-and a related list
headings in' t-he presence of and with the help of -the user; outlining

the strategy that will be used to combine these terms in order
to retrieve the desired material from the system; developing
alternate strategies, and su,rzgeSting possible ext'nsions to
the topic; all seem to make the user feel more confident; as
he understands more and more not only about his topic, but
about the process of retrieval from an online computer.'system
which he knew little or nothing about atthe start,pf the
7
interview,
The user is also entitled to a-clear statement of
ealistic expectations. As soon as possible after the interiew begins, and certainly before the computer search i.
executed, he 'should be apprised o. f the possible clbs.t of the
search, - especially if the search analyst believes it will
exceed the stanaa'rd fee. This is even more important whe:the cost of a search is a flexible matter. He ghould also
s
be informed how unusual.hls topic is with regard to the descriptors in the system, and given clear indications of how
relevaHt (or tangential) the material retrieved is likely to
.

.

be.

Our own_exp, Hence with users indicates that even though
low satisfaction may be expressregarding the value of the
retrieved material, high satisfaction with the helpfulness of
the search analyst is almost always shown.
Inact, those
users who have been disappointed with retrieved items have
almost always placed the reason for their disappointment on
the fact that the data-base itself did not contain thedesired material:. And, the majority reported that, in: spite
of this, not .only would they use the-se-rvice again, but
recommend its use to colleagues and-friends.
seems
to point.to the inescapable conclusion\ that, regardlus.s
the structure of the interview, the types of questions
or even, the final. documents retrieved, the ultimate success
of an online' retrieval service depends to a great extent
upon an empathetic analyst.
Such a conclusion has obvious
implications for the --lection, training, and eval-udtoion of
search analysts.
4
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CHAPTER 5

SYSTEMS EVALUATION' OF USER SATISFACTION WITH EISO

Accompanying the widespread introductlion of online biblibgraphic retrieval services has been a recognition of the eed for
their careful evaluation. Several apprOaches have bee taken
to this problem including price-demand analyses (Cooper and
organizational studies (Wax, 19'76), data-base
DeWath, 1977)
evaluations (Lancaster, 1969), and end-us
(B ickley and
Trohoski, 1974).
However, because thes- studies have taken
relatively narrow perspectives, they have failed .to'assess
the inter-relationships of various components of the services
in qaestion., In order to facilit'ate this type o_f analysis,
a comprehensAe framework for the evaluation of online. bibliographic retrieval services is needed. The purposes of this
chapter, are to present one such framework, and to provide an
example-.of its use.
A systems approach was used in developing the framework,
incorporating they- traditional categOrie-s of input, process,
C.-output, and feedback.
In its. application, partidular emphasis
is placed upon assessing the relationships between variables
of interest-at different stages, such as input and output,
while controlling for the effects of intervening variables.
It is hoped that in achieving a better understading of such'relationships, those operating search services can make moterational decisions about policies and procedures.,

.

=

Systems Framework fot.Eyaluatioh
In the evaluatibn framework proposed here, a systems
proach is used to describe the -cycle of activities that
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vant citations' from appropriate. tliata-basea sUch as
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tional Resources Information Center (ERIC)' or the Ontario
Educational Research ,Information System. (ONTERIS) files.
Thd
analyst then queries' ethe ata-base (s) using a retrieval system
such as Lockheed Information System (LI85!s DIALOG, System
Devel6pment.torporation' CSDC))s ORBIT, or United Nitions Edu:

cational, Scientdfic and° Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 's
When, combinations of terms are entered, the number
CDSYISIS.
-of. relevant -citations and a fel,/ sample Citations are printed.
If the citations are judged to. be relevant to the client' s

the complete bibliography is printed offline and
mailed to the requestor.
The \user, on receipt of the 'bibliography, reviews its,
contents and makes a personal assessment of its relevants and
_thoroughness. As. a result, a request for originaldocuments
may be made:: When these are delivered and read, the searchcycle, as We_define it, is complete.
Feedback may occur at almost -any stage of the search
During question_negotiation .the search analyst makes
cycle
inquirie and suggestions about the search topic, and the
During tfie retrieval Of references, a disuser:reSiDon'ds,
tovery, tietat
excessive number_ of citations. have been located,
or that other
c itations are- not relevant to the topic
, that
terms should be .used, may causenegotiationS to be reopened.'
. _question,

.

.

.

.

1.

Even at the -end of the entire.
cycle, 'fedb'adlc Occurs when an zirithed and satisfiedr(or unin
fOrmed and dissatisfied) user returns an -evaluation questionnaire

.'and -.the sdarch strategy altered.

,

,

r-

1

a

This'cycle of activities farms. the system- portrayed in
-Figure 3. A2 each stage,
stathree "actols7 are involved:
ilved: the'.
user, the search analyst,-and the raCrievarDsystem. _Each of
the: three is he referent for a number of variables Which
describe the characteristics of-the search service's_inputs,
the nature of its processes, and qualities of its outputs.This sytems framewOrk.provities a temporal seqUence. to
,,
,
events/ occurring during a search wcle, thereby altowing.the
.,
.evaluator to make reasonable aferendes abo/ ut cause andi
'*
effect relathi.
ions ps ,This is important, since policy makers
m er,
must
have a realistic
o. _the
the ultimate effects
of -dif-:
0 '.
_
ferent
ZecisciOns about inputs and_the organization of proces--sing activities.
In-a,ddition, the-framework suggests a Cate-,
goiizatlion scheme for'variables.according to their roles as
measures of inputs, processes, or outputs.
However; it does
not provide a guidance in the selection of variables to be
measured. _For-this.,'we turn to the substantive disciplines
of 'sociology, psychology, and economics.
.
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,
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.

r

.
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Disciplinary Perspective
The various academic disciplines offer the evaluator a
`large number of substantive theories and concepts that might
profitably be employed in the selection of variables to be

measured and, subequently, relationshipto be nalyzed.
Those concepts that we felt were of particular value in
evaluating a retrieval service were those of role and status
from sociology; knowledge and opinion from psychology; and
cost, price, and demand from economics. The first two in the
list provide direction in collecting data on a. service's
use's; the second two-suggest hoW one might determine the
'effects of a. service on the' individual; and the third..gi-oup

identifies factors,'related to a service's fiscal status.
Certainly other concepts could lA selectedas well, but-these
seven seemed to be ade,ciliate since most of the variables
-N,
reported in the literature on search-service evaluation could
be considered as measures' of one
these concepts.
The concept of role as it i used in sociology is not
-unlike the'cohcept of role in drama.
The actor, or person,
88
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has a part to play and is expected.te behaVe,i1 dartain ways,,
alid-11-0tothers,bothbYlligIselfandthose.aroll
his role set. A person can expect to have many different roles
at different. times,, but-typically plays only one role at a
time '(Owens,
70, pp. 74-77),
By understanding the varioussroles played by a search.
service's client, one can understand.: and. even predict user
behaviour" and reactions. 'Since-requesting a literature search
is an act primarily 'associated
with institutional as opposed
s
:-*pivate life, it is apparent tha t the individual's profess
sj.onalioles are of primary interest.
.Social status, the second 'sociological concept used to
gi.lide the selection of. variables, refers to a person's Stand-7-ing in the community and the deference the Person can expect.
.

.

.

..,.

-

3

-

.

_...

.

,

,

.-J=It-has:been

'identified as .n- .important variable. in the litera_01
ture on the, workof refereAce- librarians since the reteerice
.

/interview often reversesstatUs positions., Ina partielhar
instance, a user who holds a position of high 'taius maybe
forced to admit to being ignorant, thereby accepting a tempo-,
nary status inferior to that of the reference librarian._ Such
a humbling experience May ,not be easily accepted by senior
/
professors or administrators. and their personal reaction's.
might create a barrier to the open communication of their
information (Shosid, 1974). Ultimately, this could affett
their level of satisfaction with the service. For thiS
reason, knowledge of the social.sta:tus of a service's users'
,

is of value.'
The nature of knowledge and the process_.of learning,
.

P

provide the subjectpatter'for learning psychologstswho
have developed'a number of theories that might be :useful in
explaining why. an indivi.dual.requestscinformation and how he
she 'learns from it. These theories-tend to-agree_on'three
basic-precepts.
First, a learner must. be motivated to learn.
This motivation, may be based in the individual' -s personality
(which open's up anotherrealm of psychology or it may be
present in the individualls:environTent, such as the,role
the person plays.
44,
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Se ;ond, a learner must possess s me prior knowledge in
order to learn a new concept or deve op a new understanding.
A person alMost totally lacking in knoigledge about a tspix
would probably submitfan inadequate search requ est, questiOn
negotiation might.4prov -e arduoUs, and the end resUlt:mght
prove less than satisfactofy.
Finally,, regardless of vhether.a.simple fact or a com:'
plex concept involving .generaalations and inductive leaps is
learned, ,the ,leai-ner is changed in the process.

..

' These three generalEzations about the learning process
embhasize the.iniportance of knowang the extent of a user's
motivation prior knowledge, and new knowledge.gained as a
result o a given search.
As a-search is conducted and the user reviews the results,
another psychological process comes into play: the development
of opinions. Opinions, whichrreveal a predisposition to act in
a specific may-toward some object (the so-called "attitude'
object"), constitute a major
of output'variables.
Pretumably, opinilms about the quality of.a search service and its
products determine ,the'likelih od of a user's returning to
submit additional search requests
Indeed, tHFrecommendation
that-user satisfaction be assessed n a regular basis is perhaps,the most common xedommendation in the literatur'e on
search-service-evaluation.
The concepts-of cost, price, and demand, drawn from the
field of economics, also guide the selection of specific
variables. Costs are typically broken down into fiXed costs
Jr:

.

(or p:,ve'rhead),which represent the dollar expense that con-,
tinues even when nothing is produced,- and variable costs, tha't

are incurred whenproduction is raised to agiven level. For
a'search service, fixed costs include salaries, equipment
leases, etc., while variable costs are primarily associated
with the charges made by companies providinethe retrieval,
service for connect-time, citations printed-, and cOmmunications.
Costs may be-presented as total (aggregate) costs,-or
in cterms of unit costs.
Setting prices has been a controversial and-difficult
matter for search serviclf, first because library services
91

traditionally have been-provitied witholit charge ha second
because of .poor data on'''total costs. A related concern'is the
relationship. between price and deman51.!. Without knowledge of
7'
the elasticityof.demdnd (i.e., the relative change ii demandthat Occurs in 'response to a changein price) for Searches; it
is difficult tO, to-1:1 what,' if any, effect different pricing
policies may have. Hence, - measurement of price and demand
are -ef driitical importance in the :evaluation of search seT1-

vices
wide array ef-variables must be measured to iprovt+de
data necessary for various types'oE.economic analyses.
Some
such. as staff sal-aries, are Input variables which would be
used to determine fixed costs. Others, such as the computer
connect-time for a given search', are process variables which
would be used to computevariabie costs and, perhaps,. cus t
T
prices.
These data may be:Used in their raw form for SO
analyses or agg gated into totals for others.
In the preceeding description about the way in=wTiich
conceptssdrawn from. the disciplines of sociology, psycQingy,
and economics can be used tc guide the selection of variab
be,.1measured, in evaluating a search service, little was said
concerning the level or type-of .analyses that could be conducted.
TWis ommiss:ion was purposeful, since it is anticipated
that the framework can be applied at different levels and to
explore different relationships_.
In the application that follows,,data are treated in disaggregate form; in contrast, an
analysis of prkce7-demand would require aggregate data. Also,
the application is 'iriter-disciplinary" in that relationships
.between several sociological; psychological; and economic
variables are investigated, though a discipline -based theory
could just haVe easily been tested.. In short, the level at
which the fraMework is applied and the particular analyses
carried out depend upon the specific questions the evaluator
or researcher is trying to answer.
a
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Application of Model.
The wemainder of .this "Chapter--describes the evaluatibn

of

ti

of theEducitiOnar'Infortation Sysfem for

wo

using

. Ontario

:-4

the systets framework poirtrayed in ,Figurer 3.

The Purpose of ther'first applidatio is to detTmine. to
4tent'the ciient's.personal.and profesS-ional background is
-.related.to J-lis ore.r.satisfaction with EISO. ''The purpose of
,
...
t,
the second is tocf&termine-cihe''relati-onship among the pioce- ,\-;
dures- folii;wedk-lin processing a search request and the tidPs
gain2 in knowledge and degree oEsatisfaction. 7Together,these
.
,
,lassessments .should provide agood understa'nding of the factors'
affecting'user s
with the service, and thereby suggest methods'of maintaining'and'increasink_- it., (;.
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.Sample

population for this study is the universe 6f -all 371
searches requested from EISO between May 1, 1976 and April 30,
1977.
Though some data were available on all searches, the
,present analysis was restricted to those which had been run
on ERIC and for which%the requestor had returned an'eV-aluaelon questiOnaire. The total number was 148 (40% of all
searches), bUt hissing responses on some variables result in
The\

\

,

smaller ,number being used for some alfalyses.

-

Virtually all searches were placed by users from the
professional education community in Ontario, WhiCli EISO was'
designed to serve. In geheral, 40% of EISFs users were from
school boards, 40% were from OISE, 10% from other universities
and -faculties of education, and 10% miscellaneous. Appro
mately 30% of the users rpported that they-were engaged _in
administration, '17% in teaching, 12% in research, 18% in
'graduate study, '796' in librarianshpland 14% other.
Methodology
Path analjr'S'is was selected to analyze the relationships
among input, Process, and output variables -because.it provides
a methooi- of testing the validity_of causal inferences for pairs

of Variables while controlling for the effects of other variable's. (Nre;.'1975, pp. 383-397). In agption, path diagrams
/--
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provide heuristiciortrayals of systems rlationships which
are well suited to-the systets framework used to organize

4,

the variables in this study.
:
The analytic technique 'used in this investigation 'fol.A
lows the pract-icces advocated byj6oldberger (1970).
In particular, the-path coefficients presented here are the standA-dizd
regression coeigicients resulting.from regression of the
e,dependent variable.in cpesfion on 'those* variables irectly
affecting it and hose alone.
In cases where there is but
one predecessor yariable ,- t he pa-h. coefficient is llentical
to the zero-order correlation coefficient; in othercaseS' it
,
is equivalent to the partial correlation coefficient ofthe
dependent variable on the.standei-dized predecessor variable
controlling for other vr-iables directly affecting the .depen-/
dent variable.
.
-The 'amotint of unexplained variance in any dependent
variable Xi is assumed to be accounted for bex'hypothetical/
rror" variables denoted by ei., The correlation between ed
I2 where, R2 is the multiple correla..an 3.. Xi is equal to 141
tion between Xi and all predecessor variables directly, affect-i

1

.

,

.

,

'ing it.

Not all relationships forNwhich no causal inferences a/,
plausible may be omitted.
econd, rdiationshipS between exo,genoUs variables (portrayed at 'the left of the path diagram)
are typically unanalyzed, though they are sometimes controlled
for if they are considered to interact with one another.
Finally, correlations among the ei are assumed tole zero and
remain unanalyzed.
Path analysis requires three principal assumptions which
may or may not be valid, First, all relationships are assumed
to be linear;°second, relationships are assumed to be additive;
and third, it is assumed no interaction (i.e., multiplica.t..ixp
effects)- exists among-variables.
As well some authors would
hold that the variables are assumed
be measured ;on a ratio,
scale with some fixed. unit of measure
For the dichotomous variables, such as sex, and th
measured in standard units Of measure, such as the turn- round
time, none of the-assumptions would be violated. Those
asured
_

,
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,

Oh Likett sdales, such as satisfaction&may violate assumptions
as to linearity and Unitary measurement: .Rowever, because
monotonic; if not linear,:reIations are expected for 4 all relationships involving these variables, violation of 'the first
assumption would, at worst,
:the relationships to be
/
underestimated.
i'.

,3*

Collection of Data

The 'major sources- of data used in-these evaluations were
a Us-64,Evaluatton Quest,Aonnairp (Appendix A) and a Data Sheet
comp te'd by the search analyst (Appendix C).
In all, 131 dif-

ent 'variables werregulaLy collected for each search that
as completed.' Selection of these items was guided by the
discip',1ine-based concepi's no-ted earlier.
Most were drawn'
from the literature of previoUs evaluation studies but only
those tflat 1,4r6:defensible measutts of roles, status,knowledge,
opinion, cost, price, or demand were included. Where gaps
1.
appeared, additipnal items were developed.
Measurement of. Variables

Descriptions of the items used to measure the variableA
-included-in.the fifst analysis which focuses.on the influence
of the sociological bsckgroUhd of clients on their level of;
.satisfaction are listed in Table 25; those -for the second
analysis which focuses onthe influe.kce of process variables
on client satisfaction appear in Tabl 26. -.
The first five variable's in Table 25 are input variables
\related to the backgtounds of- clients. All are dichotomies
koded 1 or 0. LOCATION refers to the' location of the organization inwhich the User was employed or enrolled as a student.
'SEX needs no explanation.
ORGANIZN is (6-1.e organization in
which the user was employed or enrolled.as a student. The
PURPOSE of the search refers to the use made of the search,
.whether it was for professional or academic purposes.
PROFROLE indicates-whether the user wasin an administrative
or non-administrative professionsl position.
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TABLE 25

VARIABLES USED IN EVALUATION OF-USER'S BACKGROUND
D
AN-LEVEL
OF SATISFACTION
,

Variablet

Number
1

2

Item Description and Coding

'Name

Description

LOCATION

SEX

Coding

Metropolitan Toronto

1

Outside_Metro Torcmitcr,

0

Female

ORGANI2N

PURPOSE

Male

0

Student or staff of OISE

1

Non-OISE,

0

Purpose of search:

Non-academic

Academic
5

PROFROLE.

Profe's-sional role:
_

,

Administrative
Non-administrative

SYSTEM

Search system used:-

SDC ORBIT
LIS DIALOG
7

SATIS65

Overall satisfaction

SATIS1

Satisfaction with publicity
materials and directions

SATIS2

Satisfaction with convenience
and helpfulness
I

'10

SATIS3

Satisfaction with timeliness
of service

.11

SATIS4

Satisfaction with quality of
technology

12

SATIS5

Satisfaction with value of
bibliography

tVariables 1. through 4 and 6 are recorded by search analyst on data
sheetse Variables 5 and- 7 through 12 indicated by client on User Evaluation Questionnaire.
.

sSee Table 27 for complete list of satisfaction items .and .construction
of subscales.
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TABLE .26

PROCESS AND OUTPUT VARIABLES USED IN SEARCH SERVICE, EVALUATION
Variable'

Number

Item Description and Coding

Name

Description

CONTACT

In Person

1,1

- 2

1

Other
SYSTEM

0

6

SDC ORBIZ___.2

i

1

LIS SIAL
------71.----------.,

3

TURNARND

?Turnaround time in days between
receipt of request and online
searching

CNCTIME

Connect-time-in minutes

STRATIME

Interview and strategy time in
minutes

6

CITPRINT

Number of citations printed

7

PRICE

Price charged in dollars ,//--

AMTLRDTC

0

-

..

CIG

5

8

Coding

4'

-----------

How much did you learns about
your topic as a result of
the search?
4

(1)

Nothing or very little

(2)

(3)

9

A great deal.

SATIS65

OVerai-J_ satisfaction

10

SATIS1

Satisfaction with publicity
materials and directions

11

SATIS2

12

SATIS3

Satisfaction with timeliness of
service

13

SATIS4

Satisfaction with quality of
technology

14

SATIS5

Satisfaction with value of
bibliography

f

Satisfaction with convenience
and helpfulness

9

'Variables 1 through 7 recorded by search analyst on data sheets. Variables 8 through 14 indicated by client on-User Evalulation Questionnaire.

;See Table 27 for complete list of satisfaction items and construction
f subscales.
cr

TABLE 27
ITEMS USED IN' SIX SATISFACTION,SUBSCALE:S,

.

Question:

SATIS1

Publicity Material and,Directionsa.
13:.

c.

SATIS2

b.

a.

Time taken to deliver bibliography

b.

Time taken to deliver materials from EDRS
Tithe taken to deliver materials from EISO

Quality of Technology
a.

Length of bibliography

b.

Readability of microfiche copies
Availability of microfiche.readers

c.

SATIS5

Value of Bdbliography and Materials
a.
Bibliography itself
b.

SATIS6

Convenience of arrangements and adequacy of direction
Helpfulness of search analyst

Timeliness of Service

c.

SATIS4

Convenience of arrangements and adequacy of directions
Accuracy and colaprehensivpness of publicity materials
Adequacy of directions for ordering-materials

Convenience and Helpfulness
a.

SATIS3

Please indicate your satisfaction%with thefollawing
elements
of your EISO seal-ch.

Materials located via bibliography

Overall Satisfaction
la, 2b, 3a, 4a, Sa

Note:

Scale scores were adjusted for the number of items by dividing
total scale scores by the number of items. Scale: Low. =, 1;.
medium = 2; high = 3; NA = 4.
--;
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The final input,13ari0.1e, SYSTEM, refers to the 4mputer
search servicelthat was used in eXecking-thd search: SDC ORBIT
or LIS DIALOG.
Although this variable is-a, system rather-than
user input, it was' included" in the analysis because differences between the two influenced the selection of the system
used in conducting .searches.
Inp, rticular, the direct mail
service provided by SDC,, which allows the-computer-produced
bibliography to be sent directly to the client from SDC, meant
that this service was. Often preferred. for users located some
,,Zistance from Toronto.
User satisfaction with various aspects of the search
service were measured by five subscales (SATIS1 to SATIS5)
-consisting of scales that included satisfaction_with publicity materials and directions `(SATIS1), with convenience and
helpfulness (SATIS2), with timeliness of service (SATIS3),
with the quality of technology (SATIS4), and with the value
of the bibliography- (SATIS5).
fndividudl items used in constructing subscales are
reported in Table 27 andinclude those used in the scale used
to measure overall satisfaction (SATIS6).
The latioer scale
used five items selected from the subscales.;_ not all items
were included because many clients had not been exposed to
all aspects.of'the serVice'and theiefore had failed to respond to some items.
Instead; only those items referring to
matters to which all clients had been exposed were included
in the scale.
Reliability coefficients for-the six scales were .80,
.62, .78, .27, .79, and ..80 respectively.
Overall, these
coefficients are sufficiently high for the scales to be used
in-assessing the satisfaction of EISO's users with the service.
The fact that all input variables are dichotomies calls
for special care-in interpreting correlation-or path coeffi
ocients between these and other variables.
For example, a
positive correlation between location and organizatLon would
imply that'userS from Metro Toronto (coded 1) tend to be
associated with OISE. (1ais() coded 1), whereas those from outside Toronto (coded 0) tend to be associated wdth other ifistitutions:(also coded 0).- Where4he second variable 'Ls` continuous
.

.
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as in the case of satisfaction, a positive correlation implies
high satisfaction is associated with the trait coded land low
satisfaction with the trait coded 0.
In the case of the re.
lationship between, say, location and satisfaction,.a positive
correlation would imply that users from MetroToronto (coded 1)
were more satisfied than those from outside Toronto (coded .e0)-.
A total of 14 variables are used in the second,analysiS
which is
devoted to the study of the effect of the search pro,
cess on user satisfaction .(Table -26).
Seven are process
variables, one is, an intervening variable, and the remainder
are the satisfaction variables that have been previously.
described.
'The first two variables in the second analysis, method
of contact (CONTACT) and system used CS:YSTEM), are dichotomies
and coded as 1 and 0. 'As noted earlier, care must .be taken in
interpreting correlation and path coefficients computed between
these and other variables.
Turnaround time (TURNARND.) is -simply the number of days
that elapse between receipt of a search request and, execution
3,
of the search. In practice, the date of each transaction is
recorded, and the difference between the two is calculated at
the time data are analyzed,.
Connect-time in minutes (CNCTIME) and the number- of
citations printed (CITPRINT), data listed automatically atthe end.of each search,-are transcribed to the data-sheet
used for EISO's records by the search analyst.
The analyst
i-s--,also responsible for recording-the-estimated amount of
time spent in question negotiation and planning the search
strategy (STRATIME).
Because of the complex and\iterativel.
nature of these tasks, thefigures recorded. for STRATIME are
.

probably accurate only. within -±15 minutes.
4
:\
The price (PRICE) charged for each search`-is recorded
in C.-nadian dollars.
While this is stiiaightforward, the
pricing policies in,effect during the period data were cd1lected were not. Four different modes o.f charging were
used:

1. .free searches allocated to target groups
,-trial use of the service,

-r

encourage

2.

$20 flat rate for clients from a target area loCated in
Northern. Ontario,-

3,
4.

$50 flat rate for searches without an-excessive number
of citatidns,
1,30%plus a surcharge of$.10 per citation for searches
with ,an- excessive number of:citations.

The.pOlicy on charging for an'excessive,numVer of citations
was applied in a flexible manner by the search analyst.- Typically, it was app.ied whenever the combination .of connecttime, communication, and print costs exceeded $45.00. It
must be emphasizea that pricing poli,ey has a direct effect.On 'the-types of relationships one can expect to find.
Because
most-EISO clients received searches for either $30.00or
nothing during the period under consideration, any effect of
PRICE on other variables will be interpretable asthe-effect
of charging $30.00 as opposed to providing free service. The amount a client learned about his-or her topic
(AMLTRDTC) as a result of undertaking a search was tapped by
_

.

the 5.6Taightforward ques"tion listed as variable_ -8 in Table 26.
with other one-item variables, it is not possible to comute a -reliability coefficient for, this measure. .However,
its validity *as confirmed by. correlating responses on it with,

questions about the-number of original documents read, and the
percentage of
formation that was new.-to the client.
Correlations coefficients were .36 and .40 respectively, both significant at the. .05 level-.

Sociological Input Model.

Who are EISO's users and how does'their identity-affect
their levels Of satisfactionwith'the service? .A's suggested
above, these are important questions which reflect, the success
-_of the service. in achieving its goals. 'By implication, if one
kind of client is less satisfied than another, changes in the
service mightb-e necessary in order to raise-their level of
satisfaction.
`The que tionot as to ihe users' identities is answered
here in terms-of the two sociological concepts noted earlier,
role and status. We view these as:characteristics that clients

bring with them to their encounter with the search service,
and as such represent inputs to the systel. Since status is
itself in llarge part'an attribute associated with 'a given
-role, it is dillicult to measure these two aspects seprarately.
;40st of 'the variables we have selected reflect, cto &le degree
or another,. botli the roe and status of the individual client.
.

Desc'ription of Model

The 'image guiding the selection of sociological vari-s,
les to characterize EISO's users was that of a professional
educator working or studying. at some location in Ontario. The
user is geographic location (LOCATION) and sex (SEX) were viewed
as two background variables of'possible importance. Location
is a factor of considerable policy importance since one of
EISO's major purposes is to make the resources of a major
research library available to educators throughout the province. To be sure,_current limitations of automated retrieval
systems make this a distant goal, yet the quick retrieval of
both references and original documehts in RIE, CIJE,%nd
ONTERIS does provide access to a large and'important body of
knowledge.
While:the sex of a'client is not, in and of itself,
of primary-importance, it is a factor known to be related tothe. role of ;'professional educators; in particular,4elatively
few women currently hold administrative positions-withinOntario's educational system. Thus, sex'ias viewed as a
background variable that should be controlled.
A client's organization (ORGANIZN), professional role
('PROFROLE) and purpose in conducting tthe 'seaTch (PURPOSE)
were viewed as the major characteristics defining his or her1
role.
Though the coding scheme' used in this analysis greatly
simplifies the original categorization scheme, weoriginally
determined whether or not a user was in any one of 29 dif-ferent types of organizations or units;. e.g., preshcaol,
e?public schgbl board, separate school board, private school,
College of Applied Arts and Technology,, faculty, of education
etc.
Professional roles were classified into 14 categories;
e.g., administration or supervision, teaching, pupil personnel services, research, etc. Finally, the_purpose of the

,

search, which we saw as an objective in large part determined
by' the individual' -s organizatioR and role, was initially placed
in-one of eleven categories,
keeping:abreast of the field,
---class-assIgnment-,-preparation-af-a-bibliaphy;-CUrriculum
f

7development, etc.
To illustrate the connection among PROFROLE, ORGANIZN,
One might be a falland PURPOSE, .consider.two typical users.
time graduate student' at a faculty of education conducting a
literatureasearch for a class'assignment; the other might be
a senior administrator in a public school board seeking in -:
formation about curricu'lum guidelines.
Another inpl_tit. varVtble related to the service's activities is the particular search system used (SDC's or LIS's).
While not ,a sociological variable, this characteristic (SYSTEM)
is included as a factor of possible importance becatise one of
the - systems. SDC, offers the capability of .mailing bibliogra7For those clients in
phic output directly to the client.

remote locations, therefore, SDC maybe a preferred service
in terms of their satisfaction with the service's turnaround
.

Finally, the. output variable of interest is satisfaction,
which was measured-by 12 iitem-s_ relative to 5 distinct aspects..
of the service':_publicity matvdals and directions (SATIS1),
(SATIS2), timeliness of service
convenience ant helpfulnes
(SATIS3), 9u4Sityof technolagy (SATIS4), and value of theybiblidgraphy (SATIS5).. A subscale of 6 items was also derived
to measure overall satisfactiOn (SATIS6).
Organizing the
described above into a formal
path.model'results in the diagram pictured in Figure 4.
LOCATION and SEX are background variables whose relationship
-.to ane.ano-ther remapis unanalYZed, but whose effects on other
variables are considered. Location may affect satisfaction
both directly and indirectly.
One indirect path is through
its influence on the system used. The second effect is via
its influence on the ;type of organization from which the
client comes.
Sex, too, may affect satisfaction both directly
and _indirectly.' The indirect effects may be through the type
of organization or the individual's professional role.
-

_Organization stands as a key intervening variable-between
the-background variables and satisfaction, on which it may have'
a direct:effect%
However, it mayralso have indirect effects
via:the
professional role and the purpose _of_ the
search. .Similia.rly, professional role may affect satisfaction
directly or through the purpose of.the search; while the latter
variable ,is postulated to have".only,.ditect.effects.
It may be noted that other -paths than those noted are
possible; however, we are including only those which seem
logical given known relationships. and the meaning 6f the
variables.
ThUs's, for example, "we have omitted paths-connecting,
say, SEX and-SYSTEM. It should also be noted-that
where direct
effects are suggested, these effects are residual to the,
effects through other variables. .Thus, the path connecting
organization and satisfaction represents the effect on satisfaction of the individual's organizational status after the'
-

.

.

.

effects of the person's :professional role.and'pUrpose,in conducting the search have been removed. All residual variation
which is not accounted for by-any of the variables in the model
is as3.ziled'to:be caused-by external variables, represented by

the!ei'L

The problem for this particular analysis, then,.is.to
test the validity of the inferences about cause and effect
relationhips suggested by'the path analysis model-.depicted
in Figure 4. While confirmation of the-relationships des-cribed by the model' does not prove the existence of the implied
causal relationships, it would prOvide evidence supporting
their plausibility.
Findings
In this section, we shall proceed from the
general to
the specific, presenting first the findings for the path
analysis in which overall satisfaction (SATIS6) is the &ertendent or output variable, and then the results for the._ fivesatisfaction subscaIes.
Table 28 lists the correlation coefficients,means,- and standard -deviations for the seven' riables that appear in the path diagram in Figure. 4.
The means
.

_
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.TABLE 28
CORRELATION MATRIX, MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FOR VARIABLES IN SOCIOLOGICAL INPUT MODEL EXPLAINING
OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH SERVICE

'Xi

X2

X6

X7

LOCATION

SEX

ORGANILN

.:,X4

PURPOSE

.095

.

-.430'

-.1971
4

X5

PROFROLEr.

Xb

SYSTEM

-.093

.004'

.007

-.:059

X7

SATIS6

-.050

-.024-

.053

.035.

.531

.364

.501

.483

.Mean

Standard
Deviation

.3099

48t,'

.479

N = 162

tp

.01

§13. < .05
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L294t

.030

-:0816

..094

.469

.327

.154

2.59

.501

.471

.362

0.37

for the sociological background variables need some interpretation since the variablesi themselves are dichotomies,
l'he mean of .53 for,LOCATION indicates that
530 of the
users in the sample were from Metro Toronto and, Conversely,
that 47% were from outside Toronto, Similarly, the:Means for
SEX, ORGANIZN, PURPOSE, PROFROLE, and SYSTEM can be interpreted
in terms of percentages: 36% were students or staff at OISE;
470 of'all searches were for professional as opposed to a'Cademi6 purposes; 330 of the clients held administrative positions; and 15% of all searches were conducted using SDC. The.
mean of 2.59 (on a scale from 1 to 3) for okrerall satisfaction
indicates the average user was highly satisfied.
a*
The zero-order correlations among the five sociological
background variables' are seen, for the most part, to be statistically significant.
In contrast, neither SYSTEM nor SATIS6,
overall satisfaction., have and statistically significant
relationships with the other variables included in the analysis.
The path analysis in Figure 4 'shows that the pattern of
correlations-exhibited in the correlation matrix 'are present
even when all of the background variables are entered.
Tracing the various, paths, we see the following telationShip..
LOCATION has a very weak, non-significant positive cor
relation with SYSTEM, indicating that SDC was not used more
often"for clients distant from Toronto._ Given the coding
system, a negative relationship would havebeen,indicated.
Location has a non-significant negative correlation with satisfaction
What-slight. relationship there is would.suggest :greater satisfaction among hose .users outside the immediate
area where EISO.iSTiocated:: Finally, location
,
'-:-does!haVe a :Strong-IJOSItiVe:-Co'rreliion.WithanizatiOn
.,
.,
..
confirming that most of 0-ISE's staff and studentswho:Use
the system are associated with the main campus in Toronto
rather than one of its nine fie;d 'centres.
SEX, the other prior variable contained in the path
in FigUre 4 exhibits only one significant telationship,
that with PROFROLE.
This Telationship
EISO's
.

;f

.

women clients tend to hold non-administrativositions, and
-thatits male clients.tend to hold administrative positions
.
.
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At the'ne-xt stage of analysis, ORGANIZN i-s/ seen to have
significant relationships with both
the purpos'e'of the search
(the negative- path coefficien't implies those outside OISE
are
more likely.to,request searches for professional
rather than
'academic purposes) and the prof-essional_roie of. the individual
(the negative relatianshipimpli
that.OISE users tend not
to be administratol-s, while..pro
-i,Clients tend' to hOld
admimistrative positions).
Pin
ANIZN,IPas a residual
positive pffeCt on satisfaction, aitteT,,tne
xemoval.of effect's'
due to SEX, LOCATION; ,;PURPOSE', and-,PR-OnZOLE.-

,

The last stage of the path i dagram inyalves SYSTEM,
PURPOSE, and PROFROLE.,,.§YSTEM is -teen to
statistically significant- e.ffect on satisfaction.
'Similar,. conclusiofis
hold for PURPOSE -- academic Tand,non-academic Users,-are
equally
satisfied
and PROFROLE
administratots-and non-administrators
.

.

are ,.equally satisfied.

.

Turning now to the path .analyses for the e-satisfacfion
sub-.
scales reported =in Table 29/, we note that that pattern
of path
coefficients is very similar to that observed foi.
'overall satisfaction.
In fact, all coefficients not involving a satisfaction subscale are in ,fact estimates A the,
same coefficients
reported under the preceding analysis. They differ only
..because. of the difsferent sizes of the ,subsamples
for which
'y,camplete data were aVaiiable.
..,
,
....
CohCentrating/on the-SatisfaCtion subscales, we note two
significant correlations.
Since, among the 36 path coeffici(ents,
...,wse would expect about this number to statistically
significant
at the .05 level by chance alone-even,%when ,there were no
real_
relationships, we s'hould-,not place much weight -upon them.The
two-paths we refer-to are .betwe'en PURPOSE'and
SATIS1, satisfaction
directi:oh.
ship would_j_mply slightly'grdater satisfaction
with these
among users requesting searches for non-academic purposes.
The second significant r6lationship between
LOCATION and
SATISS, satisfaction with the value'of the
bibliography-and
materials, is negative. This would imply that users
from
outside are more satisfied with the end, -result of searches
._.

.

.

,

'

than are those' from-insJte--TorOnto.
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TABLE 29

_PATH_COEFFICIENTS.FOR:SOCIOLOGICAL INPUTMODEL, wurpq SUBSCALE SCORES
FOR SATISFACTION WITH SERVICE
ti

I

Variable

'

Path

Statistic
SATIS2

SATIS1

SATIS3

SATIS5

SATIS4

SATIS6

,

3.

LOCATION -SEX

r12,

ORGANIZN-LOCATION

P31

ORGANIZN-SEX

PURPOSE-ORGANI;N

08,

.09

.70f

.48t,

.51t

.04

.04

-.06

,52t

.55t

.25

.05

.06

-.01

-.04

-.36t

-.39t

-,.36

-.33t

.11

.155

-.07

.275

.15

.16

.'

P3.2

P43

5.. PURPOSE-PROFROLE

P45.

PROFROLE-SEX

P52

PROFROLE-ORCIANIZN

PS3

8.

SYSTEM-LOCATION

P61

9,

SATIS-LOCATION

P71

SATIS-SEX

P72

6.

.11

.165

.11

-.381'

/

-.32t

-.28t

-.425

-.35'

-.31t

-.28'

-.31t

-.34t

' -,39t

-.331'

-.301'

-.32t

.06

.04

.18

.02

.07

.08

:11

.11

.37

-.05

-.21

.11

.02

.04

11

..06

.07

.04

.10

.13

.19

A2

-.08

.06

-.06

-.31

-.07

.08,

-.235

-.09

r.

11.

SATIS-ORGANI;N

P73

12.

SATIS-PURPOSE

P74

13,

SATIS-PROFROLE

P75

14.

SATIS-SYSTEM

P76

.03

.01

.11

171

182

3

,03.

-.09

'.12

-.09

.11

:75

148

162

2.32

2..59

.66

.34

2.57

'2.7.7

'.2.41

2.51

.46

.37

.43

..38

.

.01
105.
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Discussion-

This path analysis shows that EISO has satisfied both
of its major markets with equal effectiveness. One of tbse
markets, the professional market, is, composed especially of
male administrators" located-throughout Ontario. The other,
academic market, is composed of students and academicians.
This group has a higher percentage of women than the other,
and is concentrated in Toronto, especially at OISE.
The fact that the sociological /input model fails to
explain different levels of client satisfaction can be taken
as a mark of EISO's success. Housed as it is in an academic
library at OISE in Toronto, one would expect a tendency for
it to serve its immediate constituency best. The very lack
of such a relationship indicates it has been successful in
-satisfying the needs-of professional educators with equal,
efectiveriess.
It should be emphasized that EISO is effective.
The
mean score for the clients overall satisfaction was 2.6_orisa
three-point scale. The subscale means_ in Table 29 show that
users are also highly satisfied with EISO's.
materials and directions (SATIS1) its convenience and helpfulness (SATIS2.)
and the quality of its,t6chnology (SATIS4)
The users reported a moderately high level of satisfactionon the remaining two subscales, timeliness :of service (SATIS3)
and the .value of the bibliography and materials (SATIS5)-.
Given that the-timeliness of service was in part dependent
on delivery of materials from EDRS in-the U.., we can even
,

.

discount-, to some extent, one of these, two..
The-fact that the sociological input-model has failed
to explain different levels of satisfaction does not mean the
small variation observed in these variables cannot. be explained;
there may be other models that are more effective at thi-s task.
With this in mind, we now describe the-second model, which Considers process variables which are more directly under the
control of the EISO search service.

Process Model

As with the sociological input model, the process model
for explaining levels of .user satisfaction' represents a subsystem within'the larger evaluation framework, and involves
only a fraction of the data_col1ected. Key process-variables
are..the method of contact (CONTACT), the system used to
search the data base (SYSTEM), the length of time required for
search, interview and to plan the search strategy (STRATIME),
the.connect-time (CNCTIME), the number of citations printed
(CfTPRINT) ; and price (PRICE). ,All of the.se variables except
the method of contact relate directly to the cos-i. of.operating
the service or the price charged., The method of initial
contact describes the actions of the client in playing the
role of requestor. Two important variables, the data base
being searched and the ikentity of the search analyst; have
.
been,eliminated in this list of process variables since they
.

are being .held constant by ,limiting the,,analysis to searches
of the ERIC data-base conducted by one search analyst.
The output or,dependent-variables at issue are the
amount learned by.the Client about the topic searched (AMTfRDTC)
and,his.or her satisfaction (SATIS).
In fact, satisfaction. was
measured with.12 items which were grouped to form. five subscales
(SATIS1,to SATISS) measuring client satisfaction with different
aspects of the-service;_a subset of five bf these item -were
added tozgive an indication of overall sa.tis,Zaction ( ATIS6)

Description of Model
Using the temporal sequence of events provided by'the
systems-framework, we can order the process and output variand thereby refine the statement of /the problem nto a
Series of queStions about pair-wise _relatienships. Method of
contact should'clearly be the first variable, followed sequentially by strategy time; turnarourrd time, selettion of a system, -connect-time, citations printed, price, amount learned,
and finally satisfaction
This sequenci-does not imply that
each variable causes the one that folloAs; howevez, within
the sequence, there are a number of plausible "cause-effect
pairings.
,

.

v
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Method of contact may have a direct effect on both
connect-time and strategy-time since if a person is present
in person far more discussion and searching is likely to occur
than if contact is by telephone or letter.
Connect-time and
strategy-time, in turn, could effect'the number of citations
printed since more time spent on these probably results-in a
longer bibliography. The _number of citations printed might
affect both price, if'a variable pricing policy is used, and
the amount learned by the client, since a longer bibliography
may contain more information. And, both price.an-d amount
115'arned might affect satisfaction.

It is unlikely, in contrast, that-the system used or
turnaround time will affect any of the process varia bles,
though both might well affect. satisfaction: turnaround time
be-cause long delays might reduce satis,faCtion, and system
used because one might be more effectivethan the other at
retrieving relevant references.
If the latter: is the case,
then .the system used may also affect the'`athount learned by
the client.
Finally, the amount a client learned might alslp
be'positively influenced by the time spent in negotiating and
planning the-search strategy, independent of the bibliography
The problem for investigation thus becomes testing the
validity of the preceding inferences:about cause and effect
relationships between different.pairs of variables.
The particular method selected for this purpose 1-s pat h analysis.
The path Tdiagram for the relationshipi'described above
is displ ayed in Figure 5.
Both temporal sequence and cause
effect relationships are indicated .br the flow of, the diagram
fromrlefi to right. Following the conventions- of path--diagrams, those vuj.ables with no predecessor§-ziare aligned. ,to
the left.
The .diagr'amis helpful intsfiowing the flow of
action as a search is executed, and in identifying the rela-.
tiOnships being investigated.
The path _coefficients noted on
th"e.:.diagrath are discussed later, but it is worthwhile noting
the introduction O,f hypothetical variables (the e's) which
represent external variables whose -rffetts are not explained
'

.

,

by variables. in the.model.-

FIGURE 5.

POI ANALYSIS FOR PROCESS EYE,

.Findings

In this section we shall proceed from the general to
the specific, presenting first the findings for the path
analysis in which overall satisfactlon (SATIS6) is the dependent or output variable; and then the results for the fiver
satisfaction'' Sub-scales.

0:.Table_ 30 Jists the.. correlation. coefficients,-means, and

stanTaid deviations -for the nine variables that appear in the
path diagram in Figure 5.' Several of the means need interpre2'
tation tol be understood., For CONTACT, X = .53 implies that
53% of all clients contacted the Search analyst inperson;
similarl, themean-Of .19 for SYSTEM implies. that only 19%
_of all searches were 'done using SDC's.ORBIT while the remaining
-81% were carried out using LIS's DIALOG.
The average delay in running a search was 4.3 days, but
the actual search process took-about-70 minutes; including 46.:
mintrtes for inte-tviewinvand:planning-the. strategy; and 24.
minuteS-.fOr.rUnning the:.Search:- The averagefbibliOgraphy-Lncluded.'.iO4 items, and Cost the CM.jent$28,, though this
average is of questionable use since most clients either reThe average
ceived the search free E9%) or-paid.$30 (82%).
client learned "soMething" about the topic searched. (since
at'2..-2 the mean for AMTiRDTC-iS' near the ;middle of the theepo-int 0,
sEale) and expressed-high overall satisfaCtion (2.6 on
.

_

.

a scale.
of 5)
We will not.analyze the -correlati_Ons in: detail since
However-, we would
that is the purpose of the path.-analysis.

notethat initially, only the_amount.learned about the topiC.
has: a significant -zeroorder correlation with. overall. satiSfaction.
.
.

Path coefficients for analyzing the causal effect
of the
4
seven procissvariables on the two output variables, AM LRDTC
and SATIS6 are included in Figure 5, where-each causal path
is indicated by an arrow. The most informative paths'ale
those that can be traced from CONTACT through CNCTIME and
STRATIME to CITPRINT, AMTIRDTC',-and PRICE,.and finally to
SATIS6.

TABLE30
.

CORRELATION MATRIX) MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR. VARIABLES IN PROCESS Nat
EXPLAINING OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH SERVICE

1.,

X1

CONTACT

X2

SYSTail

.005

X3 TRW

.049

-.302T

X4

CNCT'IX

.3571

-.118

.095

X5

STRAILME

.4741

-.2951

.465t

.433t

X6

CITPRINT

.2961

-.032

.117

.5301

.341t

X7

PRICE

.086

.070

.1515

.3111

.3091

X8

AMTLRDiC

'.025

-.697

.006

.055

.044

117

.039

X9

SATIS6

.036

.003

.060

U°38-

.120

-.049

079.

;621t

.394t

Both -CNCTIME and STRATIME are `positively influTenced by

the personal contact with the client, but the effect of this
on the number -of- :citations printed is relayed almost solely
through connect-time. The amount learned about the topic
searched (AMTLRDTC) does note appear to be 'affected by any of
the process variables. The small negative coefficient between
it and. SYSTEM, which might imply that SDC was2.less effective
than LIS as our search analyst fervently believes), is not
statistics ly
(!( s(j.-_cinificant.
Similarly, the positive caefficient from CITPRINT, which would imply more is learned from
long bibliographfes, is not statistically significant.
CITPRINT is a statiaticallY significant determinant of
PRICE as would be expected given the pricing policy in which
charges for an "excessive" number of citations are made.
Other variables which might affect price, such as being in
one of the target' groups rec lying, free searches l'aie exclude'd
from the model but are- represented by ei.
..
Finally; five causal variables impact
upo overt.11
/satisfaction (SATIS6) but only two of these relationships are
statistically significant: those for AMTLRDTC and. PRICE.
first has a.
effect, with those -clients who learned
more about their topic having a more positive viewpOint.
But,
controlling for CITPRINT, AMTLRDTC, SYSTEM, and TURNARND,_
those who paid a higher pl-ice were less satisfied overall
That is, all other -things being equal, the client who paid a
higher- rate would report lower overall satisfaction than one:
o
who paid a lower rate. 'Thus; giough price did not appear as
an important variable in the zerol-order correlations, it does
appear as a determinant in the final analysis`. Of the remain/
ing variables which we th5-ought. might affect overall satisfaction, namely TURNARND, SYSTp4, and CITPRINT, a possible. relationship is indicated only for the last.
Taking- the three
branches from CITPRINT together, it might be suggested that
it-does affect satisfaction,, with its poitive effects being
felt both. directljrand indirectly via the path through amount
learned,. and its negative effeCts felt via the path through
price.
k

.
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-Table 31 lists the path_ coefficients for the process
models in which not 'only overall Satisfaction is the dependent
variable of interest, but-a,lso the subscales measure specific
characteristics of the. 'search service, SATIS1, through SATIS5.
In the tabl-e, paths are named with the effect variable first
and the causal variable = second. The subscripts also reflect
this ord,eiring, e.g.- p 41 is the.coe'fficient measuring the
An exception to ,this
_effedt of X1 .(CONTACT) on. X4 (CNCTIME).
rule occurs when the 60.rrelations remain' unanalyzed, as between
the pairs of exogenous varkabLes Xi to X3. For these variables,
the zero-orcler correlation coefficients are presented.

M6ans, standarddeviations, and Sample sizes are also
Sample sizes vary according to the satisgiven in Table 31.
faction subscale b6ing considered since not all clients were
exposed to all facets of the service, and hence did not reSpond
to same evaluation questions.
Path coefficients for the first 11 paths for the five
satisfaction subscales are in fadt, estimates of the same
path coefficients already considered in the diagram explaining
overall satisfaction. Any vakiation from earlier estimates is
due to variation in: the Samples on which the estimates are
In fact, the new estimates are quite similar to the
based.
earlier:ones, except for =the sample size of 31 on which esti:mates for path coefficients leading to SATIS3.are based, This
is to be expected given the small sample-size, and ser_Ves as

a

warning against placing V too *much confidence inestiMates
drawn from this subsample.

The last five coefficientsin each column of Table 31
do presentnew path coefficients which measure the effects of
SYSTEM, TURNARND, CITPRINT, PRICE, and AMTLRDTC on the satisfaction.subscales..
Starting with SATIS1,.the degree of satisfaction with_
publicity materials and directionswe note than only PRICE
..seeMs to-:haVe an effect, 'and, as before,-7the.:effect.is negative._ A'similar concluSian_holds for SATIS2,::the ..convenien-ce

of the service and helpfulness of.its staff
CITPRINT, PRICE, and AMTLRDTC all have significant
effects on the satisZaction of the 31 clients wo- respo Ied
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TABLE 31

PATH COEFFICIENTS FOR PROCESS MODEL EXPLAINING SUBSCALE SCORES
FOR SATISFACTION WITH SERVICE

Vatiable

SAT'S'

CONTACT-SYSTEM

CONTACT-TURNARND
3:

4.

S.

6.

SYS1134.-IINNARND

CNCTEME-CONTACT

.03

r13

P41

364

-.01

SATIS3

SATIS4

-.23,

.16

SATISS

.06

4..

..03

.19

-.29T

.01

:32t

.28

.20

.39t

.411.

.21

.34t

.40t

.47t

.46t

.445,

.62k

.56t

.14

.21

,61f

.29

r23

STRATIME-CONTACT.

CITPRINT-CNCTIME

,00

SATIS2

.295

-.19

-.06

t
34

32t

34t

SATIS6

.

.00

.05
t.

-.30

36t

1.1

7.

CITPRINT-STRATIME.

00

8.

9.

10.

PRICE -CITPRINT-'

.AMIIRDTC

P65

.P76
P82

-.13

-.33.

06

-.01

-.04

P86

.15

.15

.02

P92

.04

.04

.21

P93

.03

.05..

.08

Pss

-.13

.14,,

..415

P97

-.245

P98

-.08

148

AMILRDTC-STRATIME

AMILRDTC-CITPRINT1

466t

-.11.

Pas..
11.

..15

-.04

.57t

.03

14

.50t

:62t

-,04,

-.14

-.10

-.,08

-.03

-.03

.01

.05

.14

.325

-.05

'.09

26'

.09

.09

-.01

.03

.18

-.39§

-.11

-.06

-,.20

.09

.43k

.11

157

31

70

2.59

.

.
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SATIS-SYSTEM

13. TgqS-TURNARND
14.

15.

16,
o^.

SATIS-CiTPREl
SATIS-PRICE

SATIS-AMTLRDIC

-.225

"' 2.60

2.75

2.40

.42

.42

.45

.

.37'

.67t

.

139

145

2,32

2.61

.67

.52

to SATIS3 which measured the timeliness ,of the service, inclUding document delivery from EDRS and .EISO. _These coefficients
'are similar to those noted for overall satisfaction, .but are
: somewhat longer
In contrast to the preceding case, only TURNARND, and
.

SYSTEM 'apparently af-fe.ct SATIS4, which_ tapped -client satisfaction with the quality of the technology, as measured by the
readability of microfiche,. andlength ;of the biblfograp
.

availability of microfiF e readers._
SatiMaction with( the.-value of the bibliography and.
mat'ai-ials located' (SATISS) was apparently affected by only
one variable, the amount learned about the. topic. -It is
notable that for this specific att itude object -- the value
.the
,41pf t.4 bibliography and materials _located through it
negatiye effect that price had on other types of satisfaction
disappears.
,

Discussion_

How successful is the process model at explaining user
satisfaCtion? We are embarrassed to admit_, having put considerable effort into its development and testing, that it is
only slightly more effective than the input model at doing the
job for which it was intended. Fortunat y, it does provide
additional information that increases ifs overall usefulness.
As far as satisfaction: a- s concerned, only one variable
The negative
seems 'to have a consistent effect, namely price.
efilect of price on satisfaction was apparent with oVerall

sakisfaction, and satisfacti.on. with particular comp.onents of
the service:. publicity_ materials and directions , convenience
It .did no-t affect satisfacand helpfulness, and timeliness.
In interprettion with the technology or materials produCed.
ing this differential effect of price,. it must be recalled
that 9% of all'Users -received free searches, and most others
It would appear, then, that when
paid $30 or more
_

duals are payink for-a bibliographic search, they expect=more
in the way of -service thab.they would if they were receivingit for free. Yet, it is:important tonote that their. expectations with regard to service do not carryover to their
.

assessment of-the value:of'the gbods4.Which .they apparently
assess independently of amount paid;
We are at a loss to .account for the three other significant relationships between process variables and satisfaction
7)
scores (SYSTEM and TURNARND with SATIS4, quality of technology;
and CITPRINT with SATIS3, timeliness of service).
We are
---kpcline'd to ascribe theth to
in t he' smaller samples
involved, or to extraneous variables not in the analYsl.
There is, of course, another. Variable which is relp.ted
to various' satisfaction scores with some consistency, thV
amount learned ab-out the topic searched (AMTLRDTC.). This
_variable is an output variable in its own right, but inter
venes between satisfaction and all process variable's except_
price.
It is poSitively related. tooverall satisfaction,
satisfaction- with timeliness of service, .and most important,satisfaction with the value of the bibliography and materials.
This last relationship helps to'validate the satisfaction items
since one would expect a person who learns, more than another
from a bibliography to be more satisfied with it. But more
important, it highlights the idea that the client is motivated ..
to learn, and that if this learning does =not occur, dissatisfaction will result.
Though the amount learned has.proven to be an important
intervening variable explaining client satisfaction, none of
the process variables helps to account for the extent of
learning tht takes.place. This failure to accotint.for.,..varia:tion in learning is an important finding in-and of itself,.
since the following possible causes are ruled- outthe system
used, the number of citations- printed, and the interview/
strategy time.' It would appear that explanations,-ipu'st be sought
in the personality or knowledge of-the client, the interaction
between the client and search analyst, the quality of the search
strategy, or the topic being searched.
Relationships fbr the remainder of the piocess model
have -been confirmed. Pride is affected by the number of
citations, printed,, the number of citations'printed is affected
by connect-time
but not interview/strategy time; and both
connect-time an& interview/strategy time are dffectedby:the
-

7

-

method of contact.
If there is a-surprise here, it is that fewhile the personal contact is responsi le for taking a con=
siderable amount of the search4'analyst s time, the -production
of
bibliographies and higher prices, it seems to bear
no relationship t-o either the mount learned or the level of
satisfaction.

r/

Implications
There are two findings: in- this "study' which.eem_ of
iinmediate import i-t6 the search'serviCe manager,'andl-onewith
implications for future_ research.
All three are pridtiCts of
the_ procesS model.

First, it is apparent that any search service which
charges for its product must emphasize the service as well as
'the-search output.
It is not enough to provide customers with
a bibliography and materials, bUt it mustbe done in_a way
that makes the client realize he is paying as Much .for the.
service as for the product, and that he is getting his money's
worth.,- Indeed it can be,ar,gud tha't clients only pay for the
service, since '1hat is paid
related.-pot to the ultimate
worth of the material, but to the cost.of its retrieval-.
ecbnd.,thp-finding that process variables lialFe-n6 clear
relationship to user satisfaction or the amount a user-learns,
suggests that, where necessary, economies may be possible by
discouraging face-to-face interviews (which take more time)
and by restricting the- lengchof bibliographies as much as
passible.
These. recommendations,_ if imposed on .a staff, would
probably fail (we spak from experience). But for-search
an-alys w4o ar4;vresponSible,for their own budgets and,who.muSt
defend-their existence at least in part on the basis of the
number, of -Bents served, it may be encouraging to note that
it is probably possible to cut' a few corners withop-t harming
the quality_of the service.
Finally, the need for future research into the detevminants of the gain in knowledge experiencedzby users as a
result of bibliographic searches is apparent, given,iis.strong
relationship with clibnt' satisfaction.
While libraries and
information centres Have traditionally defined their roles as
s
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-providers of information, with no guarantee that their clients.
benefit from this information,.it appears that for search
services to succeed in satisfying their client's needs,'abetter understanding of the personal and psychological factors
ini.rolved is needed.
In particular, if it is possible to establish in advance the .likelihood of a search's ,success in filling
a cli-ent's neecis, then search analysts may be able_ to'better
distinguish between those-clients who are likely to profit
and those who are not.
The failure of the-input. model ihvolving.sociologic.al &ackgrbund variables to explain differing
levels of satisfaction makes it clear that ivhatever the variab.les may. be that explain this varPation,
heY.are to be: found
at the individual and not the group level.
.

.

Li'mitations

The suggestions above were' preSented without Etualificd-'
tion, but it would be emphasized that they are made within thecontext" of a single search service, EIS0,serving a specialpopulation, the professional educational community in Ontario,
Canada.
Given the nature of its client group, EIS.O's s-taff
primarily conducts in- depth, retrospective searches requested
as .a basis for research report's or 'background studies:
The
'length of search interviews, connect-time, and the.number-of
e
citations printed tend to exceed norms reported in t
literature, but are not, we feel, out of line with the task -(Wax,
1976, p. 13)
Nevertheless, given EISa's norms, it may well
be that it .can- cur corners -without damaging thequality-of
service, wherea-s-,another -service could not. .Therefore,. the
-conclUsioas and--recommendations made hefe should not be conSidered as conclusions of general applicability.
.

.

i

Conclusion

,

..,

The systems framework for evaluating an online bibliographic search service described in this chapter was successfully applied uSing:Iseparate analyses to determine the effects
of.input and process variables.
In the first, analysis, a:
number
.... of background variables measuririg. the social, Characterisof EISO's-users, were related to output variables measuring
-----

client sa
ction.
The ,overall high level. of
d..sfation
observed, combined with the lack of -any signifi-Cant relationships between the sociological input variables and client
satisfaction, were anterpreted as meaning that ISO was
serving all categories, of clients with equal effectiveness.
In the Second 'analysis, a number of-erelatIonsips among,
a number of process variables associated with the- costs, of
.-operation and output variables measuring the clients' gain
-.1n,knowledge and satisfaction.- Strongest relationships welle
b.etween process
riabres such as the number of citations
printed and px(ice, between price and satis- faction,- anbetween"the amount learned and satisfaction. -The negative relationship between price and satisfaction, which did not apply to
satisfaction with the bibliography'and materials themselves,
suggests that _services which charge must be aware that clients.
are rating their service.as well-as their product, FutUre
research is-.neded_to discover variables that determine the
amount a client learns_LeoM..a.searchSince-thisinformation
would give. the search analyst a better understanding of when
-

and-how a-search should be:-Cond.1.4cted-.ff
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DEVEk6MENT,

RESU
INATIO

LUATION

When preliminary investigation -into the creation of the Educational Information System fOr:Ontario began in the early.
years -of this ;decade the. world of online bibliographic:searching was in its infalicy. Little documented.evidence existed: on
the optimal. methods of setting up a sed-tch service, numbers of
users that might be expected to use it, or _the -costs incurred
in 'providing it.
The choice of data bases was limited and
searching techniques relatively simple. Advances in the field
have, however, taken place with sometimes startling rapidity
and these changes combined With the .findings of our own research
haveA0Tfected the development of EISO and how. it is run today.
The 'purposes of this chapter, ,therefore', are to present an over
view of recent'. trends and 'develop-ments in accessing data bases
online and to docuMent the changes that have occurred in the
b
EISO service.
.

....

Trends and Developments in Online Searching
.

,

_

To. state- that significant changeS have taken place over.

the past de-Cade with lreSpect to the prodliction_and use of:
computer-readable data. bases is almost a truism. The constant
flow bf changes can be traced in the .A'nnuaZ Review of Information
Science and l'echnology, j-ournals such as SpeciaZ Librcrries,CoZZege
and Research Librczires, Canadian Library crournaZ; crozcrnaZ of- Library
$

Aiztomationl Journal of the American Society for InformationScience,
Online .Re-viey:
,

To keep up with

cial_idata ease
and user manuals:

the changing scene, the °comber-

regular
Dib6tories
of available data -bases have,
have _b_e_g.un

4P

a
4

Nv

appearedand'organizatiOnsz associate With data. base_genara.tion, pto_50,ng, and use have4Spiung:.up
Thedevelopments
and'trends in data bases-froM.1966 throug 19,75. were documented
in a recent -paper by Martha Williams'.j1977):: In that paper she
'"notes-the following Changes.
Number and Size of Dat'a Bases

.

In 1968, there were 20 data bases available to the
public for information retrieval purposes. Today there are
over 300.. Ten years ago data bases consisted of-a few.thousand records. Now some data bases add as many as 400,000
source references annually.

Number-of Searches and U-sers
In l915, the people in the U.S. who.used machine-readable

'data-base services numbered about 10,000.
In 1975, there were
1,000,000 online retrospective searches performed in the U.S.
and Canada excluding library automation applications such as
OCLC.

Subject Coverage of Data 2.?_seS

.ere developed by government or,ganizations (NAz_%, AEC, NLM)
were mission-oriented, and contained scientific and technical information.
Then -abstracting
and indexing services in science and .technology began to
Originally da-2
.

,

.

deVeloi5.data ba_--ses., They, were followed by the "soft sci

ces,"-

psychology,,educati.on, and.55Cial science. Now cover g is
spreading to tha arc.' of human needs0,consumerdsm, child care.

Retrospedtive Files

Because some data basiorganiiations'go .back to 1966,
retrospective search capabilities area expanding.
Types and. Characteristics ofSoUice Documents.
Early 'data- bases 'covered government ieports, journal

aiticleS, and patent information, and tended to be largely_
numerical data
biibliographic.- :Thera is now a txend-towa
: a's
bdses, and ones that contain-less perffanentmateri
such
, news,:information, information about current resear °Trojecis.
-/'
A
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Funding Sources

There has developed a trend away from government-funding
of mission-oriented data bases toward commercial organizations
producing databases specifically intended as searchable files.
.

a

Charging for Data Base Services
Early government-funded.data bases-were available. free
to government employees and contractors. There'sfollowed a*
period of subsidization of earti centres with little or no
fee passed on'to the end user. This was followed by efforts
of these centres to become self-supporting bycharging for
services. Now organizations are finding they can make a
profit (SDC, LIS) and there is a-growing information industry..
This trend toward commercialism is a direct result of technological developments which have dramatically reduced the costs
of data .base searching.
In 1965, itwould have cost $1,000
to search a data-base of 1,000;p00 records. Today-, if costs
between $10 and $50.
,

Users and User Organizations
These have shifted from--being primarily government and
-,it,/ contractors,.to industry, then.universities, and now
yblic libraries.. We-now have third-partyusers or 15rrOkers
of search services who sell 'the re=sults of their-online search7
'ing to their own customerS. The end-user in such cases is the
customerpf
ertrepreneurial intermediary.
PrOThssional Organizaitions

Ten years ago there were no oganizations devoted to
computer-readable databases. In the last ten years, ASIS
has developed special interest groups on selective dissemina:
tion of information (SIG /SDI), and on user online interaction
(SIG /UOI).
In 1970 ASIDIC (Association of Information
Dis.
s*mination Centers) 'and EUSIDIC (European Society-of Information Disseminabdoh-Centers) were chartered.
GAIS (Canadian
Association for Information Science) was formed in this
.

-

-7!
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Publications Devoted to Data Bases
Whereas' ten years .ago, little .was published, today. over

500 references a year dealing directly with data bases appear
In addition, the relein the journal and report literature.
vant organizations liublish bulletins, newsletters, journals.
These were followed by edited collections of papers, directories, and in the past fiveo years monagraphs have begun to
appear-

Terminology DevelopMent
It is startling to remember that in 1967, the term
"data base" was hardly, if ever; used and that "online" was
not known.
_Standards.

When data .bases were used exclusively by the producing
organizations,y there was no need for standards.
In the intervening years, as more organizations became involved in_proz
-clueing and processing tapes,-the need for standardizationbecame obviou's.. 'This area is still in its infancy.

File Design
EarIy'slata-bases were not =designed for' searching but

'were produCtion aides that came about as a byproduct of comSophisticated
rdcopy publishing.
puterized composition
techniques now allow one master file to generate multiple
products, having differing formats and contents.
Qnline Se rch Software
It is hard to remember that ten years ago online retrieval was only a glint in_the eye of.a few information scientists.
From rather limited versions of search systems
continues to incorpora*e -features that can accomplish a
variety of functions for the user.
.

Vocabulary for Data Base Searching'
The trend- is away.froM the use'of highly: structured,
.highly controlled' voCabularies for,. searching data bases and

towards free-text, natural languagb.searching of titles, key
wOrks key-Nord phrases, -and Abstracts.

.

Networking

Perhaps the most important ttend in the data base, area
has been spurred by the development of huge; retrospective files
which are too large to be supported by use within a limited
geographical area; the vast increase ift the numbers and kinds
of'data bases and the availability of Online search service's;
the numbers of data base users; the cOoperation made possible
by the need for standardization; and technological developments in telecommunications.
The development of such commer'cial communications networks as TYMNET, Telenet, etc., have
in turn permitted the shared online use of search systems at
SDC,-Lockheed, NLM, Informatics, Mead; SUNY, OCLS,etc.
While mud.' progress has taken place'and many pitfalls
have been avoided, several problem areas stial remain largely
unresolved or in the research phhse. Copyrihts, data righ-eS,
patents; export tariffs-for data bases and spftWare are largely
unexplored. Document availability still poses-some lifficulties.
The development of .a common command language for acces
sing multiple online systems all with differeruccommand words
and(or sequence of operatiohs is still= in an experimental
Stage.
Problems of ChooSing be :ween many data bases that
vary considerably. with respect to subjectcoverage, source
types, file fbrmat, record format, indexing;:yocabulary, etc.
remain while investigation of pnoblems concerned with the
man/machine interface is just beginning.

The EISO Experience
/
Experience with .EISO 'confirms and emphasizes- the
points
brought out in the literature regardi
the rapidity, of change.
The following developmen s are some o those that have occurred

only within the last

L

and that have'affected .the" type of

Seririce'provided._

.1213.

Availability -of Data Bases

In the last year alone the following data baseshave
bedome available, Language and Language Behaqior Abstracts' (LLBA),
Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA), Canadian Business Periodicals Index, Canadian Newspaper" Index, and Sociological Abstracts.
On-

the drawing board and about to be launched by Lockheed are NICEM,
and National. Council for Child Abuse and Neglect,

among seven' others.

Reloading of Data Bases
N
,seaching capabilities are. constantly being 'into-;
duced.- -T e- most potentially important one :is the ability tb
.- r

.

search for words 'or phrases in titles or abstracts rather than
only by descriptors.

Changing Search Rules
Ail example. is the shift from being able to search the
classification codes in Psychological Abstracts by using four
'digits to using only two.

Changing Print Formats
Lockheed now offers six different format options, SDC
even more.
Coverage Decisions
'The most 'Obvious is the broader coverage in REF that
offers dissertations and ONTERIS:traat continues to expand into
the areas of curriculum guidelines, and CODE materials.
Communication, Networks
4

Originally using one number with TymShate, .EISO .now
uses. two networks (Tymshareand- Telenet)
and -two systems
(SDC and Lockheed), plus ONTERIS involving a total of. five
different logons..
.

,

,

Data Base Features
7

s.

c

New features include cited reference capability of
Soctial Sciindes Citation Intex

in Psychological Abstlracts.

(SSCI) ,' and numerical subjedt codes

Changes in Costs and Charging
These include introductions of disci:Stints by SDC

and
Lockheed that are prorated according to usage; the reduction
of communication costs, and-data base charges;.and the elimina-:
tion .of flat fees and the-substitution of rates reflecting
actual costs incurred.

IncreasingRefimements to the Search Process
One of the' more concrete ways to grasp what 'thiS involVes
is to examine the tables of contents of LoCkheed's Brief' Guide

to Dialog Searching

and SDC's Informart Search

Service (Appendites

E and F), both from the user manuals that number-hundreds of
pages.
.

These changes have, of course, profoundly affected,the
type of service that EISO is able to offer its users. For
example, when the service began in March 1975, only one data
base (ERIC) was searched and only one system (SDC) used to
access that file. Now several systems including SDC, Lockheed.,
ONTERCIS, and The New York Times are used to. provide access to
a variety-of data bases in education and the closely, related
socialsciences.
The service has expanded its provision of original
dotuments by supplying users. With a choice of the following
formats: microfiche copies of fiche documents, paper copies
of journal articles, and paper copies of microfiche documents.
The first two :of ',these options are- supplied directly by EISO
staff, the last through an arrangement with MicroMedia,.Z4
local commercial company (see Appendix G).
;Pricing policies have been s-_-bstahtially changed also.
Initially;- as a result of data-collected during a short trial
period, a flat fee of $30 Was charged per search. :Then as
it became possible to obtain exact compute costs incurre by
each search on the printout grid as it eeamei.clear that there
was-little link between time spent on a search by the search
analyst (within the limits set by EISO) and the satisfaction
of the user, the decisiOn was taken-to introduce a sliding
,price structure: Now the user is charged for direct computer

conncect-time costs, number of citations printed, _and a flit
rate for the search analyst's time to'the\neareSt quarter-hour.
These costs associated with connect -tine and citatiojls vary
with the system accessed and data base used.
This new pricing
structure has the advantage of imposing economic discipline
on the search 'analyst without reducing the:. quality of the
search.
Publicity efforts have also been Somewhat moaified as a
result, of research, and-practice.
It was found that articles
and advertisements in professional journals went virtually
unheeded and did not serve as an effective stimulant for
users:: Far more effective were the brochures (Appendix H)
sent to school boaids. Direct mailing to all schools in the
province was tried but found tbsbe excessively costly for the
number of users generated. The current methods of publicizing
the service consist of twice-yearly (Fall and Winter) mailings
of 12,000 brochures to schodl boards, faculties 7of education,
professional'associations, etc.; fliers distributed at Summer
and Fall-OISE student registrations_- (Appendix I) ; inclusion
of sessions about EISO in graduate courses 1010: Research
Methods in Educational Administration,;--1021: Reti-ievarOf
Knowledge inEducation, and 050: Dissemination and Utilization of Knowledge in_Education.
In addition, high visibility
is maintained by attendance at conferences,,orientation tours'
for visiting educatorS, and t'he.paCkaging of bibliographies
and original documents in covers with the distinctiVe.EISO
logo (Appendix J).
With the start of Phase IV of the EISO- projec-t in AprilA
1978, the main thrust of the-Ministry. of Education contract
_became the provision of the online bibliographicretrievalservice: Collection of research'data.,-was sharply curtailed.
and all data collection instruments were revised toreflect
_the shift in emphasis from research-qproject_to service fribniNew Search Request Forms (Appendix K),;EISO_Service
torinz.
Evaluation Data Sheets (Appendik L), and EISO User Evaluation
Quettionnaires .,(Appendix M) are degigned to provide informatimer' on who uses the service, the purpose for which they use
s
it, their degree of satisfaction-with it, and the cost of
,

.

_providing it.

Items referrin

to othertypes of information

,,have been eliminated.

The role of the Education Information Consultant or 4IC,
the-intermediary between geographically remote users-and the
Centrally located information resources, :that began in 1975
is continuing though in a modified format.. Detailed case
studies of the four part-time linkers (Auster, 1978) showed
that these_individuals were indeed performing a useful .function as perceived by their users.
Their greatest contributions
tended to be in the early stages-of the. search,process in making
the p,oteltdal user aware of the service and helping:him to
define and clarify his problem or-information need.- .The rOles
that developed were found to differ significantly in their configurations with the functions performed, time'spenet, numbers
One of the-unexof users varying markedly from EIC
pe-cted outcomes of the_-linkage program was the springing up
of'voluntary or self-selected EICs who had heard 'about. thee
service and felt that it could be'useful to theirorganization:
These -volunteers have become repeat users of the EISO service
and have generated numerous'searches-over the.pdst three years,
The roles of EISO's staff members have also undergone
The j.ob of the library assistant who performs the
changes.
clerical di..ItieS of the project has expanded with the introduction of alternative dupliCation formats, individually-tailoring
billing systems, and re_gular publicity mailings. Record keep-ing,
office management, and questionnaire coding round out a busy
-routine. The project .manager's functions have so-fir' not been
as severely curtailed as was anticipated at the beginning of
While it was '-thoughts that the reduction of
EISO's Phase IV.
data collection and.analysis would reduce the time needed to
carry out this-..fole, the fact ,that the role had-been a shared
one for the firSt three years of the project was largely,faverIt appears that with the responsibilities for ,research,
looked.
project monitoring, and publicity shifting te.k one individual,
the time allotment for that-role is clOser'to the 30-40% range'
than to the 1,0% actually-allotted to it.
The greatest change, however, has been in the role of
the search analyst., Her role has become far more complex
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as a result of the technologiCal trends and developments -described earlier.
With more systems,-and data bases at her dispOsal, sthe must constantly update her_skills and the list of
skills regarded as necessary has become increasingly lengthy.
'One expert.(Mar:tin, 1974) feels that the analyst 'must be knowledgeable about query formulation and result manipulation.
The'formei includeS familiarity with- suffik removal, search
field control, -dictionary access, spelling vai-iations,.
related term capability, word proximity operators, Boolean
operators, request sets, phrasedecoinposftion, search profile's,
and sequential'searching.
The latter-includes familiarity with
search review, predefiried formats-, Online formatting, -rapid
scan,expanding, sorting, ,ranking,J1Licrofiche, statistical
interfaCe, offline printing, and data access protection.
Another expert (Wanger, 1977) presents her view of the'
skills required in chart form'
TABLE 32
SKILLS. REQUIRED TO ACCESS MULTIPLE DATA BASES

Skills/Knowledge Base
Reference
Infor-

ration

Data
Base

Education .Knowledge
.
.

Skills

-

Skill"

ANALYZE, THE INFORMA1
TION' PROBLEM.

x

2.

SELECT DATABASE (S)

x

3.

SELECT TERMS

.

cp.

"That,
Systeirr.-

x

4..J.t CONCEPTUALIZE INPUT TO
SYSTENI
.

X
x

X

EVALUATE .PRELIMINARY

RESULTS
CYCLE THRU 1NEEDED
.

oa
8.

MAKE FINAL PRINTING
DECISIONS

x

EVALUATE FINAL RESULTS

x

1Wanger,
1(4), 35:41.

x

x

x

"Multiple. Data Base Use." .Online,
133

197.7

She-recognizes-, however, that the search process is a dynamic
one relying-heavily on human,-factors which. cannot easily or
completely ,be captured on paper. To underline the importance
of that extra dimension, she introduces "that special skill",

which may encompass
the ability to relate'td people, to
listen, to read (and hear) between the lines, /
to make some fairlyabstract-connectiOns, to
feel confident about entering .another person's
world of interest and expertise, and t6 begin
relating a search problem to- the .world of information (p. 35)
Needless to say, the errors thatcan be made by the un-.
n
suspecting novice in such a sophisticated professional area
are almost'limitless.
Ironically, howeVer; the major learning
opportunity for Currently practicing search' analysts has until
recently been primarily on-the-job trial-jnd error augmented
by profes"sional development workshops held by thg;commercial
data base brokers at conferences.
.

.

.

ConclusionY

When the EISO prOjeCt:started, the whole field of
online bibliographic retrieval was relatively new and undeveloped: Few guidelines or-criteria existed for the establish-ment and:-ongoing op'eratian, of such services, casts were as
--yet undetermined, -and user acceptance was still problematic.
Within a very short time; technological advances made possible
the provision of a wide-selection of data bases, costs became
more readily' determinable, and online access b6came the
accepted way of ,searching: a substantial portion of the social..
science literature. There can be little doubt that,online-services will-continue to develop and expand to meet the in-se
formationneeds of growing -numbers 6f users in the future.
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-APPENDIX A
E.ISO USER EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE-1

0

11

e

1

,
4,

i`

-;

.
%

..

it

1

;

V

**1

o According to our records. you conducted a search through
the Educational informatiOn System for Ontario (EISO)
during the last two months or so. As you know, -this igen
experimental service. end is part of a research project aimed
at learning more about the inlOrniaticin needs of Ontario:
educators, and how these needs can be rner...,"
Could wi impose upon you to complete the °Valuation
questionnaire and return it to us in the enclosed
addressed and stamped envelope. The questionnaireihauld
take no more than a few minutes to complete. All data will
be hold-in strict confiderice and used only.for-nrseacch
Purposes.

Ma) thanks for year cooperation.
Sncerely,

Ethel Auster, Stephen. B. Lawton
Principal Investigators
P.S.

If you requested the search on behalf of another user,
pleas* pass this questionnaire on to the individual
concerned for completion.

16p

_The detaCcollected from the user evaluation questionnaire will
b-eusoci only for, research purposes. To identify and attract -.

;xi

now u

Search No.

I

-(1)

ly interested Viers
to E1t0 we must know who is
.
the service; we must also identify and improve

1.

I

.

Topic

weak.aren a I the search service.
Pletaire reed each question carefully and indicate your

If rail have completed a_ previous evaivation question
please start et item 24 on page 7.

response with s check Mirk:.

r

Poisons! Dam

1. Age (1).0 25 or under
(2) 0 26 - 35
(3) 0 36.- 45

7.8

24 Highest earned.degree
-

'44) 0 46 - 55

.

41) 0 ;Bachelor's '
(2) 0- yaster's

(310 Doctorate.
(4) 0 other certificate

(5) 0 56-gs

(6) 0 over 65

9-10

,
.
.
3. Please indicite your primary professional role or funcjion. (Check one only).
(01) 0 Administration or SUperv.ision
(08) 0 Pt vate ConsUltant
.
(02) 0 Teaching
..(09) 0 Undergraduate Student
(03) 0 Pupil. Personnel Services
(10) 0 M.Ed. Student
(04) - Research
(11) d Ed.D. Student
.

-

-

(05) 0 Field Development
.(06) 0 Ministry Regional Office(07) LI Library Services'
.

(12).0 M.A. Student

(13)

4: )-44sw many years haVie you

(1) 0 2 less than aria year

(4) 0 3 yeirs

in your current position?

Ph.D. Student

(14) 0 Other:

-

42).0' T year
(3) 0 -2 'edam O.

ire,,

-

(5) 0 4 to 6 years
. (6). 0 .- 7 to 9 years

,;(7)010 or more years.

:"::

i

..
j
1Z13. Is: Have you ever been an officer of a professional_

orgartszitkn,

e

1:1) 0 Yes
,

6. Are you a.member of any professional organization
-other than those required by Provincial legislation?

.

/12) 0 No

(1)

-

you,wiitten any professional, aperi for

publipi%;00 or for presentation at
theilest five years?

(1 ) L3 Yes

t;

t

-9. Are,you nOw studying or Watching to-study toward
.
an acadeiniEdegrCe?:

16

-

.0 No

(2)

Yes

4*

8. .Have you participated in an educational re:nerd"' project
in the last five years?

nferenCes In

.(21 8IU '14.o

_

(1) 0 Yes

Yes

.

(2)

(2)

0 No

Not sure.

(3)

No

.

;Organizational Charatteril6cs
.

17.18,

..

. ..

10. If.you see with a schocil board, please indicate
thelavel of your primary professional position.
Otherwise. check. 7Not aPOlicable7.- -..
(1),0 Elementary-grades only.
(2) Ca - S;condary grades only
(3)
Elementary and secondlry
-.

-1.1. What is the mother tongue of this majority of
individuals served by your organization?

(1) 0 English
(2).0 French(3)- 0 Other:

_

(4) 0 Central board office
(5). Cl.
(6).

Other:
Not applicable

.

,a

143

zo
12. Please indicate (A) the amount of time per week yoU normally
spend in obtaining information from each of that
.sources listed belcivi and (B)-how valUable the information gained from each. source is to you.
.
.

.

-..

. $ource
.

19.20
21.22
23.24

27,28
29.32
31,32
33.34
257,38

.

(A) Approximate Time
Spent (his. per week)"

.-

a. Human resources
......
b. Office files, reports.
C. Prof. organizations

25.25.

-

.

.r.

..

.:

. d. Libraries and their holdings
.6".

\":k

12. How often-do..yoU seek Information for the. following?

40
41

42
43
44

45:
46
-47
=48

,

I
.

..

.

-

(1).:..

.-(2)"

(3)

-0":

..

.

,

...

a41_1

...:
.

00
in-

'-

(4)

'Very often

0

00-0

CI' :.,

0 :-

-

_

,

.
0- 7%,

0

.

:

:'

0 .:-:

..,

,

2. 0
Oft

0..

,

Frequency Sometimes
Often -7:::

;0

0
'

-

.

,0

... . .

'---

.0,.

.

.

-./.

,

-, 0.

.

12"

.

0

_.

.0

0

..."

0

. 0::

.

:.

f. preparaiitt of speechei -reports; articles
g. Research and development projects --., th". Browsing" .._":..........
.'
i..._ Personnel ietruirrnent- or evaitiatiOn.
..i: Policy development.
.--'.
' ic. Other:

.

ever

r

-.
-

0.7

0
0
.n

--

.
.

.

'0 ..

i

a. TO keel:, abreasiin the" field
-__
b. Assignments; -term papers. or theses
c. Preparing orsuctdating bibliographies
d. Curriculum develbarnent...
e. Prograni imProvemerst ...

'

0 .-

IN>

.

-

.

".

0
-. 11-

.

37.;8

(mBed) Vioarnlue7:,

0.:
0

.

journals, books, indexes, etc.
1..
. a. Conferences
f.G. Prof. Dev. Days
9. Academic, prof.
prof.caurses
' h., :Curric-'quidei.texts ' : '
: .'i:,- -E RI
materials

-

Low

0

'
(3)

:

-- 0

0

.014)

a-

...

EISO Search Informistyon

14. How did you.firstdaarn about the Educational
- Information SysteM for Ontario (EtS0) and its
Serviess7 (Cheek isne only)

(01) : brochure or flyer

(06) . Ed. Information Consultant.

(02) 0 Advertisernerit
(03)

(07)
(08)
(09)

prof. Dew. Day

(04) 0 Classroom instruction

(05)

"Coll.eiigues-

01

Library
Librarian
EIS° staff - member
Cannot recall

Other:

15_ Is a microlreni reader availaisle in your organization?
(1-).Yes.

121'0 Don't know

.1 (3) 70 No

- .Please ,indicate

your satisfaction with the-fdllowing
elements of EIS_ °. Feelfrie to comment in the space_
pray

61

Convenience,of arrangements and adequacy
diiections to obtain 'EISO searchel.:
,
Comments;

- Satisfaction
Medium

of .

-

18. .Accuracy and ca nprehensiveneis of Publicity
materials.
Comments:
,
.
79: Adequacy Of-directions fOr ordering. copies.of
_ materials listecf in bibliography.
:Comments.

0
(7-)

(2)

MA\

'

\'

20. Bator. using EISO, how helpful did you expect it to be?
(T)
Not very tielpful
_- (2)
Somewhat helpful
(3).
Very helpful

-

.

Do yeti think EISO search fervicei be Offerivd on a
permanent basis?
.

(1)

--y..

(2)0 -Perhaps
.(3) -0 No

151-62.

24. Please indicate the proftesionarrOle for which you
requsited this EISObiblioiraphy. For example,if thebibliography was used to complete a worse paper-for: ,
Your AILED_ you would check ":M.Ed;iti.idenrtilthough
your-primary 'orofes3gonal rote or function is in .
ixiministration. (Check one only)
°
101.)
Administration or Supervision
(02)
Teaching
(031
'Pupil Personnel Services
.

.

(04)

Research

(06)
(07)

Ministry Regional Office
Library Services

(05) 0 Field Development
.

m a)

_

Private Consultant
(09) C3 U nd er grad ua _Student

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

M.Ed. Student
Ed.D. Student
M.A. Student
Ph.D. Student.
Other:

r.

.

.25. HoW muchtid you learn about youf topic as a
result of ttie search?.
(1} o. Nothing or -very little

26. How much did you learn about the Educational Information System for Ontario as a result of your search?
(1).0 Nothing or very little

(2) . Some

(2) -0 Some

(3) 0 A great ilea!

(3)

A great deal

27- Flow vouch acklitiOnal information do yoU. still deSire
concerning the toPic that was searched?

(1) 0 Nothing or very little'
.'Sore
(3) 0 'A great deal
r(2)-

,..
28. How heft:Out. was the information provided as a result of.
your EISO search for each of the following activities? .
Helpfulness
Medium

Low

68

68
Bp-

:. 70
71-

72
73
74
75,

a. Keeping -abreast of the-field .
b.'s-Completing assignments, theses, etc.
c. Rnsparingor updating a bibliography
d. C.urrieulunideveloPment
.. IrhProvihil Programs
c.;

t Preparing a speech article or report
.g. UpdertakincLar cornoletirtg.irirsaarch
development project
h. Browsing
i. Recruiting and/oi evaluating Personneli. Developing policy

k. Other:

High

0.

0

.

-

O

0

.

CI

0

0.

O.
-- - .
.

0
cr
0

.0
.

(2)

oo
.

O

.0.
-(3)

(4)

-.

Search No: 1

I

1

(1)

7-

29. For how many of the references on your printout did
You read the original, material? (1)
0-5

mments:

6-10

(2)_

(3) 0 11-20
(4)

ILO

. 21 or more

30. How much of the relevant information retrieved was
new to You?
-

(1)

0%

(2) 0 10-20%.
(3) 0 21-50%
(4)

.more'than 50%

Please indicate your satisfaction wits the.followia
elements of your EISO search. Feel free to comment
in the space provided below.
10

Satisfaction
IldediUm

12

NA'

40.

Herl pfUlnesi of

search analyst or EtIuLtional
Information Consultant
Comments-

11

HiSti

32. Length of bibliography
Comment's- '33. Readability of microfiche-copies.
Comments:'
(1)

f2i

.

(3)

(

Please indicate your satisfaction with the following
elements of yoUr EIS° search. Feel free to cdrnrnent
in the space provided below.
.;

Low.
13

14

Medium

34. Time taken to deliver"the EISO.,bibliogAphy.
Comments:

28.1tValue of bibliograaly itself..
Comments:

High

-

36. Time taken to deliver microfiche or paper copies
ordered from EISO. '
Comments:
37. Time taken to deliver microfiche or paper copies
ordered from FORS:
Comments-

17

Satisfaction

0
I

0

-

.

-

39. Value of. materials located via EISO bibliography.

..

18

40. Availabilityof microfiche readers.Comments:"

(1)

10

(2)

(3)

(4)

41. Reese cornment on both the Good and bad- elemersts
of vour.EISO search. Any suggestiohivois "risks
towards. improving the service are welcome:

.

Triank you' liar your. timend cooperation.

Please return completed questionnafire to'

E10 Seaich Analyst:

_OISE Libra.ry; S218
252 Biaor SyeellAiestillF
Torianto, Ontario MSS N6

.7

am.

C
nn4 :r
t.

,
.34.)

.

APPENDIX.B

EISO SEARCH:RSQUESTFORM 1

6

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATIOWSYSTEM FOR ONTAPIO,

Search

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Room 5218. 252 poor Street W. Toronto-MSS 11/6..
(416) 923:6611.Ext. 487

SEARCH REQUEST FORM

.

J.

Name

-

Topic-

.

2. - Invoice: (

) Same.. or

Address

Phone
-3-

-

.

i

)

Phone

)

Bibliography to:

Search Topics
Year(s) to be searched
Detailed description of topic

Level or group
P

-S

5.

Reasons for requesting search (Please specify how you hope to use theSnformation)

6.

Number of references desired:

7

Citations of re levant materials known to you. if any-, or authors writing in the

8.

Free

i5
520

.

.....

9.
10.

..

.

In person.

4

'

530
Telephone

t

/

t

M

13.

Y

'Search Strategy
Comrnents:'

.

_

Date of interview t

min.

Does the-client haPde access to microfiche reader?
Yes 0
EISO Meader ? Yes 0
No
Don't Know
.
.

32.

M.011
.

Oate reques.t rece;4.fed t

Length of interview
11.

area.

No O..'

-

Don't know

.46

S

ti

ke.

1.

APPEND

EI

C

S ERV I CE EV-AL1AT ION. DATA SHEET 1
.

-

I.

F

.

`Search No.

,

r

$

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO

E I-SO SERVICE EVALUATION DATA-SHEET--

Search Reqoest

42.: Red. i

.

44

Intvw.

7
25 -26

27

Run

13

.45-. Purpose (01)

Keep abreast of field

Rer

(07)-

-avelopment reporj

(02)

Assign-ment., term paper, thesis

(03)

Prep., update of bibliography

(09)

(04)

Curriculum development.

(10)

recruit, eval., sup.
Poi Icy development

C057

Pre;gram improvement

(11)

Other.:

(06)

Prep. speech, article, report

49-..Contact (1)- .

47_ Earl Test yr. rce.d.

,

is..

.

No. ref-

(08)

(5)" 'Mel.

Phone

In parson-

1.

reild.

f

,

49. Ref.,exp.

-I

28
...

.

50. Cit. known

Y

S8,

42

52- Payment CI)

..--

51.. Price

,

40

Cash-or-cheque,

.

Invoice --,,C3)-. COst recovery

(2)

Ch;rae for search.'

43

55- Who-pays (1)'- EISO
.

-,

'(2)

Requester

Ci)

Organ.

.

.

Other

(4)

54: OISE charge Unit

.

44

Search
49
50

55. Intv14., strat..-time .
46
9

. min.

57'. Data base CI)

(2)

(5)

(9)

Diss. Abs.

ERIC
(6)

tt

--SOC

-

mrc-4.-ffcEpc-, 48)
_

4

onin,

nt6d7,-,

. 54

S
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- 12)

,-- --'i
P.- . -.'",,(3)'..-SSC1.. ,(4)--_.
-ECE-;

Psych. Abs.

<ERIC + P

Other:

58. Connect time ,

56. System (1)

Lockheed
.
--

EdEA.-1- PA

..

60. Cost/cit.
-

.

'

'150 -!aluation Data-sht4F

61. Sib. sent (I)

61

(2)

Requestor

Search Analyst:

<2)

C3)

EIC

(4)

Other:

63: Costihrsystem-

62. Date blb.-rc'd .
'62

68

Material Charge
ayment (1) "Cask+ or cheque

71

72

:65:

Who pays (1).

Requestor

(2)

Org.

(3)

(4)

Other:

OISE Charge

66

.

EIS()

Invoice

(2)

73
.
4

.

Materials
67. N EISO fiche ordered

'

,

,

68. N EISO art''cl ordered.., ,
10

,

7

.

69. WEIS() fiche orders filled by OISE

1...s.-Ls--

70. N EISO fiche orders feed by Other. libraries
-16

71. N EISO fiche-orderl

u

-ntiled
l
19

4

72: N EISO art'l
-c orders filled by OISE

,

%

73. N EIS() art'cl orders filled by other libraries ''

74: N EISO art'cI orders unfilled

,

,

,

25

..../

,

28
.31,

75: EISO reader av'Ibl
76

Price first search

(1)

.

Yes'

(2)

Don't know. -(3)

No

,

32

77.'Please:indiCate the type of organrz.atiOn'or Jnstitution with which user
IS'.priMarily associated by placing a check () in the appropriate space
(01)___preschool
t
(02)
(031,

Public board
;sepaFate-board'

(06)::Lprivaie_schoo1 orboard
(05)

CAAT7.

(06) 4 Faculty.ofEd.',Or.TeacherFr.College.
H(07)..-1.1fliverSity

-EIS.7,-Evptuati On 11,11 ts=sN4,it-

(3)

re.

(08)

1

Ministry. of EducatiOn

(09)

Professions 1 Organ i zat on

(10)

Government (Mot Ministry of Education

C11)

Dusi'ness.or Industry.

(12)

OISE Corrector's Of f I ce/Assi Stant' DI rectori:s Off ice

(13)

F'fnance.

(14)

Computing Service

(15)

Publ i Cations'

416)

Libra/4:y

(11,1)

R & O'

(18)

Educationa I Administration

(19Y

Applied Psychology

(20),

Adult Education

(21)

History- & Phi losophy

, (22)

C23)

'Computer Applications /Measurement & Evaluation
du rri cy t um/Modern 'Canguage.Centre

:

(24) _Educational Planning
(25)

Special Education

(26)

Sociology in Education

(27)

Gradubte, Studies

(28) ' Field QeVlopment
(29)

Other:
4

78. Is the organization locate'd:tn

District or.District Munrcipatity

(06):

(,02)

County or Regional Municipality

(07)-

Sor

(03)

Metrol'Orontn.

08).

Sud ury

(04)

Ottawa

(05)

Condon

-(01)

Canada. (OutsideOntario)

' (10

Outside powyde,
!

.

79.

.1s the organIzation located. in'the-:
Northeasterm.Region (Region 3) of.
--the Province of Ontario?

What is the community the
-organization serves?

80.

-(1)

(1)

. Yes -'
'--7,

(2)

NO -.

-:

(2)
...
.

.

''-': (3)

Mostly rural.
Equal ty rural and 'urban
.

'-_Mostly Iqrban

,(4)

---0.'.-^-46.rmlo
.

81 7 Who - designed the_ search, request?

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Ministry of Education

(S)

CAAt EIC

(6)
(7)

Not sure
Other:

Search Analyst
OISE Field Centre EIC
Faculty of Education ESC
E1C
h.

L

APPENDIX..D
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
.

-Educational' Information:5ystem for Ontario*
Intervid.w'Schedule
(Revised 1977 09 19)

iterviews. wrth

to

two primi)ry purp

veEify.' questionna'i tr.'s

-data-;

2. 'to probe more deeply than the questionnaires into: A
a)

satisfaction-of clients,

b)

.utilizatiom of_ information retrieved throug ASO;

c)

effects of-Ck4)te.omi-;-'
i)- -secon:d-use4 of the information-

ir) -:recommendations to others re use of sekvic
,

.

.

.

PART I:

VERIFICATION OF:QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

Interviewer :

Tape following informa,tion first.

Search number and topic.
laAt search).

(For multiple searches, refer to

Name:

Number

Topic:
.

Address and phone:.

Address:
5

Postai Code:

Phone: Bus.

Res-

Type of Organization with which primarily associated:

4.

Role in which search requested:

5.

COuld-yoU tell_me about tlz)s_.-context,tor placing the sears ; ethe circumstances that-prOmpted

.

*Funded under contract by-the Ministry of Education,. Ontario.

PART

I

MAJOR TOPICS-FOR IN-DEPTH PROBES

-,Satisfaction (old items 45, 46; new items-*-59,-29, 30).
(:

On the.evaruatioif questionpa(re you :.report
.htohrlevel of sati factrbn 4,ith. the vaiUe 0
itself. Could you
and -on-this e plaini'ng why y

this way?

di m/
graphy
'felt

.

Sample probes: Was the format satisfactory? Did you undr.stand it? Were the citations relevant? Be specific--if not,
why not? Did the search analyst understand the questiom.,
Property?
If not: evidence? Wrong terms Used? Did you
contact her again to let her know?

reported'a:thigh/medium/
)
level of satisfaction with
e meterialSi located via tht bibliography., Could you explain
ho47you came to th4s. concluston?
.

,

'

...

Sample probes: What did:you do ab041- getting- ,t
or-der:them:From EISO or go to the4brary?' HOw m
read?'-What'did you judge them against (e.g. boo
knowledge)Z

rnartqria I
ti. -d i d

your

previous

What suggestionsdp you have that might improve the quali-4.of EISO services and product?
Sample probes: More information on-certain topics; books;
curriculum guides; Canadian materials; etc.

Utilization of-information-retrieved (old.item 32; new 28).
a)

Did you use the bibliography?
If so, how? What was the final
result (research report; new program; whatever) ?
Is a copy
availableJthat we can have)? What contribution did the EISO
search make to the overall project? to the "background research"
phase?

b)

Did you encounter any problems in .using it?
If so,,what kind
were they? Did they relate to'the service or to local
circumstances? What would have-helped you resolve this problem?

c)

What'became of the bibliography?

I s it

your files?

Have you used-the bibliogr-aphy...again for-another. purpOSe (e.g,
ClaSs materia4 )? iIf so, is thereia "product"- lavallable?
Can we get a copY?3.- ;Secondary Uses.;,
.

Did you passion the bibliOratiliy,:or a copy
-else?

o_ f

it, to anyone
WMy?

Who? .'iBe:speCifiet--sowe.-d'an: contact theiM.)
Did they.giNi4*any. feedback CiFt?.-

SY.

,
Did you recommend use of the EISO service -to ar-y Col leagues' '-'-------!-told-item 5O;-- new --.21.-.)
Who?;7-'Why?-:Pki-crthey,gi-v'V any feedback
on it tater?
'`_'--,--

b)

:

.

_

.c_) -Can you think of any other "secondary" effects of your, use .--V.`".
s,
of E! SO, or of. the bibliography? For exatiiple, did :you paSS.
e
oncopies of arttcleS., 'etc..?-....
.
..

.:

-

4-.

.

.PART

I

I-1:

-.

7%!

QUESTIONS RAISED IN REVIEW OF QU EST-IONNAIRE - ESPECIALLY
FOLLOW-UP OF COMMENTS hype 'Or. write these irv.:-,.T.irst.)

.41

c

CLOS !NG:

Thank you very.much for your time"arid interest.
.asS6re you thai-,
al I the information iL confidential ;- your name and pos4ition
I_ not 1r
appear in any report. Finally, 1'4 like to leave,.with you, a,copy.of'
the guide to EISO, Search Analyst's card, and several copies of our
brochure.
I

.*
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'LOCKHEED DIALOG® RET1`IE,V,AL-'5ERVICE

FILE- it

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRA1CTSi.,

FILE DESCRIPTION

'v.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS covers the world's literature in psychology and retate0 disciplines in

the behavidral sciences. Over 900 periodicals and 1500 books, technical reports, and monographs
are scanned each year to provide coverage of original research, reviews, discussions., theory, conference reports, panel discussions, case ktudra,, and descriptions of apporatus.

SUBJECT COVERAGE
The following gerieral fields are covered:
Applied Psychology
Cognitive. Processes
Cornmunication and Language
Cultural and Social Influertoa:s
and Behavior

Perceptual and Motor Performance
Personality
Professionals in Piichology
it Psychometrics in, Psychology
Treatment and Prevention
- Physical and Psychological Disorders
Animal Psychology

.

DevelOpmentca Psychology
Educational Psychology

Neurology and Physiology

SOURCES
Each year the APA staff examines approximately 2,400 primary, sources, both domestic-and foreign,
including the following:
r
Peribdicals
Technita/ Reports
Monographs
Beoks"

DIALOG FILE DATA
Inclusive Dates:
Update Frequency:
File Size::

1967, to the present
Monthly (approximately 2,000 retards each month
'240,000 citations, as of September 1976 -.
-

ORIGIN
PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS ivproduced by:

American PsycholObical Association
1200 Seventeenth Street:, N.W.

WashingtOn, D.C. 20036

Telephone:
--

2025/833-7600

/

69

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS'

DiALOGCDTRE-11
-SAMPLE 1:q CORD
JA
YR=

,
Modification of agores-sive beha'irior In two kindergarten children.
Aaj=-----0..-eusser. Rei Flosdarf. P.1 Limbouro. Mario,
U Tubingen. PsychoLoolsches Inst. H Germany-ma
-IN-= ^1111P sy chol og le in Erzfehung and Unterricht 19,7 VoL 21(4) 249-253
Selected -2 aggressive boys from 33 It Inefercsartners and rated their
.
aogressiveness for 6 hrs On 11 days. For the next 11 days
...aggressiveness was followed by a "removal from the room, the length of
absence chosen by the child after the reasons for the isolation had
bean erplaIned. After 12 wks of no treatment, both boys were observed
for another 11 days. The 1 e-ss . aggressive bay had abandoned his
strongly aoc7ressive behaViors. the'other oe had resumed them. thounh
IX)C YEAR. 1 976 VOL NOR 55 ABSTRACT Nos 1089 5

-

....

ICS

-

,..

CA=

not at their orevious high-level.

..c..LA'ClIACE- Cerm

..N.-

qt..' CST FICATirrU,15

"ar

.

0

AQ3RESSIVE-15Edssrlort. CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR UODIFICATION.+0---/DE ..
KINLIERC;ARTEN STUnENT51...131390. 09410, 27370
HPASEringth of removal from
1 tiDEX
angressiveness. aggressive behavior. kindergarten males es
Sw..1....C1 TrElt.uc-..

C L=----

SC

classroom fnllowincs//D

k.1

RETRIEVAL METHODSSUBJECT OR TEXT SEARCHING
SUFFIX

FIELD

None

Basic Ind.
(Title, Dincriptoo,
identifier, Corporate

/TI
/DE

'

/ID

,

EXAMPLES

ME

°

S CHILD?
E AGGRESSIVE
S AGGRESSIVE(C)BEHAVIOR(VAMQW1CATION
S TUBINGEN(F)GERMANY 1

Source, Abstract) V

Title

S KINDERGARTEN(W)CHILDREN/TI
S CLASSROOM(W)BEHAVIOR/DE
S CLASSROOM(F)REMOVAVID
S PSYCHOLOGISCHES(W)INST/CS
5 ISOLATION(F)TREATMENT/AB -

Descriptor'
Identifier

/CS
/A3

Corporate Source
Abstract

,PREFIX

FIELD NAME

.

CODE SEARCHING
-.AU=

CL=

CO=
JA=
..1N=

Author
Classification CodsCODEN1
Journal Announcement

Journal Name
..

LA..

SC=
YR=

Language
"-s--Subject Code
Year of Publication
in PSYCH ABS

UD=

Update

EXAMPLES

SELECT 4U=Busser, R.
SELECT CL=35
EXPAND CL=30
SELECT CO=PSYC-A
EXPAND CO -PSY
SELECT JA=5505
EXPAND. JA=5500
_EXPAND iN=PSYCHO- SELECT JN=PSYCHOLOGIE
.
UND UNTERR1CHT
LOGIE ERZIEHUNG_
SELECT LA=GERM
EXPAND LA=FRGN
SELECT SC 01390
EXPAND 5C=013
SELECT YR=76
EXPAND YR=70
EXPAND AU=Flostdorf

EXPAND U0=7600

SELECT LiD=7605

CODEN is expandable b selectable but is not displayed when citation is printed.
The LIMIT command is not applicable in File 11.
1

FORMATS AVAILABLE
Format 1
Format 2
Format 4
Format 5
Format 6

-

Format 7

DIALOG Accession Numbers
PA P.ecord withost..Abstroct
PA Citation and Abstraci'
Complete Record
PA Citation Nurniseeared Tithe
PA citation Number, Autfsoc, Title, Source, Document Citation, and
Abstract

SORTABILITY

Search results can be rearranged for offline printing by using thesorting capability in conjunction
with the offline PRINT command. Sortable, holds are Author and Title: Ascending order (A-Z)
will be used unless descending (Z-A) is specified.
.EXAMPLES: PRINT 4/51- 94 /AU/TI

PRINT 7/2/1-20/AU,D/T1.0

1A
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APPENDIX G
ORDER FORMS

J

V.

1%.

Instructions
1. Enter ED numbers in columns below
Complete address section at bottom left (seerch number is given
at top right corner
of pink copy of'Search Request Form and also
nn first page of the V -out of your
bibliography)
e

3. Retain 3rd (pink) copy of Order Formfor your records
4. Mail remaining copies'to EISO
5. When we reply stating cost of order end

cheque or money order payable to EISO.
The microfiche copies will then be sent to you.
ED Numbers

ED Numbers

Educational Information
System for Ontario
OISE Library, S 218

252 Moor Street West

Toronto M5S 1V6
(416) 923.6641 ext. 487

Orderform-for
Microfiche Copies
of Dooyments

11

SHIP TO:
Name

Address

Phone (

Data
a.

Search Ni..

211 9

\

ED Numbers

a

.1

Cost

No. of-Paget

Office use only)

.1.

,

e.,

del

.

EF.32W"tt

.,

.8.-

.

1"-

.

o

Order Form for
Paper Copt of

ERIC Doupents

.

ED 000 Oak
ED 065 734

It

1.-

from EDRS
ERIC Document Reproduction Service
P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA- 22210
Phone (703) 84i:1212
SHIP TO:
..'..

i Name
Address

I'

it

Phone

SEND VIA:

4.

Total

$

0 Parcel Post 0 Air Mail
Date

Enclose payment in U.S. funds

$ Portage

payabli through U.S. bank or
clearing house (e.g., bank draft)

S Tout

1) EDRS
/

.

4
4

if

IL,

lc

.

f.

Id

j

4

-

Educational Information
'System for Ontario
OISE Library, S 216

1

r

(

For each document desired, enter ED Yiumberand number of pages in
first two columns on following.page. Leave third column blank.
L.

.252 Bloor Street West

Toronto M5S1V6
(416) 923=6641 ext:487

K

)

Order Form fbr
Paper Copy of
ERIC DoCurnents
ED 065 735 and over

from EISO

Complete address section of form (search number is given at top right
corner of search request form and also on first page of printout).

3
Retain 5th (pink) copy-of form for your records.

;;

4.
Mail remaining copies to EISO

1

When you receive documents and invoice, send cheque or money order
to EISO.

1

instruotions

204

2

s't

e

..

1111111M111111

0

,

Cost

k

ED Number

No. of Pages

(office use only)

r

la%

r

rZ:=LMMIA,
111.1111.13111
Eduei

y

a

ttonal Information
System for OnisriO

OIS Library, S218
252 BlooiStreet West

Toronto M5S1V6
(416) 9216641 ext:487

it

Circler Form for

Paper Copy of
ERIC Documents
ED 065 735 and over

from EISO
SHIP TO:
Name

Address

Phone (

SENDy IA:

Total

Parcel Post

First Class Mail

EISO Search No,

PosteI
r

.

DeOlivery

. Delivery Service'

$ Due

Order No.
Date

E ISO

(office use only)

2D5

1) Requestor
Invoice

!.4

I.

For each article desired, enter journal information on the grid on the
following page. Samples below show where information required is listed

on the printout of vitt bibliography and'hvoid it should be listed on the
order form.
Sample Printout item:
EJ137100

'tducational Information

6

TM502226
Creativity and Body Imaie Boundaries
Lashak, Lee J.; fleznikoff, Marvin
Journal of Personality
Assessment; 40; 1; 81.90
Feb 76

System for Ontario

Descriptors:.

*Creativity/

',Body

Image/

Individual

OISE Library, S218
252 Moor Street West

6haracteristicir'

Toronto M5S 1V6

Studies creativity as it relates to body image, and examines
the communality of several creativity measures. (RC)

(416) 9216611 ext. 487

College Students

''Creativity

'Tests/

Higher Education/

Males/

.

io

,*1

Order Form for
Photocopies of
Journal Articles

Sample Order Form line:..
Vol. ' Isstr,i
No.
No. Pap(s)

Journal. dame

Date

Journal of, Personality

40

}issessmentv

131-90

Feb 76

2
Complete addiess section of form on the f011oiming page (search number
if given at top right corner of pink copy of Search Request Form and
also on the first page of the printout of your bibliographyi.

3
Retain 3rd (pink) copy of Order Form for yourreco-

4
Mail remaining copies to EISO.

Instructions

When we reply stating cost,of order, send cheque or money order payable,,.,

to EISO. The photocopies will then be

206

sent to you.;

r

v.

1

r.
Journal Name

,Vot.

Issue

No.

No.

Edu
octal knformation
Sy%stem for Onkio
OISE-Libraq., S218 252. Bloor Street West
Toronto ABS 1V8

,

Pages)

Date

A.

(416) 923-6641 ext:487
4.

Order form for
Photocopies of
JoumakArticles

SHIP TO:
Name
Address.

Phone (
Date
Search No.
1) EISO
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Educational
Information

System
\

for Ontario

EISO Search Analyst

OISE COrary, S218
252 Bloor Street West

Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6

,Printed in'Canbda
December 1977

Educational
Info

f

ation

Syste
for Ontario*
a

,Have you heard about EISO?

How does EISO work?

'Chances are You face problemsnow where additional

A search request is submitted to the search analyst', a

EISO provides microfiche cbpieS of all ER IC.docu-

information would be of help. If so, the Educational

specially trained reference librarian in the OISE

ments at a charge of 50cf per fiche, and paper moles

/

Information System for Ontario (EISO) projectls

Library, who rewords the content to conform to a

of those with ED numbers greater than ED 065 734

ready to assist by locating and duplicating materials

list of subject headings designed for computer

at a chargper page. Paper copies of documents

contained in the collection of the Educational

scanning of the data base, Via a computer terminal;)

with

Resources Information Center/)ERIC), and other data

the search analyst queries the data base. When

inclusive are available from ERIC Document Rep'o-

bases of interest to educators).

combinations of sub igt headings are entered (e.g. /

duction Service (EDRS) in the United States. Paper'

What is ERIC?

\

'

How do I obtain documents and articles?

ERIC is an information gathering and disser na ng
network comprised of 16 subject-speciaplised clearinghouses operating under the auspices of t le

.National Institute for Education. The c .aringhouses

remedial reading AtVJD teach

aides), the number of

between ED 000 001 and ED 065 734

copies of journal articles are available from EISO at a

.

relevant citations and same citations are prir(ted

charge of 204 per page!Order forms for both docu-

On-line. If the citations are appropriate; the complete

ments and articles will beent to clients with the

set of references and abstracts are printed off line

EISO bibiiography:-.

i

and mailed to the requestor.

'

I

How d1o I request alsearch?

collect, index and abstract research reports, conference

How long does a search take?

Write a I

papers, curriculum materialsand handbooks, including

The computer search itself normally takes fifteen

and mail it t the address, below; phone the

many from Canadian sources, and announce them

minutes, but follows a half-hour's discussion with the

search analyst t (416) 923-6641 ext. 487; or make

monthly in Resources in EduCation (RIE). Thelso

search analyst whenever possible. The bibliography

an appointment with the search aty,lyst at the

index more than 100 journals, including 26 fro

usual yarrives within teo working days of receipt of

,

Canada, for the Current Index telournals in Eduction v'A

a search request.

(C1JE). In all, the ERIC data base includes'over

200,000 references, to which almost 2,500 new

-1

describing the information yoil need
.

EISOISe.arch Se

ice Office located in the OISE

Library on the

mind floor of the OISE building.

How much does a search cost?

CurTent caw

Depending on the orplexity of the topic and length

'If you n

nos service
regulat updates on your search topic, ask

references 0 added each month.
of bibliography, a search can'cost as little as $10 or

the sear 0 analyst about EISO's new current awareness

How can EISO help?

as much as $100. Clients are charged 51,2 per hour for

servicgCharges will vary with the complexity of yotir
search Profile.

By searching the ERIC data base for information on

the search analyst's time (to the nearest quarter hour),

a particular problem or area of interest, you can learn

for computer connect time, and for citations printed.

how,others have approached the issue. EISO provides

Costs for connect time and citations vary with the

direct access to ERIC, retrieving references quickly

data base and computer system used Contact the

Hoe/ tin clients assist E ISO?.

Stiles providing a useful service, E ISO is also a

,

research project looking into the information needs
and inexpensively. Computerized searchesiof

EISO search analyst fir current rates, and an estimate

Dissertation Abstracts, Exceptional Child Education

of the cost for searching your topic.

of Ontario's educators, It will be greatly appreciated
Abstract's, Psichological Abstricts,SociatSciences
Citation Index and Sociological Abstracts are also

if clients complete evaluation questionnaires or
agree to be interviewed, if asked to do si?.

available. The service will be of particular help to
those working under the pressure of deadlines. For

'Proiect4unded under contract with the Onterio'Ministry
of Education.

public addresses aneresearch reports EISO will prove

(

helpful; for planning and decisionmaking it may
prove indispensable.

EISO Search' Analyst
OOISE `Library, S218

252 Bloor Street West

Toronto; Ontario M5S 1V6
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APPENDIX I
EISO-POSTER AND FLYER

gonsider, for instance, the time it
iekes to search through indexes
IcaResources in Education or
asychological Abstracts for all the
ferences about the topic you
e workingon.
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APPENDIX

EISO SEARCH REQUEST FORM .2.

44,

4-

-;

EbUCATIONAL. INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO

Search No.

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Roon;5218,252 Bloor St. W., Toronto M5S 1V6
(416) 923-6641 Ext. 487

Topic:.

SEARCH REQUEST FORM
Name

Invoice: (

) Satne, or

: Address

Phone(s) (

3.

Phone (

)

Phone when printout arrives

Mail printout without phoning
4.

Detailed description of ionic

5.

Reasons for requesting search (Please specify how you hope to use the information)

N,

6.

.1,

Citations of relevant materials known to you, ifany, or authors writing in the

Data. easels):
.

O ERIC
Dias. Abs.

Psych. Abs.°

0 SSC!
0 ERIC + ECEA

ERIC + PA

CI Other:

219
19.1

area

s

ECEA

ECEA + PA

c,/(17

/-

APPENDIX L

SERVICE EVALUATION DATA SHEET 2

`v.

EDUCATIONAL 1NFOkMATION Si'STEWFWONTARIO

.

EISb Service Evaluation Data-Sheet
A

Search No.

,

Topic:
N

'

1.

Date (day, month, year):

2.

Purpose:
-

Keep abreast of field
(02)---Assignment, term paper, thesis
(03)
Prep., update of blbrlio.

(07)
(08)

(04)'Curriculum development

(10)---Oolicy'development

(01).

_

-

Research /development report
Browsing

(09)7Oersonnel recruit, eval.; sup.

CMOther:

(05)---Orntram improvement.

(06) 706pNspeech& article, report
3.

Contact:

4.

Payment: -(1),- Free

5.

Interview, strategy time j_t_x_j_min.

6.

Requester's organization:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(1)-

Walk-ih

(2)
(2).

Pho;-le

Letter

(3)

Cash& cheque,'inyoice

(4)

(3)

:,Other:

OISE chargeback

"\

School board
CART

OISE
(5)--Ministry of Education
(6)
Other:
(4)

Faculty of. Education
0

Please' indicate your primary professional role or function.
(Check one only)
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)

.8.

Administration or sUpervision
Teaching
Pupil Personnel Services
Research
.Fiel_cLDevetopMent:
Min.itry. Regional:Office-Library Services-

(08)
(09)
(10)
(11)(12)
(131
(14)

Private Consultant
Undergraduate Student
M.Ed. Student
Ed.D. Student
M.A. Student
Ph.D.-StudentOther:

Organization location:

-MetrO.Toront6
(2)77.kamil-ton,-London, Ottawa, Windsor, Sudbury
(3)7bistrkt or.District'Muhicipality, County or Regional Municipality
(4)
Canada (outside Ontario)
(5)
Outside Canada
(1)

.

4;
1.5

.

Sex:' (1)--Male

94
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APPENDIX M

EISO USER EVALUATION 1QUESTIONNAIRE 2

.7

O

a

11----aar
O Educational Informationbstem for Ontario
,101
,

Search No

OISE Library, 5238
252 Bloor Street West.

I

I

I

I

I_- I

I

Topic:

s Toronto Ontario JI5S

EISO.User Evaluation Questionnaire
The data collected from the user evaluation questionnaire will be used to improve the search service, Al will be treated
irra confidential manner.

Please read each question carefully and indicate your response with a check Mark: If
not applicable.

Leave blank if the item is

Satisfaction

Low
1. Convenience of arrangements to obtain EISO sear

Medium

High

I

2.. Helpfulness of search analyst or Educational Information
Consultant.

3. Time taken to deliver the EISO bibliography.
4. Time taken to deliver-microfiche or paper copies
ordered from EISO.

5.- Value ofbibliography itself.
.

1

.

6 Value of materials located via EISO bibliograph
Face of the search and bibliography.

.

(34

)

8. How much of the relevant information retrieved was new to ybu? i (1)

0%

,(2)

6

(4)

(3)

1-20%

more than.50%

c

9. For how many of the references on your printout did you read the original' material?
(1)

None

(2)-

1-5

(3)

,

6-10

(4)

11-20

(5)

21 or more

10. How did you first learn ibout the Educational Information System for Ontario (EISO)end its services? (Check
one only;)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Brochure or flyer

(6)

Advertisementr.
Prof. Dev. Day
Colleagues

(7)
(8)
(9)

Library or Librarian
- EISO staff member
Cannot recall
Other-

.L

11. On the reverse side, please comment on both the good and bad:elements of your EISO search. Any suggestions you
make towards improving the service are welcome.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION -

